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ABSTRACT

The 21st century has altered the workscape, emphasizing non-cognitive skills required for success in the workforce. Community colleges that profess workforce readiness in their workreadiness programs use primarily cognitive assessment to ensure content and curricular learning. This quantitative study of rural Maine community college graduates examined non-cognitive workforce skills from this workforce readiness institution, correlating non-cognitive instrument scores to the standard cognitive score, cumulative grade point average (GPA). The Social-Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE) and the Review of Personal Experience with Locus of Control (ROPELOC) data were examined in relation to cumulative grade point average (GPA) to assess for the presence of non-cognitive schemas in graduating respondents. Statistical analysis of this data revealed that only 15% of the non-cognitive skills assessed were found to be correlated with GPA, while 35-40% of students responding to the surveys graduated from the institution with less than average non-cognitive scores, and scored an average of 35 points less than ideal scores, on both instruments. This study suggests there is little relationship between non-cognitive skills and GPA. Community colleges may need to refine assessments and practices to ensure graduates are truly being prepared for the 21st century workplace.
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“No one is born fully-formed:
it is through self-experience in the world that we become what we are.”

— Paulo Freire

“For apart from inquiry, apart from the praxis, individuals cannot be truly human. Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other.”

— Paulo Freire
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Students are more frequently enrolling in American Community Colleges as their post-secondary educational choice. According to the United States Department of Education, the number of students attending community colleges has increased dramatically. At the end of the 20th century, approximately 5.6 million students were enrolled in a for-credit program at a community college, while in 2014, the number of students enrolled surpassed 7.3 million (US Dept. of Education, 2017, para. 3). These numbers represent 42% of all the students enrolled in undergraduate classes, in that year (Ma & Baum, 2016). The Community College Review (2003-2018) examines the reasons students are making this decision to continue their education at Community Colleges. These include the higher tuition rates, more stringent admission standards and larger class sizes at traditional four year institutions; while students are drawn to the open admissions process, lower educational requirements for entry required, lower tuition costs, the need for practical skills/certifications in the workforce, and the flexible scheduling possibilities at community colleges (Community College Review, 2003-2018, para. 6-8). These community college populations, however, reflect a high number of drop-outs in enrollment and a general lack of persistence. In fact, the completion rate after six years for all community college students is only 39% (Fain, 2015, para. 3). With this statistic in mind, this researcher used quantitative methodology and a Positive psychology constructivist frame to examine the non-cognitive skills that have been found to correlate with improved academic outcomes, specifically related to workforce success in the 21st century.
Kafka (2016) emphasizes the tools and assessments required in community college success, indicating an emphasis on non-cognitive skills, and encouraging the application of assessments to measure these skills. Non-cognitive skills, according to Kafka (2016), “refers to a group of skills and attributes that, although difficult to define and measure, are widely acknowledged to be essential for student success” (p. 1). This study examined a rural Maine community college’s graduates using two of these non-cognitive skill assessment instruments, and explored the interrelationships among these measures and grade point average (GPA). Driving this research was the hypothesis that success in community college includes the development of specific non-cognitive capacities. Framing this research within an understanding of 21st century workforce skills, emphasizes these non-cognitive components, often missing from educational assessments and are an ideal area of research during this period of systemic transformation marked by the needs of a new millennium.

The Institute for the Future (IFTF), a strategic research nonprofit focused on transformative trends in education, created a 21st century workforce report entitled Future Work Skills 2020 (IFTF, 2011). The report indicated that the non-cognitive skills required in the 21st century workforce are:

- Sense-making: the ability to determine deeper meanings.
- Social intelligence: the ability to connect deeply and directly, with reciprocity and adaptive responsiveness.
- Novel thinking: proficiency at creative problem-solving with flexible solutions.
- Cross cultural competency: the ability to operate in different and diverse settings.
• Computational thinking: the ability to synthesize, translate, and reason abstractly and algorithmically.
• New media literacy: proficiency with critical assessment and development of technology and media to leverage communication.
• Transdisciplinarity: literacy in concepts across disciplines.
• Design mindset: growth and resiliency focused identification of the problem that supports the conceptualization of a solution that leads to a desired end.
• Cognitive load management: proficiency with discriminating, prioritizing and filtering information in order to maximize cognitive energy.
• Virtual collaboration: productive engagement and positive presence in experiences with virtual connections (IFTF, 2011, pp. 8-12).

These skills, though incorporating some cognitive and curricular content, are largely based on intra-personal and inter-personal processes related to how a mind organizes information, creates meaning, and utilizes knowledge. In psychology and the theory of constructivism this mental modeling refers to ‘schema,’ or ‘schemata.’ Schema are reflexive mental models, resulting from individual interaction and experiences. These constructs are hypothesized as the “mechanisms by which knowledge is internalized by learners” (Semanticscholar, n.d., p. 2). Additionally, the mindset and collaborative tendencies listed are socio-emotional in nature. This study’s examination of the self-reported non-cognitive schemas of graduating community college students, which are so pertinent to academic and professional success, is an answer to Kafka’s (2016) call for non-cognitive skills measurement as a required part of evaluating community college students’ successes.
Historically community colleges prepare individuals to be a part of a skilled workforce, and current socio-political trends continue to highlight the importance of community college education, especially within rural communities. Community colleges serve a specific training role in the higher education system, intending to lead to economic stability. In general, open admissions policies, low tuition, and geographic location make these institutions appealing to individuals with low-income, part-time students, individuals with dependents, first generation students and adult learners requiring retraining or workforce readiness preparation (Ma & Baum, 2016). This rural community college in Maine reflects this composition of students exquisitely.

With the increase in enrollment and the workforce training mission of these community institutions, an increase in analysis regarding the cognitive and non-cognitive skills and content addressed in this community college educational experience is an important process in which to engage. As the 21st century continues, specific skills and training is required for success in the workforce. Are these skills addressed in the community college setting? Does a community college education prepare students successfully regarding these workforce skills? A quantitative analysis to examine whether non-cognitive outcomes are achieved in this context was the first in many steps toward the implementation of evidence-based practices that align teaching and learning, theory and practice. To accomplish this, a Positive psychology framework was adapted from the counseling to the classroom setting.

The American Psychological Association (APA) reviews evidenced-based teaching for higher education (Schwartz & Gurung, 2012), emphasizing the need to expand areas of research in scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) that removes instruction from intuitive and anecdotal practices to explore the scientific evidence of effectiveness. This study uses quantitative evidence-based data to reveal whether the result of community college education
meets the non-cognitive needs of the students entering the economic environment after graduation. The research uses statistical data and transdisciplinary overlaps from workforce and educational researchers by presenting a Positive psychology perspective to frame the non-cognitive skills as schemas required of graduates, and described as necessary for success. This analysis of non-cognitive outcomes is a necessary evaluative tool in community colleges, as reform policies are encouraged by legislation and transformational change movements, and accountability practices are used to examine educational standards of success in higher education.

The non-cognitive skills under analysis are measured by two Likert-scaled surveys: the Social-Emotional Health Survey--Higher Education (SEHS-HE) measuring 12 psychological traits, associated with four domains: belief-in-self, belief-in-others, engaged living, and emotional competence; and the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control (ROPELOC) instrument, measuring 14 scales in four areas: personal abilities and beliefs, social abilities, organizational skills, and an active involvement scale. Additionally, this version of the Life Effectiveness Questionnaire (LEQ) includes two Locus of Control scales. These measures reflect the non-cognitive schemas possessed by the graduating study participants.

In the context of the 21st century, specific non-cognitive skills are requisites for success. Educational institutions typically relate success to academic outcomes and content driven core curriculum. Community colleges are organized around workplace readiness and skill development. Do these community colleges incorporate non-cognitive skills building? Are students that graduate from these academic institutions graduating with the skills that they need for success in the workplace?
Using psychometrics allows researchers to examine psycho-social assets required for academic and professional success, and they can begin to explore success as related to non-cognitive processes in order to transform educational practices. This Positive psychology approach emphasizes non-cognitive values and strengths. It uses these non-cognitive instruments of student’s self-schemas, such as the measure for covitality, a construct to study strengths in combination (e.g. self-efficacy, emotion regulation, empathy, self-control, gratitude, persistence). This strengths-based non-cognitive schema analysis is a needed trend in education reform. These covital constructs have significant correlations between student subjective well-being and successful academic performance, and they represent many of 21st century workforce skills outlined in the Institute for the Future’s report.

The research focus addressed student achievement within a rural Maine community college and used non-cognitive instruments (the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC) to expose potential correlations to academic success. The manifest questions driving this research were: How do student non-cognitive assessment scores relate to student academic performance? Do higher covitality and personal effectiveness measures relate to better academic performance? Are non-cognitive skills apparent after the graduating students’ learning experience?

Statement of the Problem

The new American college, described by Boyer (1994), is an “institution that celebrates…its capacity to connect thought to action, theory to practice” (p. 14). A problem in educational research has been linking theory to practice, for instance, connecting the educational experience in community colleges to the workplace needs of the surrounding community. According to workforce success research, non-cognitive skills are a missing piece in content based curriculum. Lack of such skills may result in graduating students being unprepared for
successful functioning within the workforce. As community colleges identify themselves specifically as workforce readiness institutions, it is imperative that research reveals whether these skills are being transmitted within educational experiences.

For successful workforce functioning, employees must possess specific non-cognitive skills. Given this simple expectation that theory and practice should be aligned, and education should address workforce skills, it is imperative that instructors integrate non-cognitive skills-building into the learning experience of community college students as a means of workplace preparation training. Though the content of a course in higher education is a priority, workplaces are looking for employees that have empathy, effective social skills, and who are engaged citizens within the interconnected systems involved (e.g. education, economy, employment, society). Using a Positive psychology framework to analyze educational outcomes allows evidence-based quantification of these non-cognitive, 21st century workplace skills, while connecting theory and practice to support a meaningful definition of success across systems. (See Figure 1.1)

- Positive psychology: Roots in ancient philosophies, Humanist Psychology, Personality, Motivation and Identity research, embraces new cognitive neuroscience
- Education: Roots in Sociology, learning theories, schema construction and building on prior knowledge, includes experiential and mindset considerations, along with contextualizing learning as psycho-social, in nature.
- Workforce: Non-cognitive and social-emotional skills now in high demand. Non-cognitive skills are not content specific, they are applied skills related to interpersonal and intrapersonal strengths.

Figure 1.1: Multisystemic Integration of Theory and Practice. Rebecca A. Martin, 2018.
According to the Community College Research Center (CCRC) and the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 44% of the students who attend community college have family incomes of less than $25,000 per year. Additionally, 38% of these students have parents who did not graduate from college. Shapiro et al. (2017) review the diversity statistics comprising American community colleges to reveal disadvantaged populations choosing community college as their higher education alternative; and Chen and Simone (2016) note that in their statistical analysis of students in two year public community colleges during 2003-2004, 68% took one or more remedial courses and 48% took two or more remedial courses. These numbers increased by 35% in the 2011-12 enrollment year. The remedial focus on cognitive skills is clear. But, what about non-cognitive skills? This researcher hypothesized that using a Positive psychology, psychotherapeutic lens reframes the cognitive remediation approach by highlighting non-cognitive skills. This systems approach allowed for a systems understanding of learning through a constructive framework in this most democratizing institution, the American community college.

In 2017, the Maine Community College System (MCCS) prepared and delivered its program Evaluation Report (2017). MCCS is comprised of seven colleges, with campuses or centers located within 25 miles of approximately 90% of Maine’s residents. MCCS (2017) presents their primary goal as: “creating an educated, skilled and adaptable labor force that is responsive to the changing needs of Maine’s economy” (p. 2), with a stated priority of students thriving in the educational and professional work place. Though Maine has a low degree attainment rate and the lowest per capita income in New England, this goal requires educators to better define *thrive*, and to more clearly establish success outcomes through the evaluation of non-cognitive skills.
MCCS research and strategic planning recognize that many students find admissions criteria confusing and family support for students is weak with a lack of understanding of what it takes to go to college (MCSS, 2016-2020). Additionally, the systems in which students are embedded, from family, financial, economic, housing, medical to mental health, present multiple barriers to success for the college students. Some have identified food insecurity and other socio-economic disadvantages, while others have substance use issues or legal difficulties stemming from both custody and family concerns, or from a history of violations of the law. The College is serving under-prepared adults who are challenged in multiple roles, along with the difficulties innate to the balance of education, work and family. Given the lack of academic preparedness of the applicants enrolling in Maine Community College System schools, deficit recognition and attention to remedial has been required.

According to the Maine Community College System Publications and Reports (2017) commissioned educational and economic researchers describe that by 2020, 66% of all Maine jobs will require post-secondary education, and the current percentage of adults with an associate degree or higher is only 39% (p. 23). These jobs will require non-cognitive skills. In the fall of 2014, 18,160 students were enrolled in the MCCS. By 2017, MCCS reports that the system colleges serve some 30,000 each year through academic programs, customized training for businesses and industries, and through continuing education. In the fall of 2017, 2,100 students entered directly from high school; however, the average age for a student within MCCS is 27 years, and over half of the total student enrollment have dependents, while 56% report working more than 20 hours a week while attending. In fact, Maine’s Community College population includes:

- 26% of students spending more than 30 hours a week caring for dependents
• 31% having children living with them
• 31% working more than 30 hours weekly, while attending classes
• 82% of full-time, degree-seeking students requiring financial assistance (MCCS, 2017)

These systemic psycho-social stressors, associated with community college attendance, may be some of the reasons that 51% of community college students fail to persist (Center for Community College Student Engagement, 2013). In addition to persistence issues, a systemic problem is documenting whether the non-cognitive skills required for successful job performance are transmitted within the community college experience. Transformational reform that is responsive the non-cognitive needs of these students, given these stressors, is worthwhile to investigate and requires the application of social science within educational research. This study emphasized a strengths-based and value-laden focus on covitality and non-cognitive skills of students within the community college in an effort to correlate academic performance via GPA as a demonstration of workplace readiness, upon student graduation.

MCCS (2017) looked to the Center for Community College Engagement (CCCSE) to identify success measures, inclusive of but different than the standard academic outcome-oriented measures. The covital constructs surrounding student engagement were explored, including improvements to persistence, academic achievement, and completion associated with student perception of connection to learning, the college, and the faculty (p. 48). Many threats to student engagement and success exist, but are there quantitative measures that can bring congruity to educating and training a workforce?
As a psychotherapist in private practice, and an adjunct faculty member at a rural Maine community college, this researcher views student functioning through a psychotherapeutic lens. In the counseling room, this clinician assesses psychological assets and self-awareness as key features in successful therapeutic outcomes, why not bring this method from counseling to the classroom? Borrowing from the fields of social science, this researcher used a Positive psychology orientation of strengths identification in the field of education. With the assumption that learning requires students to construct new schemas and colleges create specific core outcomes aligned with the cognitive aspects of curriculum, this researcher measured non-cognitive schemas as associated to cognitive schema measurement (GPA) to consider the role of non-cognitive measurements in educational assessment.

**Purpose of the Study**

In 2006, the Commission on the Future of Higher Education issued a report calling for transformational reform in higher education. Policies highlighting deficit models, problem-centered foci, and lack of transparent processes have drawn attention to academic success rates (persistence, completion) and remedial services, creating a systemic need for realigning theory and practice, thoughts to action. Lack of workplace readiness, failures to persist or complete, an increased need for non-cognitive skills and socio-emotional skills-building, remediation, disability and accommodation, dependence on contingent instructors, and the transitions related to institutional identity are among some of the issues identified by community college policy-makers in the United States. Do instructors consider theories related to non-cognitive skills building? Could a strengths-based assessment of skills and values reveal any additional information regarding a student’s educational experiences in community colleges? How can transformation successfully occur?
The report emphasized four specific needs required for transformation: 1) higher education must be more efficient and productive; 2) higher education must become more accountable to the constituents involved; 3) higher education should provide more useful information to its consumers; and 4) higher education must manage itself using better data (US Department of Education Secretary’s Commission of the Future of Higher Education, 2006). This report issued a charge to educators: “defining appropriate measures of success, collecting more comprehensive data, and testing and refining strategies at improving student outcomes” (MCCS, 2007, p. 47) must fuel the transformational change required. Documenting non-cognitive skills of the community college graduates to examine workforce readiness is part of this call for change.

As the field of education establishes new learning requirements for the 21st century, these non-cognitive components may be an important complement to curriculum design. Positive psychology researchers reject the deficit model, the co-occurrence of multiple problems or disease states utilized by much of the western world. Instead, Positive psychology embodies a strengths-based process. To examine the co-occurrence of non-cognitive psychosocial strengths, a new construct called ‘covitality,’ has been introduced. Covitality is a consideration of psychological strengths occurring together, in specific combinations. This strengths-based shift is especially important within education research that traditionally assesses students based on deficits or difficulties, in order to target remediation or to ameliorate the impact of problems. Instead of problem-resolution, as a common perspective in educational assessment and accommodation, strengths-amplification is a pivotal practice.

Educators not using a Positive psychology framework may be using a deficit model that proposes that success and failure exist on one continuum, such as the continuum between health
and sickness used with a medical model--each laying at opposite poles. In this model, insufficiencies prohibit adequacies: if you are sick, you are not well. The focus on what is wrong subsumes identification of what may be right. This is evident through a review of educational literature addressing risk factors, remediation, and emotional-behavioral interventions used throughout education organizations. Individuals generally gain attention when something is going wrong. So, negative experiences, challenges, or deficits become the status quo of operation. When the deficit model of assessment is a primary perspective within the United States educational system, feedback becomes problem-centered, such as with plans of corrections or behavioral plans, remedial classes, etc. In these cases, based on psychology’s schema construction theories, the experience begins to be defining, and so student self-schemas become deficit-based (Collins & Camblin, 1983; Ferri & Connor, 2006; Klingner, 2007; Moll, 1990; National Research Council, 2002; Sleeter, 1986).

The problem-focused approach taxes resources, causes stigmas, and identifies individuals as their issues, problems or illnesses, which impacts self-concept and learning. Instead of improving functioning through the cultivation of strengths, the focus is on attempting to diminish the impact of poor performance. Learning, in this context, is influenced by both cognitive and non-cognitive processes. In standard deficit models, a student may compose their schemas (of self and others) based on deficit-built representations derived from ‘earned’ grades, remedial interventions and feedback.

Educators must understand that this feedback can be defining. Emphasizing the deficit model of problem identification and driving toward deficit resolution limits the potential held in Positive psychology where strengths and values become protective factors that foster students’ personal and professional schemas required for success. Utilizing a strengths-based approach and
addressing educational experiences through the framework of Positive psychology as an alternative to the deficit model, which highlights symptoms or insufficiencies, should be a primary focus in education. A Positive psychology approach emphasizes skill development and recognition of an individual’s strengths and values. An emphasis on these non-cognitive skills, in fact, may introduce thriving and optimal functioning from the psychotherapy field to the academic realm.

Community colleges are institutions founded on skill development and technical training, making these organizations prime areas to research. Positive psychology promotes a treatment model that aligns with strengths of the individual, and incorporates a systems view, advancing the importance of 21st century skills as they relate to academic performance. This research is an important next step in strengths identification through non-cognitive assessment within community colleges.

This study utilized strengths-based, information seeking practices to support definitions of success which answer to MCCS’s concerns regarding successful transformation, reflecting data that may help to make educators accountable to the processes that lead to desired outcomes. This was accomplished by utilizing quantitative data to assess non-cognitive skills in students graduating from a rural Maine community college, demonstrating that a reforming process is necessary to better align non-cognitive preparation with the college experience.

The New World of Work (NWoW) discussion panel (2014) on Community College practices in alignment with 21st century skills focuses on the need for data-driven strategies to conform the 21st century workplace skills to college educational outcomes and resolves. This panel determined that self-awareness in the student population, an understanding of their personal skills, strengths and values, is an adaptive intervention in higher education, suggesting
that self-assessments and career assessments should be used to support student self-awareness development. This study uses two such self-assessments, the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC, to measure the non-cognitive skills specific to this community college population.

The NWoW panel, additionally, highlights the following non-cognitive skills relevant to desired outcomes:

- Social (diversity) awareness: productive relational skills across diverse experiences and fields.
- Resilience: the ability to cope with change, bounce back after failure or challenge, emphasizing a growth mindset within personal skill development.
- Empathy: a non-cognitive socio-emotional skill, emphasizing others as allies and collaborators rather than competitors or obstacles (Schultz & Gills, NWoW, 2014).

This researcher believes that these clusters of non-cognitive strengths, then, also become associated with 21st century workplace success, further supporting strengths identification represented by the Positive psychology framework in the present study which provides a psychotherapeutic emphasis on educational reform. Understanding these psychological processes in Positive psychology’s systems and strengths-based framework supports a redefinition of successful academic outcomes. Operational definitions of these covital and non-cognitive skills will be available at the end of Chapter One, and these terms will be explored in detail within the literature review.

NWoW indicates that non-cognitive and socio-emotional skills are not traditionally “…taught or assessed through education, but [they] should be added to curricular requirements to fully prepare the future workforce” (Schulz & Gills, 2014, p. 13). If future successes in the 21st
century workforce are to occur, community college leaders must link this non-cognitive training to the educational experience, and gather data to better understand whether these skills are embedded in the learning provided in this context.

Furlong, Carnazzo, Dowdy, and Kim (2014) have developed a unique covitality measurement for non-cognitive skills in higher education, the Socio-Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE). The SEHS is based on the premise that thriving and success is grounded, in part, in the conditions of a youth’s life that foster the development of internal psychological dispositions associated with (a) positive beliefs or confidence in self, (b) a sense of core trust in others, (c) a sense of emotional competence, and (d) feeling engaged in daily living. “These internal assets exert their primary effect by fostering an upward spiral in the quality of interpersonal transactions that occur…” (Furlong et al., 2014, p. 5).

This framework suggests that these covital dispositions lead to multiple mental health and academic benefits. “By developing these positive psychological dispositions in schools, educators foster a youth’s ability to meaningfully engage in the interpersonal transaction that facilitate his or her near- and long term development across their biopsychosocial developmental domains” (Furlong et al, 2014, p.5). Assessing the development of these non-cognitive skills within the setting that specializes in workforce preparation, community college, is a worthwhile exploration.

Covitality, a specific clustering of non-cognitive skills, as a specific definition, is a factor analysis of particular individual strengths. There are four components, each measured through strengths analysis and psychometrically supported. Positive psychology has endorsed this developmental assets approach to education (Benson & Scales, 2012) which emphasizes internal (psychological) and external (sociological) assets, rather than identifying problems or deficits.
Positive psychology focuses on how to build and reinforce these strengths and other non-cognitive assets. Huebner, Gilman, Reschly, and Hall (2009) indicate that this integrated, multi-systemic research can be used to create proven practices to support “psychologically healthy educational environments for [all]…” (p. 565). Covitality exploration in higher education, especially in relation to the 21st century workforce skills highlighting self-awareness, resiliency, and strengths and values, opens the door for transformative education reform.

Covitality and personal effectiveness measures capture a range of social and emotional skills built within an individual’s schemas as a result of developmental experiences using a strengths-based model. These self-and-other schemas are correlated to multiple measures of life satisfaction and wellness measures (Furlong, You, Renshaw, Smith, & O’Malley, 2013) and researchers are applying these schemas to education, revealing multiple correlates between academic success and improved success measures (Ito, You, Smith, & Furlong, 2015). These measures are not the first multifactorial, higher order traits to be examined. In fact, according to the literature (Carroll, 1993), the general intelligence factor represents a similar higher-order factor that subsumes multiple cognitive and problem-solving constructs. Psychological strengths permeate many other performance and personality components, as well. In fact, the big five personality construct (measures of the collection of traits related to openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism) is a higher order trait with five componential factors.

The covitality score, measured by the SEHS-HE focuses on higher order traits such as mentioned above, which means that this instrument examines the clustering of component parts. Similarly, the ROPELOC, used to measure sense of personal effectiveness and locus of control as part of non-cognitive measurement of life effectiveness, also utilizes higher order clustering to
measure componential pieces. These instruments were utilized in order to examine the non-cognitive attributes within schemas of the graduating students in association with their grade point average, in so doing the componential constructs could be statistically examined as well.

**Research Questions**

It is important to ensure workplace preparedness is addressed as a result of the educational experience. This research imagines academic improvements and enhancements within multiple domains, the workforce, included, as they relate to student’s self-assessment of these componential higher order constructs.

This researcher asks the following questions:

1) What are the self-assessment scores of the community college students on the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education and the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control?

2) What is the relationship amongst these non-cognitive measures and graduating students’ GPA?

3) What patterns emerge when inter-instrument comparisons are made?

Psychotherapeutic counselors evaluate, as standard practice, the multiple systems in which individuals are embedded. In an effort to take a holistic and integrative view of well-being and academic performance, educators need to do the same. Student well-being and non-cognitive capacities cannot remain an underestimated feature within educational outcomes. The present study applies psychotherapeutic practices to education by measuring the relationship between specific non-cognitive strengths with academic success related to GPA. Addressing how this
educational setting may cultivate a climate to improve student functioning across domains will be included in the culminating discussion.

An educator can learn from the practice of therapy where the charge of the practitioner is “building competencies and promoting adaptive functioning” (Schueller, 2009, p. 922). Educational leadership should explore the importance of these non-cognitive processes and their transformative potential to shape students into successful learners and employees. This quantitative research gathered information through the use of non-cognitive self-report instruments which measured psychological assets to better understand the connection among these and academic success through GPA measures.

As reviewed previously and as anecdotally observed, community college students generally have an increased amount of psycho-social stressors. Institutions such as community colleges should focus on strengths building and workforce readiness not prototypically available in the deficit model that drives education with emphasis on cognitive and curricular academic outcomes. This researcher believes that educational assessment should measure the development of non-cognitive skills, creating an opportunity for defining/redefining strengths and values in this time of student learning. Failure to identify strengths and values in students’ schemas may contribute to a failure to persist, as well as other poor academic and interpersonal outcomes. Identifying and attempting to strengthen students’ self-schemas through examination of covitality and accompanying non-cognitive strengths may be a more appropriate definition of success then curricular concentrations considering the needs of the 21st century workforce.

**Conceptual Framework**

This study utilized Positive psychology to highlight and emphasize covital strengths, and explored whether non-cognitive strengths are related to academic performance. These strengths
were measured using the SEHS-HE to measure skills in four domains constructed of twelve traits, called covitality, and the ROPELOC instrument to measure skills associated with personal abilities and beliefs, social abilities, organizational skills and active involvement as related to 21st century workplace skills. This multidisciplinary and integrative approach implies that human consciousness is a complex overlay of interwoven experiences, a sophisticated unknown that forms and informs experience in dynamics ways. This research is also informed by a Constructivist model which highlights schema creation and experiential learning throughout development.

The theories that drive this research have to do with fundamental psychological processes and constructs embedded within Positive psychology. Fundamentally, an individual constructs their ideas of persons, places and things, including one’s self, psycho-socially. Called ‘schemas,’ these constructed representations or mental conceptions and expectations, are an organizing heuristic that supports information handling. Learning theories, such as Tinto’s (1975) adult learning theory exploring the roles of academic and social engagement; Vygotsky’s (1978) philosophy of learning and education, remarking on proximities and zones of learning, along with ideas of scaffolding, accommodation of information, and building understanding; and Dewey’s (1910) work regarding pragmatic and progressive experiential and values-based education and reflective requirement, all suggest that these abstract mental categories hold beliefs, knowledge, and ideas related to one’s world and their experiences within it. Piaget (1936) brought schema vocabulary into cognitive development research and related learning and intellectual growth to schema formation and adaptation. These theories suggest that personal functioning within the social act of learning relates to academic performance. Learning and knowing come from the non-cognitive origins of self in conjunction with others and
environment. This research focused on the self-assessment of these schemas related to self and others, and examined whether covitality and personal effectiveness scores are related to successful academic outcomes.

The Constructivist view takes schemas one step farther to argue that reality is subjective and not absolute, rather, “It is made up of the network of things and relationships that we rely on in our living, and on which we believe, others rely on, too” (Von Glaserfeld, 1995, p. 7). Heylighen (1993) added that there is a social constructivism related to schemas, and that knowledge is a shared co-construction. Schemas, then, allow individuals to organize and interpret their world; and, the process of forming schemas is a co-created process based in experience.

The co-creating process incorporates a fundamental belief in the personal will of self and expectations around belief in others, and the manner in which those are created. Texts reveal that these processes are iterative, generate and influence process, and have a reciprocal impact on internal and external bio-psycho-social-spiritual schemas, non-cognitive and covital. This process incorporates a fundamental belief in the stories we tell ourselves, and the manner that is created. This researcher believes that Positive psychology adopts this social constructivist viewpoint, while adapting this composition of self to the three pillars of Positive psychology: individual traits, experiences and institutions.

A Positive psychology perspective implies that science from psychology may be the most useful tool to support student development within the educational system. Though family systems continue to be the primary acculturative influences, teachers (supporting the organization of an individual’s schemas through the education system) play a larger and larger role. Given their influence, school performance, schema construction, and mental health factors
can be largely dependent on students’ experiences at school and can reinforce non-cognitive habits related to self and others (Ayers, 2004; Bonner, Lewis, Bowman-Perrott, Hill-Jackson, & James, 2009; Chafouleas, & Bray, 2004; Dweck, 1999; Klein, 2005; Makarushka, 2002).

Further examining the Positive psychology and Constructivist framework, Systems theories, such as Engel’s (1977) bio-psycho-social model, Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) perspective of ecological systems, and Capra’s (2002) perspective on the interdependence of psychological, biological, social, and cultural phenomena, termed the ‘web of life,’ all view humans in various constellations and as embedded within numerous networks of influence as catalysts for schema construction. Subsumed within the Positive psychology perspective is Bandura’s (1977) focus on the social cognitive connection related to efficacy and self-talk; Erikson’s (1968) psychosocial stages of development; and Festinger’s (1957) emphasis on socio-emotional influences related to consistency and dissonance of constructed realities. These also play a role in the conceptual frame.

Human development research holds countless proofs that humans learn, develop and identify based on schemas of knowledge, beliefs, and expectations. Covitality is a measure of these positive self-and-other-schemas. Fundamentally, an individual constructs their idea of self, including their belief in their own capacity as a co-constructed process involving experiences and interactions with others. As such, each individual has the power to define and be defined by their experience. This research illustrates the interconnections between achievement and competency related to non-cognitive/psycho-sociological measures, asking whether covitality and personal effectiveness measures correlate with academic achievement, as evidenced by higher GPA.
Taking the Constructivist building blocks, and looking through a Positive psychology lens toward the realm of education in the community college setting, allows researchers to better understand the role of psycho-social-emotional processes, represented by non-cognitive skills, in academic success and well-being. Using Positive psychology as part of the conceptual lens allows researchers to hold an overarching perspective that unites separate fields of work in a more interrelated and transdisciplinary way (Peterson & Park, 2003). Examining educational institutions through this psychological framework has opened a gap in educational research that psychotherapeutic research may help fill. Extending the scope of Positive psychology from counseling to the classroom produces additional research that strengthens the body of literature relevant to human thriving and flourishing within the embedded systems in which we are all contained (Wright, 2003).

This researcher believes that Positive psychology captures these ideas, supposing that a view of human functioning requires a view of human systems, and suggesting that experiences of well-being and distress impact individuals on two different and separate continua, reinforcing human behaviors regarding these strengths or deficits, respectively. Positive traits, specifically character strengths, are identified and categorized within this theoretical model. Furthermore, Positive psychology focuses on experiences between and among individuals and institutions (families, schools, communities, governments, nations, and global interrelationships) so it is a fitting conceptual lens with which to explore the development of 21st century skills.

This perspective implies that science from psychology may be the most useful tool to support development within other systems--more specifically, the system of education. While in-depth exploration of each of these theories is outside the scope of this study, it is imperative to understand the interconnections of the multiple systems involved, and the complex processes that
support academic success. Chapter Two highlights research in the field of social science and education, linking these fields to the co-constructive process of individual and institutional influence related to schema construction and reinforcement. Using Positive psychology to bridge the gap between psycho-therapeutic research and education, it will also incorporate covitality research as it applies to schema construction in education to emphasize the non-cognitive skills required in the 21st century workforce.

Psychological constructs must be linked into education for successful transformation. This study engaged Positive psychology in a transformative effort to examine how covital and other non-cognitive mechanisms impact the performance measure of academic success through student GPA. Refocusing assessment on multi-factorial clustering of strengths allows researchers to consider educational experiences that support developmental aspects related to the co-created process of knowledge building, including the non-cognitive skills related to one’s construction of positive schemas.

This researcher is inspired by the knowledge that Positive psychology in education hearkens to historical educational roots reaching deep into strengths and value-laden lyceum learning and Socratic dialogues of character building within ancient philosophies and academia. Aristotelean leanings into the essence of one’s spirit is a historical foundation of Positive psychology (Pursuitofhappiness.org, 2016). Drawing on these philosophical roots and emphasizing the dialogic and co-creative act of knowing, returns educators to the role of instructor/mentor/teacher/co-creator. They are then positioned to positively influence a student’s schemas, therefore impacting a student’s self-concept of their own non-cognitive skills. This approach to learning allows an epistemological instructional effort targeting covital co-
construction in higher education, truly preparing students for the 21st century workforce through the emphasis on these non-cognitive skills.

From Positive psychology research, a construct called *covitality* emerges (Furlong et al., 2013). Covitality, the co-occurrence of strengths, specifically relates to the strengths and values identified and defined within Positive psychology. Twelve specific strengths, called positive self-schemas, are assessed in four broad categories: Engaged Living (EL), Emotional Competence (EC), Belief-in-Others (BiO), and Belief-in Self (BiS). Covitality is established within interpersonal and intra-personal experiences, within social interactions, emphasizing the constructivist’s assumptions regarding schema creation, and making it a fitting construct to examine within the community college setting. If every word or action offers participation in one’s own schema-development, then every word or action has the power to transform those schemas. A potent first step is to survey the strengths, in order to catch a glimpse of the student’s self-conception of these skills. The emphasis on cognitive skills within higher education, where schemas and mental models are being impacted by the learning experience, demands that non-cognitive skills are examined, as well. This focus supports and better defines success throughout domains (academic, professional, personal).

Covitality research has found that subjective well-being is correlated with strengths that are impacted through normal developmental tasks related to exchanges that reinforce or diminish definitions of self (Renshaw, Dowdy, Furlong, & Strom, 2014). As the developmental process occurs, individuals build schemas within which each organizes their own sense of self, world, and place in the world. This narrative is dependent on covital factors, which “foster[s] positive development and protect against psychological distress” (International Center for School Based
Youth Development, 2016, para 6). Self-assessment measures can reveal these schemas in the form of psychometrics.

Furlong and other researchers associated with the International Center for School Based Youth Development at the University of California, Santa Barbara, initiated and conducted years of research on the psychometrics of covitality, culminating in the development of social emotional health surveys (SEHS), more recently adapted to post-secondary education settings (Furlong, Shishim, You, & Dowdy, 2017; You, Furlong, Dowdy, & O’Malley, 2014). The statistical importance of this background literature and the empirical evidence of the associated constructs within each domain, explored in detail within the next chapter of this dissertation, allow the conceptual frame of Positive psychology to link covital construction to self-schemas. Additionally, this conceptual framework highlights co-creation of schemas as possible through mindset research, bringing 21st century skills back to the forefront in higher education.

Referencing the workforce skills listed in this chapter, several include mindset orientations, specifically growth mindset orientations. Using Dweck’s (2006) growth mindset work, as it relates to learning power (Claxton, 1999, 2002; Claxton, Chambers, Powell & Lucas, 2011; Claxton & Lucas, 2015), interconnects the socio-emotional schemas built within education, and informs a student’s experience. Instruction that impacts those self-schemas and experiences allows for co-construction and intentional learning, enhancing learning power and emphasizing strengths and skill development, specifically in the area of non-cognitive skills building, in high demand as the 21st workplace evolves.

The possibility that 21st century non-cognitive measures are associated with academic and professional success prompts a worthwhile exploration. Constructing schemas, informed by these theoretical frames, becomes the pivotal point for exploration. Applying Positive
psychology to the education system empowers this institution to further manage the work that has been increasingly placed within its purview. Whether or not it is popularly accepted, community colleges seem, now more than ever, to play a social role in enhancing skills: academic, developmental, professional and personal skills, alike. This researcher proposed that the most effective way to impact these skills, catalyzing transformation, is through the identification and measurement of non-cognitive strengths.

Positive psychology’s strengths-based perspective, represented by the term covitality, is measured with the Social Emotional Health Survey (SEHS) which assesses positive psychological constructs and is empirically supported as contributing to positive mental health. Studies reveal correlations between positive mental health and better academic performance, along with more successful functioning across multiple domains (Komarraju, Ramsey, & Rinella, 2013; Robbins, Lauver, Le, Davis, & Carlsrom, 2004; Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 2014). Covitality scores, as measured by the SEHS, are associated with multiple quality of life measures (Furlong et al, 2013), as well as achievement outcomes in student performance (Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, & Linkins, 2009; Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg, & Walberg, 2007). This line of research recognizes the importance of covitality as an internal developmental asset, and as a new focus toward strengths-based assessment that can complement the traditional assessment procedures that identify students’ deficits and problems (Nickerson, 2007) in 21st century education.

As school leaders attempt to reduce psychological risks and raise academic equality through policy and practice, strengths and wellness promotion has not been readily explored (American Psychological Association, 2013). Exploring covitality’s place in higher education has arrived, as 21st century skills demand psychological assets required for managing and coping
with life challenges. Covitality has been absent from curriculum in the educational systems within which much of western civilization is socialized. Issues related to non-cognitive processes, such as self-awareness, empathy, efficacy, resilience, attribution and meaning-making are clearly impacted by the reflexive developmental processes (Stuart, Lido, & Morgan, 2011; Thorne, 2004; Tough, 2012; Ulriksen, Holmegaard, & Moller, 2013; Wolters, & Benzon, 2013; You, Ritchey, Furlong, Shochet, & Boman, 2011; Zins et al., 2007; Zozakiewicz, & Rodriguez, 2007). Highlighting the significance of these non-cognitive processes makes them useful to examine in the realm of higher education, as a transformative next step (See Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. Conceptual Framework: Positive Psychology from Counseling to Classroom.
Rebecca A. Martin, 2018.

Assumptions and Limitations

This research is based on the possibility that Positive psychology can support the creation of positive institutions where positive experiences can promote positive traits in the form of
specific non-cognitive skills. These can foster success for students, academically and personally. It is important to acknowledge that the Positive psychology approach in education will require attention to the convergence of multiple, diverse areas of literature touched upon in this research. However, dimensions of this approach are outside the scope of this study, such as identity, self-esteem, motivation, relational and belonging research. This researcher reviewed self-assessment scores on two instruments measuring non-cognitive skills (dependent variables) and statistically analyzed these constructs evaluating them against GPA as a measure of academic performance (independent variable). This analysis supported an understanding of the non-cognitive skills that are a component of the educational process within a rural Maine community college. Findings may lead to curricular improvements that incorporate explicit teaching of non-cognitive skills in order to prepare students for the 21st century workplace. The instruments will be defined and explored in greater detail within the literature review section of this dissertation.

An area of concern with this study continues to be correlative versus causative variables. The examination of the relationships between and amongst these measures is only one step in a process of analysis that brings psycho-social research into the realm of education. Questions related to dissonance, personal bias, subjectivity of self-report, and social desirability of answers create questions regarding the reliability of self-assessment research; despite this, this researcher believes that the phenomenological self-assessment surveys are the most direct ways to gain insight into the internal processes involved in the schemas related to these non-cognitive measures. Many studies in this area are built with mixed methodology (Ahern, 2017; Dai, Swanson, & Cheng, 2011; Kaplan, 2017; Levi, Einav, Raskind, Ziv, & Margalit, 2013; Mertens, 2014; Pluye & Hong, 2014), examining the quantitative and statistical correlates of specific psycho-social constructs, along with the qualitative and narrative-based meaning making
mechanisms in story creation (Furlong, 2015; Jones, 2011). While this researcher did not delve into the qualitative case study or interview process, future research may build on the quantitative analysis found here.

The terms used to describe these non-cognitive covital skills vary across fields. Different disciplines may identify a specific construct and associate it with a specific operational definition. This may pose significant limitations in applying research terms across fields. For instance, one study may use the term grit while another uses the term persistence, one study may use the term belonging and another may use the word connection. Though the terms used may differ, in general the concept described is operationally similar. These terms are identified as dynamic traits that represent complex schemas related to self and others, the operationalization of the definitions used in this research will be found in the definitions of terms section.

An important goal of this research was to study specific factors and conditions that lead to increases or decreases in these traits, for example using these measurements before and after an experience to identify whether the experience can be considered as a causal influence. The complex interrelationship of non-cognitive strengths captured within covital constructs and personal effectiveness measures creates some difficulty regarding the psychological processes and causative origin of these skills. The specific groupings of strengths or covital clusters revealed patterns for which the cause is not immediately clear, making it difficult to identify the co-constructive variables at play. Each cluster, however, does support possibilities for change and for impacting student success within higher education; moreover, the alignment of 21st century workforce skills with community college education is preliminarily examined.

A final limitation and assumption guiding this research is necessary to communicate. There is a gap in the research focusing on college-aged students, and specifically the non-
transitional demographic of community college students. Much of the developmental and psychological asset work has focused on elementary or high school-aged populations (Kielty, Gilligan, Staton, & Curtis, 2017; Timofejeva, Svence, & Petrulite, 2016). This researcher presumes that the significant results of these strengths-based psychometric and social emotional learning studies are relative to humans across the life span and across educational age and grade.

Though these psycho-social assets impact ideas as diverse as identity, happiness, morale, motivation, and other psychological processes which have been studied and operationalized differently across disciplines and fields, this study merely aimed to identify the non-cognitive clusters present within the community college population in a rural Maine setting. It does not claim causative forces. This quantitative study examines students’ self-report measures of covitality and personal effectiveness, thereby glimpsing into students’ organizing heuristics regarding these skills, and assessed how these non-cognitive aspects of learning were related to student performance, via GPA. Methodology is explored in more detail in Chapter Three.

**Significance**

This researcher proposed that the most effective way to impact these skills, catalyzing transformation that will meet the needs of the 21st century workforce, is through the identification and cultivation of non-cognitive strengths, such as are found in covitality and personal effectiveness measures. The purpose of this study was to quantitatively assess the relationship among non-cognitive 21st century skills, as measured by the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC instruments, and academic performance, as measured by GPA. This was accomplished through quantitative assessment of electronically administered questionnaires, and further statistical correlational analysis. The study was driven by Positive psychology research focusing on the construction of schemas reflected in strengths assessment, as a representative
core concept for non-cognitive strengths necessary for workforce success in the 21st century.
The evolving priorities and expectations within the community college educational system have
centered on deficit identification (Henry, Svence, & Petritile, 2016; Kauffman, Hallahan, Pullen
& Badar, 2018; Meltzer, 2018); however, an exploration into strengths and values identification
may be a pivotal inroad leading educators to support educational objectives through psycho-
social and emotional skills-building.

Features related to non-cognitive strengths could significantly enhance personal and
professional performance, life satisfaction, sense of subjective well-being and may reverberate
through multiple levels of individual and organizational systems, if better understood and
endorsed (Bannister & Fransella, 1986; Bass, 1998; Bass & Steidlmeyer, 1998; Fuller, Morrison,
Jones, Bridger, & Brown, 1999; Kets de Vries, 2001; Schachter, 2005; Schueller, 2009;
Schlenker, 1985; Speitzer, Kizilos, & Nason, 1997). Cultivating psycho-social understanding,
developing non-cognitive skills, encouraging covital development, and gaining insights into
positive schema construction can support practices within the community college context.
Transformation through strength identification should become a normative mechanism of an
educators' practice, as the demands on higher education, workplace performance, and positive
psychological functioning are now buoyed by neuroscience and psychometrics (Brown, Lomas,
& Eiroa-Orosa, 2017; Elliot, Dweck, & Yeager, 2017; Fredrickson & Joiner, 2018; Shiota,
Campos, Oveis, Hertenstein, Simon-Thomas, & Keltner, 2017; Shogren, Wehmeyer & Singh,
2017). Positive psychology relates individual traits to reflexive experiences in social institutions,
thereby highlighting all the systems involved when one system transforms, and suggests that
positive institutions create positive experiences within which positive individual traits can be
developed (Diener, Seligman, Choi, Oishi, 2018; Duckworth & Seligman, 2017; Park &
Audiences that will benefit from this study include members of organizational systems within community colleges and all relevant stakeholders and constituents. These include: the individual student, student communities, faculty, and the larger communities and family systems in which the college is embedded, specifically employers and financial patrons. If college leaders can align theory and practice, providing an education that results in the skills required in the workplace, the value of such an education can be evidenced-based and rooted in strengths-development. Ensuring that students are graduating with the non-cognitive skills required by the 21st century workforce reflects the capacity of this workforce readiness institution to do what it is designed to do, preparing students for their future employment.

This researcher believes that community colleges are uniquely positioned to serve diverse students with non-traditional demographics and experiences, and charged with a training and skill-development purpose in the workforce and education socialization process. Community colleges will benefit from a more psychotherapeutic orientation toward non-cognitive skills, such as an understanding of the non-cognitive components of covitality, that can transform students into learners ready for the 21st century workplace. Using a psychotherapeutic frame, specifically, a Positive psychology lens, to measure covitality and other non-cognitive skills of community college students, becomes an important next step in the education of the students who arrive at the doorsteps, real and virtual, of American community colleges.

**Definitions of Terms**

This research borrows ideas from multiple disciplines. Psycho-social terminology, as well as developmental and educational constructs, are defined below. Though these terms may be
used interchangeably with other terms within the multiple disciplines, as are many within the covital constructs historically studied, a consensus and regularity in terminology and usage is important.

**21st Century Workforce Skills:** The Partnership for 21st Century Skills defines these as essential strengths required for success in the technological and sociological systems of today’s world. These are considered non-cognitive learning and innovation skills, and are required to prepare a student for the complex life and work environments in the 21st century with a focus on creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration (P21, Framework Definitions, 2009).

**Active Involvement (AI):** A domain within the Review of Personal Effectiveness scale, measuring the continuum of action and energy used to make things happen.

**Belief in Others:** A domain within the Social Emotional Health Survey, comprised of school support, family coherence, and peer support.

**Belief in Self:** A domain within the Social Emotional Health Survey, comprised of self-awareness, self-efficacy and persistence.

**Co-construction:** in Educational theory, co-construction accepts that learning is an active, interpretative, and constructive process where mental structures are (re)organized in the process of reality construction. This activity of learning, rooted by symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934) and sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1962) is not only through direct personal
experience, but is shaped through the social interactions and experiences that are socially shared (Reusser, 2001).

**Co-creation:** a term to be used synonymously with co-construction within this study.

**Cognitive Skills:** Cognitive skills can be considered as the “skills developed through schooling, usually in content areas such as mathematics and English language arts that are readily measured with standardized tests” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 4).

**Community Colleges:** defined as “any institution regionally accredited to award the associate in arts or the associate in science as its highest degree” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 5).

**Cooperative Teamwork (CT):** A measurement within the ROPELOC instrument representing cooperation in team situations.

**Coping with change (CH):** A measurement within the ROPELOC instrument representing the ability to cope with change.

**Covitality:** the co-occurrence of specific strengths found together in patterns significant enough to be measured psychometrically. Covitality relates to the patterns of twelve co-occurring psycho-social strengths, called positive self-schemas, and are assessed in four broad categories: Engaged Living (EL), Emotional Competence (EC), Belief-in-others (BiO), and Belief-in self (BiS). Furlong et al. (2013) specifically describes

…core psychosocial strengths-based on a higher-order model that consists of four latent traits (each comprised of three measured subscales): belief-in-self (with subscales of self-efficacy, self-awareness, and persistence), belief-in-others (with subscales of school support, peer support, and family coherence), emotional competence (with subscales of emotional regulation, behavioral self-control, and
empathy), and engaged living (with subscales of gratitude, zest, and optimism)...

(p. 3)

**Covitality Scale:** Is a composite sum of four domains and 12 psychometrics within the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE).

**Dual-Factor (model) / Two Continua Model** established by Keyes (2005; 2009) helps to support a Positive psychology focus on the two continua of functioning (deficit and strength) – specifically, how each may impact the construction of one’s own meanings. The *dual-factor* model of mental health proposes a two-continuum classification conceptualizing mental illness symptoms and mental wellness indicators as co-occurring and not mutually exclusive. It proposes that complete health can only be understood by evaluating both successful and distressed functioning. The Positive psychology approach supports a dual-factor model as a way to describe wellness as more than the absence of illness or pathology, rather wellness is built upon strengths and *virtues* (Kia-Keating, Dowdy, Morgan, & Noam, 2011; Peterson & Seligman, 2004).

**Ecological Systems (theory):** refers to the different domains of functioning with which an individual interacts across their development, creating self-schemas based on experiences. It is an approach to the study of human development that consists of the scientific study of the progressive, mutual accommodation, throughout the life course, between an active, growing human being, and the changing properties of the immediate settings in which the developing person lives, as this process is
affected by the relations between these settings, and by the larger contexts in which the settings are embedded. (Bronfenbrenner, 1989, p. 188)

**Emotional Competence:** One of four domains, comprised of specific combinations of psychometrics related to non-cognitive strengths within the Social Emotional Health Survey- Higher Education (SEHS-HE).

**Emotional Regulation:** Non-cognitive character strength in combination with empathy and self-control within the Emotional Competence domain of the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE).

**Empathy:** Non-cognitive character strength in combination with emotional regulation and self-control within the Emotional Competence domain of the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE).

**Energy scale (Active Involvement):** Non-cognitive measure within the ROPELOC representing amount of energy used to get things done.

**Engaged Living:** One of four domains within the covitality scale, measured by the SEHS-HE, comprised of Optimism, Zest, and Gratitude.

**Ethos:** the “quality and character of school life, including norms, values and expectations” (Aldridge, Ala'i, Fraser, & Fozdar, 2015, p. 31) which serve to create (physical, emotional, social) safety across domains with mutual respect and sense of connection. An examination of ethos in the educational setting includes analysis of a student’s meaning-making model, “in which culture plays an important role in the development of psychological functions” (Zozakiewicz & Rodrigues, 2007, as cited in Aldridge, Ala'i, Fraser, & Fozdar, 2015, p. 32). The
consequence of this is a reinforcement of the three pillars of Positive psychology: positive traits, positive experiences, and positive institutions.

**External Locus of Control (EL):** Non-cognitive trait measured within the ROPELOC; the measure represents the level a person accepts that external issues control or determine success.

**Family Support:** Within the Social and Emotional Health Survey hierarchical covitality model, Family Support is related to Family Coherence and is a part of the Belief-in-Others domain.

**Gratitude:** Within the Social and Emotional Health Survey hierarchical covitality model, gratitude is a non-cognitive character strength, assessed in combination with Optimism, and Zest within the Engaged Living domain.

**Habitus:** defined as “people’s patterns in thought, beliefs, behaviour [sic] or taste” (Stuart, Lido, & Morgan, 2011, p. 490)

**Identity:** according to the American Psychological Association, is …often used to refer to the self, expressions of individuality and the groups to which people belong. Our identities define us because they contain personality traits and highlight social roles, and they can be focused on our past, present and future selves. (APA, 2017, p. 1)

**Identity anchors:** trait related aspects of identity. Positive psychology suggests that these trait components are measureable.

**Identity-capital/ Psychological capital:** specifically focuses on how non-cognitive identity constructs impact well-being. Identity/Psychological capital are considered as protective features of identity, or the reserve from which to draw when ambiguities or incongruences occur
within our experiences. Many Positive psychology constructs have been called positive *identity capital* (Burrow & Hill, 2011). The identity capital model hypothesizes that

…a stable sense of self facilitates individuals’ ability to negotiate everyday experiences by enhancing their recognition of obstacles and opportunities most relevant to them. Identity capital, then, represents aspects of who one is that can be invested to successfully navigate key tasks and to capitalize on experiences. (Burrow & Hill, 2011, p. 1196)

**Inter-learning:**

…denotes a process wherein learners co-discover and co-create what is learned from within their physical, linguistic, and social-organizational situatedness. In other words, inter-learning denotes learning that is organizationally facilitated (with greater or lesser degrees of formal structure) among dynamically related agents in the process of mutual, creative beginning. (DeRobertis, 2017, p. 38)

This inter-learning is represented by Positive psychology’s perspective that self-schemas are formulated and can become non-cognitive traits, based on experiences within institutions.

**Internal Locus of Control (IL):** ROPELOC measure assessing the non-cognitive tendency for taking internal responsibility for actions and success.

**Leadership Ability (LA):** ROPELOC measure assessing leadership capability.

**Learning Power:** developed by Claxton (1999, 2002) and expanded upon by Claxton et al (2011). “Learning power is an active process that invites students to become engaged learners and agents by doing and learning about things that are meaningful to them, and by encouraging students to persist in learning things that are difficult” (Lewis & Winkleman, 2017, p. 34).
Learning power exists within growth mindsets, and is rooted in the understanding of co-created learning and the scaffolding process related to schema formation.

Meaning Making: in this context, is borrowed from constructivist theory, which highlights the multiple realities constructed through phenomenological interpretation:

People impose order on the world perceived in an effort to construct meaning; meaning lies in cognition not in elements external to us; information impinging on our cognitive systems is screened, translated, altered, perhaps rejected by the knowledge that already exists in that system; the resulting knowledge is idiosyncratic and is purposefully constructed. (Krauss, 2005, p. 760)

Using this definition of meaning making, one can begin to see that there are both cognitive schemata and non-cognitive schemata.

Mindset: conceived as impacted by development and discourse. The importance of mindset research resonates with 21st century workforce skills. Lewis and Winkleman (2017) apply mindset work to transformational education movements and describe the construct in the following way:

...The ‘mindset’ construct emerged from Carol Dweck’s (2006) research regarding successful learners; students with growth mindsets see their minds as muscles to be exercised and developed, whereas fixed mindsets see their brains as limited to what they were born with or the way it is. (p. 2)

Non-cognitive skills: Non-cognitive skills are “all other skills developed through schooling that are not reflected in cognitive test scores.... Sometimes non-cognitive is confused
with personality, but non-cognitive is intended to be a broader term, with personality perhaps being a part of non-cognitive skills” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 4).

**Open Thinking (OT):** ROPELOC measurement of a respondent’s 21st century skills related to openness and adaptability in thinking and ideas.

**Optimism:** Non-cognitive strength measured in combination with Zest and Gratitude, within the Engaged Living domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

**Organizational skills:** a ROPELOC domain constructed through the 21st century traits of Time Management, Quality Seeking, and Coping with Change.

**Overall Effectiveness:** ROPELOC measurement of a respondent’s measure of overall effectiveness in all aspects of life, signified as (OE).

**Peer Support:** In combination with Family Coherence and School Support, this character strength comprises the Belief-in-Others domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

**Persistence:** Non-cognitive strength measured in combination with Self-Efficacy and Self-Awareness within the Belief-in-Self domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

**Personal abilities and beliefs:** ROPELOC measurement of a respondent’s 21st century skills related to Self-Confidence, Self-Efficacy, Stress Management, Open Thinking.

**Positive psychology:** “…is the scientific study of human flourishing, and an applied approach to optimal functioning. It has also been defined as the study of the strengths and virtues that enable individuals, communities and organisations [sic] to thrive” (The Positive Psychology Institute, 2012, para 60). The Positive Psychology Center (2016) indicates that Positive psychology fundamentally believes that “people want to lead meaningful and fulfilling lives, to
cultivate what is best within them, and to enhance their experiences of love, work, and play” (p. 1).

**Psychological Assets:** Indicators of positive psychological functioning, such as life satisfaction and positive affect (Boehm, Chen, Williams, Ryff, & Kubzansky, 2015).

**Psychological Capital (PsyCap):** First developed in organizational psychology and explored by Luthans, Avolio, Avey, and Norman (2007). Psychological Capital was thought to be based on character traits such as hope, efficacy, resilience and optimism (HERO), but has subsequently been considered as a collection of positive capacities, using several constructs from psychology, which are trainable and have significant effects on outcomes.

**Quality Seeking (QS):** ROPELOC measure related to 21st century workforce skills, representing the effort put in achieving the best possible results.

**Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control (ROPELOC):** a newer version of the Life Effectiveness Questionnaire (LEQ) developed through psychometric testing and design (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002). This instrument measures psycho-behavioral domains and noncognitive skills related to life effectiveness, specifically designed for use in experience-based learning programs. The instrument includes the following components: personal abilities and beliefs (self-confidence, self-efficacy, stress management, open thinking); social abilities (social effectiveness, cooperative teamwork, leadership ability); organisational [sic] skills (time management, quality seeking, coping with change); an energy scale called active involvement (an engagement component) with locus of control and an overall effectiveness measures (Neill, 2009).

**Scaffolding:** In education, the term scaffolding, introduced by Jerome Bruner, a psychologist and instructional designer, refers to the process used to build on a student’s
understanding, progressively leading the learner to greater independence in their own knowledge. The support an educator gives to the student in building the schemas with which a student will understand without assistance (The Glossary of Education Reform, 2015, para. 1).

**Schema (Schemata):** Schemas are mental models, heuristics, built to understand ideas. Schema theory states “all knowledge is organized into units. Within these units of knowledge, or schemata, is stored information” (Schema Theory, nd, California State University, Sacramento, para. 2). This conceptual system is used by an individual in order to understand, and represents the individual’s knowledge about concepts: “objects and the relationships they have with other objects, situations, events, sequences of events, actions, and sequences of actions” (Schema Theory, nd, California State University, Sacramento, para. 3).

**School Support:** In combination with Family Coherence and Peer Support, this character strength comprises the Belief-in-Others domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

**Self Confidence (SC):** ROPELOC measure related to 21st century workforce skills representing confidence and belief in personal ability to be successful.

**Self Efficacy (SF):** ROPELOC measure related to 21st century workforce skills representing one’s ability to handle things and find solutions in difficult situations.

**Self-Awareness:** Non-cognitive strength measured in combination with Self-Efficacy and Persistence within the Belief-in-Self domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

**Self-Control:** Non-cognitive strength measured in combination with Empathy and Emotion Regulation within the Emotional Competence domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.
Self-Efficacy: Non-cognitive strength measured in combination with Persistence and Self-Awareness within the Belief-in-Self domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

Self-schema: in cognitive psychology, are cognitive structures individuals use to describe and organize knowledge about self. These are shaped by the various roles experienced throughout life, and influence the way an individual thinks and feels about self. "Our self-schema is produced in our social relationships. Throughout life, as we meet new people and enter new groups, our view of self is modified by the feedback we receive from others” (DeLamater & Meyers, 2011, p. 69).

Social Abilities: ROPELOC domain related to 21st century workforce skills representing strengths in Social Effectiveness, Cooperative Teamwork, Leadership Ability.

Social Effectiveness (SE): ROPELOC measure related to 21st century workforce skills representing one’s competence and effectiveness in communicating and operating in social situations.

Stress Management (SM): ROPELOC measure related to 21st century workforce skills representing self-control and calmness in stressful situations.

Time Efficiency (TE): ROPELOC measure related to 21st century workforce skills representing one’s strengths in efficient planning and utilization of time.

Zest: Non-cognitive strength measured in combination with Gratitude and Optimism within the Engaged Living domain, on the SEHS-HE of the covitality model.

Conclusion

This study explored the community college culture of strength enhancement rather than deficit identification, through the lens of Positive psychology, introducing and elaborating upon a Positive psychology perspective that emphasizes covital characteristics of successful academic
outcomes. Using these theoretical ideas in one conceptual frame and applying them to the realm of education reveals a gap in the body of research when relating mental health and psychotherapeutic components to the field of higher education. Improving the cognitive process is a duty of educators. It is widely accepted that cognitive schemas are built during this learning process. What of non-cognitive schemas? Are they also the duty of the educational system? If non-cognitive skills are what workplaces are seeking, then community colleges that hold themselves as work-force readiness preparatory grounds must attend to non-cognitive skills.

Though deficit models pervade research in education, the application of this conceptual perspective focuses on improvements through the identification and assessment of non-cognitive, covital factors and strengths relative to success in the 21st century workforce. A strengths and success promotion perspective can inform interactions and momentum toward thriving and flourishing traits, rather than labeling and pathologizing state-based deficits and issues. Success is not only the absence of deficits, but the embodiment of strengths through the challenges that students confront. Single trait theories regarding intra-psychic constructs related to human functioning and personality have confounded the literature of the illness ideology in psychology for the last century. Focus on multifactorial constructs and examination of these psychometrics within education, however, is fundamentally absent. The complex tapestry of students’ non-cognitive processes are identified within this research, along with a statistical analysis framed by the expectations of the 21st century workforce.

Identifying useful non-cognitive measures, such as the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC, and examining how these psychological assets may be interrelated and indicative of success, can support clarification regarding the role of community college educations in workforce readiness. The deficiencies in educators’ existing knowledge, and the prevalence of the deficit model
paradigm in education, limit discourse in the educational community college system about values and strengths, minimizing important non-cognitive skills in lieu of grades or prototypical academic content measures. The opportunities to enhance student success through these non-cognitive mechanisms are then lost.

Chapter One of this study provides an introduction to the topic and problem of practice. The purpose for the study was discussed and the research questions were outlined. A presentation of the conceptual framework of Positive psychology and 21st century skills with a preliminary literature review of the conceptual framework was also provided. Limitations and issues pertaining to the research, along with more substantial evidence regarding the need for research in this area was also offered. Chapter Two delves further into the literature, and provides both a historical and present perspective on the variables analyzed and questions asked. This literature review includes information regarding Positive psychology, Constructivist theory, schema formation, covital constructs, personal effectiveness, and 21st century skills. Chapter Two also addresses some limitations and delimitations regarding this study. Chapter Three provides a review regarding quantitative methodology, in particular the descriptions of the phenomenological experience, and the statistical processes used, along with an exploration of the transdisciplinary psychometrics relevant to the synthesis of research across fields. Methodology, including site and participant specifics will be examined, data collection procedures and a discussion of credibility, validity, and further questions follow. Chapter Four includes a presentation of the data collected and analyses completed. This dissertation concludes with Chapter Five, summarizing the findings of this study, exploring relevancy and concluding with a reflection on and discussion of the research. Bibliographic references and appendices follow.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Social science has tried to quantify a successful life for nearly a century; and Positive psychology looks to ancient Aristotelian concepts of a life well-lived, rooted in philosophical traditions across the ages (Dahlsgaard, Peterson, Seligman, 2005; Park, Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Peterson, Park & Seligman, 2005). Bringing this social science perspective into the classroom is a pivotal part of educational transformation in the 21st century. This strengths-based psycho-social lens within the realm of education, though not new, is not widely applied. This chapter outlines the genesis of the Positive psychology’s non-cognitive movement in education, providing a review of the literature in conjunction with the growing body of research. This literature review also frames the Positive psychology research with 21st century workplace skills. Aligning these ideas supports the need to identify these non-cognitive strengths within the graduating class of a rural Maine community college whose mission is to prepare their students for the workplace.

In addition to the review of literature related to Positive psychology, this chapter will examine covitality, a psychometric clustering of non-cognitive strengths. These strengths are considered self-schemas (Lee & Strom, 2014; Renshaw, Furlong, Dowdy, Rebelez, Smith, & O’Malley, 2014; You, Furlong, Felix, & O’Malley, 2015), and are measured with the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE). The non-cognitive strengths related to personal effectiveness will also be examined, as representative of 21st century workforce skills. These personal effectiveness traits are measured with the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control (ROPELOC) instrument (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002). These instruments are related to mindset and non-cognitive skills relative to success in the workforce.
Positive psychology has developed a vocabulary and paradigm so strengths assessment can be done with more rigor in higher education. Psychometric analysis of quantifiable values and strengths begins to reveal the importance of applying this framework to education, where a growing number of individuals spend their time, after their K-12 learning. This non-cognitive framework within the democratizing institutions of community colleges embodies the Greek and Roman philosophical traditions on which Positive psychology is based. Said Socrates: “Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filling of a vessel” (Scharmer, 2018). This serves as a rebuke to the passive learner, and emphasizes the content of teaching. It conveys that teaching is a process, starting with the student, first. Teaching is not the passive pouring of information, rather, it supports active and individual learners’ experiences with a teacher. This idea is similar to what is now called co-created learning.

Non-cognitive strengths are related to character traits (Dahlsgaard, Peterson, Seligman, 2005; Park, Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Peterson, Park & Seligman, 2005). Socrates held that his role as a teacher was to help “others recognize on their own what is real, true, and good” (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Socrates, 2018, para. 2). This identification of values is an important theme. Positive psychology uses these philosophical roots to ground exploration in strengths-based theory, assessment, and practices around human development through self-assessment and introspection, reflection on self and others. This researcher modeled the methodology on this philosophy, asking students for a self-assessment of their schemas related to these non-cognitive strengths through the use of psychometric instrumentation.

Plato argued for theory-construction as a most useful educational device, emphasizing not the cognitive or content logic, but the non-cognitive and inspired aspect of progress. Strengths, values, and motivation are key to Plato’s theories of human development. He urged
transformation through values, "taking to heart the greater reality” within forms and ideas:
“…goodness, beauty, equality, bigness, likeness, unity, being, sameness, difference, change and
changelessness” (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Plato, 2017, para. 2). This study
examined the non-cognitive schemas built to form and respond to this ‘greater reality’ through
students’ experiences, in order to emphasize strengths in alignment with the 21st century skills
graduates require.

Positive psychology’s social-emotional theories emphasize the importance of life
experiences as part of an interactive, recursive process that co-constructs an individual’s learning
(Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Watkins, 2015). This is much like Plato’s theory-
construction idea. Reflecting on these ideas may bring insights from the fields of social science
to education. This is resonant with Dewey’s pragmatic and progressive approach to education,
which emphasizes that “We do not learn from experience. We learn from reflecting on
experience” (Lagueux, 2014, p. xx). Self-assessment in reflection of these strengths begins to
emulate the construction of self that Positive psychology asserts can be purposeful and trained,
and of which the experience of education is a part. This chapter reviews these relevant historical
and contemporary ideas in an effort to bring the philosophies and scholarship of social science
research into the realm of education in order to transform the way educators consider academic
success and workplace readiness.

Some research on the evolution of public education in the United States frames character
and strengths development as an active socializing process played by academia. For instance, in
response to the sociological and technological changes within John Dewey’s lifetime (1859-
1952) he formulated a progressive ideological emphasis on values based education:
…neither traditional moral norms nor transitional philosophical ethics were up to
the task of coping with the problems raised by these dramatic
transformations….To address the problems raised by social change, moral
practice needed to be thoroughly reconstructed, so that it contained within itself
the disposition to respond intelligently to new circumstances. (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Dewey, 2014, para. 1)

Dewey becomes relevant to this research because of the social change, technological drivers, and
moral practices confronting education at that time. The turbulence of change called for a
transformational approach to education. This research outlines some of the technological and
sociological drivers related to the need for another change in the 21st century.

For Dewey, a pragmatic approach to achievement of “moral progress and maturity” was
inextricably tied to reflection on values derived from social situations by social beings. He
grounded his works in developmental and social psychology (Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, Dewey, 2014, para 3). He emphasized socio-emotional learning, as his world
transitioned from the Civil War to the Cold War, from agriculture to industry, and from a rural to
an urban society. This researcher identifies the parallels in turbulence and supports the
recommendation that socio-emotional learning is required in the 21st century. Research cited
here highlights the technological and sociological changes driving a renewed need for
educational transformation.

Progressive education movements began in the 1880s, stressing “the emotional, artistic,
and creative aspects of human development” (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Dewey,
2014, para 3). Reading the work of strengths-based progressive educators, from Greek
philosophers to Dewey, reveals that values and introspection are fundamental to the process of
education. The transdisciplinary and integrated perspective used in this study emphasizes this strengths-based and experiential learning. It also draws from the foundational learning theories and constructivist understanding of Piaget, Vygotsky, and Bandura, along with more modern work by Claxton (2002) and Dweck (2006). Each emphasizes non-cognitive skills learned and internalized through experiences in education. The non-cognitive values and strengths relative to success across these time periods reminds educators of the urgency to ensure these values are identified in times of turbulence and change. Dewey’s call for transformation created progressive educational reform (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Dewey, 2014). Today’s educational leaders are calling for transformational reform (IFTF, 2011; MCCS, 2017; NWoW, 2014).

Emerging research (Komarraju & Nadler, 2013; Sawtelle, Brewe, Goertzen, and Kramer, 2012; Trujillo & Tanner, 2014) supports that these interrelated and complex processes are vital to transforming education. Each of these researchers emphasize the inclusion of and focus on non-cognitive skills related to life satisfaction, personal adjustment and human functioning in education. Komarraju & Nadler (2013) examine self-efficacy and motivational orientations, cognitive and metacognitive strategies that correspond with academic achievement. Sawtelle et al. (2012) analyze self-efficacy self-schemas and successful learning in physics, analyzing experiential and modeling instruction interventions, while Trujillo and Tanner (2014) consider the role of affect in learning, focusing on the learner’s identity, self-efficacy and sense of belonging. Each of these studies focus on non-cognitive skills, strengths and traits. This research identifies non-cognitive strengths within community college students, supporting a better understanding of the relationships among non-cognitive constructs, personal effectiveness and successful academic performance within an institution with a mission of workplace readiness.
The Institute for the Future (IFTF, 2011) identifies the ongoing need for transforming education. Education needs to adapt to drivers of technological and sociological change relevant to the 21st century. These technological and sociological drivers include: 1) increase in life span, across the globe, changing the nature of learning and careers; 2) the rise of smart machines and systems automating processes causing a need for individuals to leave those positions and to engage social and collaborative interpersonal skills; 3) the emerging computational and programmable world, mandating systems, creative, and design thinking; 4) a new media ecology, requiring the ability to integrate and synthesize information from multiple sources; 5) social technologies creating super-structured organizations, demanding for the creation of value; 6) a globally connected world, increasing the level of exchanges and interdependence throughout the globe, necessitating an increasingly diverse adaptability to change, innovation, and research (IFTF, 2011).

A psycho-pedagogical epistemology reminds institutions of their role in facilitating non-cognitive skills as part of education in a “democratic civil society” (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Dewey, 2014, para. 3). In so doing, education responds and adapts to the changes in the world through changes in experiences. Dewey is credited with saying: ‘If we teach today’s students as we taught yesterday’s, we rob them of tomorrow.’ This perspective becomes an emphasis not on content or curricular epistemology, but on psycho-pedagogy; on process and mindset changes. In other words, transformational effort emphasizes non-cognitive skills related not with what to think but with how to think.

Individual experiences and interpretation of these experiences simultaneously impact what is happening internally and externally, influencing how one sees a situation and one’s self, in an iterative way (Ulriksen, Holmegaard, & Moeller, 2013; Wolters & Benzon, 2013).
Ulriksen, Homegaard, and Moeller (2013) describes this as “...a meaning structure that organizes events and human actions into a whole, thereby attributing significance to individual actions and events according to their effect on the whole” (p. 311). Wolters and Benzon (2013) describe it as an examination of beliefs and attitudes through self-assessment. Both begin to emphasize the importance of meaning structures and schemas, related to non-cognitive, affective strengths.

Utilizing a Positive psychology and learning theory framework recognizes that learners, at all ages, use prior experiences to accommodate new knowledge and create meaning making self-schemas (Erikson, 1968; Furlong et al. 2013; Duckworth & Seligman, 2017; Park & Peterson, 2008; Piaget, 1957; Seligman, 2018; Seligman et al., 2009; Wright, 2017). This supports non-cognitive emphasis as a way to transform learning in education. Instructors become transformational leaders in supporting the development of non-cognitive skills, traits and values within the context of higher education. Education systems must start “…exploring the positive core and bringing out the best possibilities for promoting learning power and well-being…” (Lewis & Winkleman, 2017, p. 13). This researcher uses Positive psychology as the connective thread to trace these integrated ideas, supporting the required 21st century skills. Leaders in the American education system can draw upon this body of work to meet the technological and socio-cultural changes so rapidly unfolding. This research applies this perspective to emphasize assessment of non-cognitive strengths, instead of the traditional focus in academia, on cognitive content competencies; this cognitive or curricular focus may inform and support a transformative shift toward successful outcomes.

Examining interpersonal and intrapersonal non-cognitive skills brings socio-emotional theories, related to learning and psychological strengths, into the classroom. In community colleges, where the goal of education is workforce readiness, a focus on the non-cognitive skills
required in the workforce should be emphasized. As mentioned above, emerging literature emphasizes psycho-social and emotional components relating social science’s emphasis on better understanding meaning, performance, and success within the field of education (Bolden, Petrov, & Gosling, 2008; Bolman & Deal, 2008; Burns, 1996; DeRobertis, 2017; Dweck, 1999; Eacott, 2010). Community colleges provide a realistic and natural arena in which to examine these ideas.

Non-cognitive schemata associated with self-concept and the beliefs and attitudes about others has a place within educational assessment (IFTF, 2011; Kafka, 2016; Kyllonen, 2012; NWoW, 2014). These schemata serve as individual heuristics that organize and make sense of experiences. The research cited here highlights the importance of self as situated in connection to groups of others and within a reflexive learning experience. It is within experiences with others that humans work, play, live, and learn. Schema construction is conceptualized through a Positive psychology lens. Positive psychology research explores a focus on the strengths continuum of a dual-factor model, encouraging a perspective shift from the deficit model of problem-identification or symptom amelioration within the educational system to a strengths-based identification and assessment (Lee & Strom, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014; You, Furlong, Felix, & O’Malley, 2015).

This application to education supports constructivist underpinnings through the emphasis that positive institutions can create positive experiences that create positive traits. Integrating this research provides a framework that supports the supposition that, as individuals develop they create and build on schemas, both cognitive and non-cognitive. Cognitive schemas are readily studied in education through curricular outcomes (Borg, 2015; Hennissen, Beckers, & Moerkerke, 2017; Tawfik, Rong, & Choi, 2015). Emphasizing specific experiences can influence the construction of effective schemas. Workforce research demonstrates the importance of non-
cognitive schemas (IFTF, 2011; Kafka, 2016; Kyllonen, 2012; NWoW, 2014). Non-cognitive schemas are not readily assessed as important to the field of education. Identifying non-cognitive schemas, through psychometrics, creates urgency for education transformation. A model of this researcher’s framework is demonstrated below (See Figure 2.1):

![Covitality from Counseling to the Classroom: Conceptual Framework](image)

*Figure 2.1: Covitality from Counseling to the Classroom: Conceptual Framework. Rebecca A. Martin, 2018.*

**Relevant Research**

This section emphasizes relevant research supporting a non-cognitive, Positive psychology, approach to higher education. It summarizes existing research to ground the present study in resonant themes associated with well-being, values-based education, psychometrics, and the goals of this community college. Although evidence is drawn from seemingly disparate
fields, the transdisciplinary approach brings together connective threads necessary to measure and theorize student success in the process of higher education. This section reviews studies reflecting psycho-social-emotional single-trait and multi-factorial constructs. Emphasizing covitality is a specific way to measure non-cognitive strengths occurring in combination. This review of relevant studies presents covitality in the realm of education, looking at self-assessments as reflective of phenomenological self-and-other schemata. Finally, this literature review merges the frameworks presented in light of the requirements of a 21st century workforce. The framework supports innovation of these social science theories in service to an educational application, leading to this study’s methodology section. The specific methodology is based on self-assessment as a way to demonstrate the psychometrics related to non-cognitive skills. The identification of non-cognitive strengths of graduating students in a rural Maine Community College allowed this researcher to determine correlates to academic success.

**Positive psychology**

Positive psychology draws from the psychological theories of person-centered psycho-social-emotional research related to Humanist psychology. Rogers (1902-1987), Maslow (1908-1970), and May (1909-1994), for example, provide individual, motivational, and developmental foundations rooted in positive regard, connection and needs fulfillment in areas of safety, belonging, and self-efficacy (Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Watkins, 2015). For Humanists, these non-cognitive traits lead to an actualized or authentic life. Positive psychology adapts this Humanist approach, leaning on ancient philosophical roots and Aristotelian ethics of transformation of spirit, and advances through to modern cognitive neuroscience (Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Watkins, 2015). New technologies have allowed researchers to see that values- and strengths-orientations impact the neuroplasticity of an individual’s brain.
leading to a branch of research in this field called Positive neuroscience (Howard-Jones, 2014; Immordino-Yang, 2015; Martin, & Ochsner, 2016). Research has shown that positive emotions and interventions can bolster health, achievement, and resilience, and can buffer against depression and anxiety. And while considerable research in neuroscience has focused on disease, dysfunction, and the harmful effects of stress and trauma, very little is known about the neural mechanisms of human flourishing (Positive Neuroscience, University of Pennsylvania, 2018, para. 1).

Positive psychology was created in 1998, born of Martin Seligman’s 1967 studies of learned helplessness and its relationship to depression (Abramson, Seligman, Teasdale, 1978; Dweck, 1975; Maier & Seligman, 2016; Seligman, 2011). Thirty years after learned helplessness experiments, Seligman shifted focus from the diagnostic or deficit model to a strengths-based emphasis. He realized that learned helplessness is learned by an individual as a by-product of dynamics within a system. From this, he hypothesizes that, similarly, optimism can be learned (Seligman, 1967, 1998, 1999) as a by-product of dynamics within a system. This strengths-based emphasis on values identifies that positive schemas can be created and reinforced through experience, and serve as psychological assets to an individual across systems. These assets become psychological capital, or collections of personal traits that serve as protective factors and competencies that predict successful functioning. Learning experiences can reinforce or extinguish these socio-emotional-behavior patterns. As these psychological and sociological components are applied to education, the complex, iterative, process of learning begins to reveal the role of experience on schema creation and construction (Davis, 2018; Osher, Kidron, Brackett, Dymnicki, Jones, & Weissberg, 2016; Schmidt, 2018).
Positive psychology is also rooted in Social Cognitive psychology, inclusive of Bandura’s Social Learning theory (1977), which addresses schema formation as a process of observational learning in one’s environment, marrying behavioral and cognitive theories; and, Erikson’s theory of psycho-social development (1968), which captures the experiential and epigenetic influences which play a role in the overlap between psychology and learning theory used within this study’s conceptual frame. These social science ideas impart the role of the context and culture, or ethos, within the whole system. This perspective is necessary when evaluating success and outcomes measures (Kia-Keating et al 2011; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Seligman, 2011).

Positive psychology’s whole system framework, integrates what multiple disciplines have arrived at independently, over time. Keyes’ (2005; 2009) dual-factor model helps to support the focus of these systems on two separate continua of functioning (deficit and strength) – specifically, how each may impact the construction of learning and self-schemas. Whole framework theories, such as Engel’s (1977) bio-psycho-social model, Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) perspective of ecological systems, and Capra’s (2002) perspective on the interdependence of psychological, biological, social, and cultural phenomena (termed the web of life), are all views that support that humans exist in various constellations and are embedded within numerous networks of influence. According to Positive psychology, these systems become catalysts for schema construction that lead to successful functioning.

Positive psychology supposes that a view of human functioning requires a view of human systems. Human learning within a whole system framework impacts experiences, thusly performance, sense of subjective well-being, and sense of personal efficacy and success. Many researchers (Aldridge, Ala’I, Fraser, & Fozdar, 2015; Dowdy, Harrel-Williams, Dever, Furlong,
Moore, Raines, & Kamphaus, 2016; Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013; Micari & Pazos, 2012; Trujillo & Tanner 2014) propose that understanding these affective components may be the key to implementing promotive achievement strategies which can improve student outcomes in the field of education.

The implications for further research are clear, and to better understand the complex dynamics among these nuanced interrelated psycho-social, non-cognitive components, provides greater opportunity within community college education. A strengths-based, dual-factor, approach allows symptom amelioration and strengths building (Keyes, 2009). This dual-factor whole-system approach targets every student, instead of identifying those with deficits or who need remediation interventions. This can minimize stigma and create coherence and connectedness in experiences. Furthermore, Positive psychology focuses on interactions between and among individuals and institutions (families, schools, communities, governments, nations, and global interrelationships) in order to effect change across domains of functioning.

In summary, Positive psychology explores what creates successful living, and attempts to understand how strengths play a role in creating meaning and purpose, allowing for and cultivating positive traits through positive experiences in positive institutions. These positive traits are strengths that serve as psychological capital and are non-cognitive and socio-emotional, in nature. Positive experiences, including ideas such as subjective well-being, positive emotions, and level of engagement are primary foci in Positive psychology. Additionally, positive non-cognitive traits, specifically character strengths, are identified and categorized, supporting a values-based perspective (Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Watkins, 2015). Applying this framework to education allows quantification of non-cognitive skills associated with success.
Positive psychology as 21st Century skills within Education

Positive psychology links positive traits to positive experiences in positive institutions. This section explores studies supporting these psychometrics and their relationship to academic, social and professional success. The identification of positive psychological assets correlated to psychological well-being and life satisfaction is a necessary part of academic assessment (Erhart et al, 2009). Dowdy at el. (2016), building on Ibrahim, Kelly, Adams, & Glazebrook (2013), found an increase in psychological distress within the college population while developing the assessment tool for non-cognitive strengths in education. They found that there is a 31% higher incidence rate of depression among college students compared to the general population (Dowdy et al., 2016). They then adapted the Social-Emotional Health Survey (SEHS), which was designed to measure covitality, in order to evaluate psycho-emotional traits of students in higher education. These psycho-emotional traits correlate with lower incidences of psychological distress, higher positive affective measures, better academic outcomes, and multiple quality of life measures (Dowdy et al., 2016; Furlong, Froh, Muller, & Gonzalez, 2014; Furlong, You, Shishim, & Dowdy, 2017; Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013; Kim, Dowdy, & Furlong, 2014; Timofejeva, Svince, & Petrulite, 2016). Furthermore, because community colleges function with a workplace preparation mission, an assessment of these psycho-social strengths can support identifying whether students are 21st century workforce ready.

This perspective implies that science from psychology may be the most useful tool to support development within multiple systems. More specifically, the system of education as it leads to the professional realm. While in-depth exploration of each of these theories, separately, are outside the scope of this study, it is imperative to understand the interconnections of the multiple systems involved, and the complex processes that support academic success.
Psychological constructs must be linked into education for successful transformation. In the 21st century, where technological and social drivers for change are pervasive, the study of optimal human functioning may provide insights into improvements in the multiple systems within which humans function. This study engaged Positive psychology to examine how non-cognitive mechanisms impact the performance measure of academic success through statistical correlation with student GPA.

Positive psychology forerunners compiled a strengths-based classification taxonomy (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). These researchers used psychometrics to synthesize socio-cultural, political, and religious texts in order to identify universally accepted core strengths. This project of values identification was called Values in Action (VIA) (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). VIA found six core virtues were expanded to reveal 24 non-cognitive strengths (see Figure 2.2). These are held as tenets of a life-well lived; and, historically held as character strengths necessary as standards of success in our daily experiences (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).

Figure 2.2: Values In Action (VIA) Character Strengths & Virtues. Peterson & Seligman, 2004.
From this list of strengths researchers engaged in psychometric and multi-factorial analyses, examining single-traits while appreciating how these strengths appear in combination (Furlong, Dowdy, Carnazzo, Bovery & Kim, 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw, Furlong, Dowdy, Rebelz, Smith & O’Malley, 2014). This identification of strengths in combination has been enacted in separate fields. Organizational leadership fields and human resources management (Avey, Reichard, Luthans, & Mhatre, 2011; Luthans, Avolio, Avey, & Norman, 2007) reference strengths in combination, calling the combination of strengths psychological capital. Psychological capital research hypothesizes that the “combined effects of hope, optimism, self-efficacy, and resilience” (Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013, p. 512) predicts workplace success. Behavioral biology research (Weiss, King, & Enns, 2002) uses the term covitality, as well, “to describe the relations among positive traits of well-being, self-confidence, and general health” (Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013, p. 512). Strengths in combinations have been successfully measured and correlated across disciplines. Though there are some differences in terms, this research considers strengths in combination, clustered and measured, as covital.

This study examined experiences within graduates non-cognitive schemas and how these experiences impact covitality. Park and Peterson (2003) found that a positive group is related to positive morale. These groups foster positive traits, such as optimism, gratitude, grit, love. According to Park, Peterson, and Seligman (2004) covital traits determine individual well-being. Co-vital traits, also, are part of engagement and purpose measures (Peterson, Park, & Seligman, 2005). The social context is, in fact, often where social participation allows individuals to find pleasure and identify positive experiences (Bryant & Veroff, 2006). The whole system framework allows for this level of analysis.
Positive psychology’s strengths-based approach to wholeness and well-being, borrowing from deep traditions and philosophies from around the world and throughout time, emphasizes non-cognitive values and strengths (Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Watkins, 2015). Despite social sciences’ strides in assessment, diagnosis, and treatment based in medical and pharmaceutical interventions, there had been little focus until recently on what is right and how strengths, values and learning impact positive human functioning. A disease model of human nature had created a deficit-focus, across disciplines, from medicine, to mental health, and even in the Western legal system (Pescosolido, 2013). This perspective lessens attention to flourishing and thriving. Because schools purport to have missions and values founded on the strengths-based guidance systems of Positive psychology, it is crucial that educational institutions research these areas. A strengths-based approach can “broaden educators’ understanding of mental health and can inform reactive and proactive interventions that address problems and enhance strengths” (Moore, Widales-Benitez, Carnazzo, Kim, Moffa, & Dowdy, 2015, p. 253).

Promoting student success and well-being, using covital, non-cognitive measures, may lead to a decrease in levels of distress, while serving to foster thriving, optimal functioning, and academic improvements. Research supports the relationship between better social emotional functioning with connectedness (Appleton, Christenson, & Furlong, 2008; Rice, Kang, Weaver & Howell, 2008; You et al., 2008). Anderman (2002) and Rostosky, Owens, Zimmermen and Riggle (2003) provide fundamental research linking students’ connectedness to academic performance. Diener and Seligman (2002), determined that good relationships with others are a necessary condition for individual happiness; and Peterson (2006) found that the psychological constructs relative to a good life include a sense of purpose and contribution within a social community. This wave of Positive psychology research introduced analysis of multi-factorial
psychometrics, including this new way to conceptualize clusters of strengths known as covitality. This study will specifically examine the combination of strengths defined by the Positive psychology covitality construct and the non-cognitive skills related to personal effectiveness as a way to discover the workforce strengths of the college graduates.

Moore et al. (2015) indicate “A strengths-based approach enhances the student’s sense of empowerment and self-esteem” (p. 254). This approach has been noticeably absent from an academic outcome oriented educational system. They further argue that problem-focused screenings provide “actionable information” for only 15% of students identified as having problems (p. 254). This researcher acknowledges two significant concerns within this statistic: 1) the fraction of the students identified using problem-focused assessments are already identified through their own behavior or performance difficulties, and so are separated from their cohort; 2) the strengths of functioning are diminished and discounted, assessing student behaviors as deficit-based, rather than as a whole in which strengths may also reside.

**Schema Construction VIA Positive psychology’s Systems Approach**

McVee, Dunsmore, and Gavelek (2005) summarize the importance of a systems approach in education, understanding how systems impact individual self-schemas through a mental, experiential and constructivist process. Multiple researchers examine sociocultural influences and social constructivism in relation to cognition (Au, 1998; Cole, 1996; Gavelek & Raphael, 1996; Spivey, 1997; Wertsch, 1991, 1998). Others, also, have examined the psychological and affective components of identity and self (Gergen & Gergen, 1983; Harré & Gillett, 1994). A combination of these ideas are not often applied in higher education. Combining the psycho-social and constructivist view emphasizes schema and scaffolding related to non-cognitive skills.
Schema construction practices are pivotal in framing this research. They highlight the individual socio-emotional, cognitive and non-cognitive processes related to learning and the construction of knowledge. Meaning-making, social interactions, and the situated or experiential role of learning within multiple socio-cultural and historical systems, are the focus of education, itself (Bell & Stevenson, 2015). Distinguishing between socio-emotional processes, cognitive processes, and learning outcomes may not be as possible as research in curriculum design and outcomes-based legislation assumes. The importance of schemas as organized mental models in cognition is clear; but, framing these non-cognitive heuristics within education requires innovation in application.

Though this research recognizes that Plato and Aristotle enacted teaching with an understanding of non-cognitive schemas, it also recognizes that the content and curricular outcomes are primary assessment tools. Non-cognitive measurements are not regularly applied in education. Certainly, they are not assessed as a matter of routine. Twenty-first century workplace skills involve both non-cognitive and cognitive processes, both content-based and applied skills. Identifying these skills in graduates becomes a necessary component of ensuring workforce readiness.

Vygotsky’s (1962; 1978) zone of proximal learning, and Piaget’s (1957) structural cognitive theory, describe the assimilation and accommodation process of schemas in building the scaffolding of individual knowledge. This framework is married to psychological research by Beals’ (1998) emphasis on “essential social character” (p. 225) development within education. Brewer and Nakamura (1984) tie this study’s conceptual framework to learning and psychology with their description of schemas: “In brief, [schemas] are higher-order cognitive structures that have been hypothesized to underlie many aspects of human knowledge and skill. They serve a
crucial role in providing an account of how old knowledge interacts with new knowledge in perception, language, thought, and memory” (p. 120). From this supposition, the researcher can suppose that non-cognitive schemas, are also constructed as higher-order structures, playing a crucial role in experiences of students within higher education.

This understanding is essential, as the higher order constructs that comprise non-cognitive self-schemas are part of covital and life effectiveness measures. Interpreting this research, one can assume that schemas are variables, embedded within one another. These intersecting variables represent knowledge at all levels (cognitive and non-cognitive) as active processes, mindset heuristics that evaluate incoming information and experience (McVee, Dunsmore, & Gavelek, 2005). These researchers note that “the implications for future inquiry turn critically on what we take schemas to be, how they are formed, and the processes by which they develop and are transformed” (p. 556). This understanding brings the discussion of philosophy and values full circle through learning and social science. It is covital, non-cognitive, schema analysis that has been undertaken in this research. This is done in an effort to transform and to redefine success in higher education. This study correlated non-cognitive covital and life effectiveness traits with GPA, framed by 21st century workforce skills. Applying these psychometric measures to the community college student population acknowledges the vital role well-being plays on performance in multiple populations.

As researchers continue to examine how positive self-schemas are formed and fostered (Norrish & Vella-Brodrick, 2009; Yates & Masten, 2004), this research focuses on the covitality domains related to positive self-schemas and their correlations with graduating community college students’ GPA. The educational application capitalizes on the relevancy of both high and low scores. Identifying graduates lacking positive psychological self-schemas is indicative of
longitudinal correlates to problems with well-being, and personal and professional challenges (Boman, Mergler, & Pennell, 2017; Dowdy at el., 2016; Fullchange & Furlong, 2016; Kim, 2015; Lenzi, Furlong, Dowdy, Sharkey, Gini, & Altoè, 2015; Moore, Dowdy, & Furlong, 2017). Those scoring higher on socio-emotional, non-cognitive measures demonstrate correlations with longitudinal measures of positive or successful functioning and well-being, including a decrease in negative symptoms (Diener & Oishi, 2006; Diener & Seligman, 2002; Kielty, Gilligan, Staton, & Curtis, 2017; Wilkins, Boman, & Mergler, 2015).

Keyes (2006) suggests mental health is a combination of positive feelings which are used in real life situations and that reflect subjective psychological and social well-being. Research regarding mental health within the context of education has yielded multiple outcome impacts related to well-being on educational performance. Dowd, Furlong, and Sharkey (2013) found a link between lack of personal well-being and poor academic performance. Multiple studies correlate the SEHS survey with standard measures of well-being such as the Subjective Well-Being (SWB) Index (Long, Huebner, Wedell, & Hills, 2012), Student Life Satisfaction Scale (SLSS) (Huebner, 1991, 1995) and the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) (Laurent et al., 1999). Though this study does not evaluate causation, the positive mental health self-schemas related to covitality, and the twelve psychological indicators that can be measured using the SEHS-HE, along with the four experiential learning measures related to the ROPELOC personal effectiveness measure, were evaluated in this community college context.

Furlong et al., (2016) further emphasize that this type of non-cognitive socio-emotional research provides theoretical and psychometric revelations that allow institutions to identify psychological assets while providing intervention and prevention strategies that will promote improvements of these strengths as development continues. As a matter of learning, these self-
schemas follow the graduates into the professional workplace realm. While both cognitive and non-cognitive abilities are relevant in education, there is a gap in research where psychology and education overlap. There is too little focus on the development and reinforcement of positive non-cognitive traits in the field of education. This study bridges the gap separating social sciences and education, not through the identification of psycho-social-emotional strengths, but by connecting these to workplace success.

**Dual Factor Model**

Research using self-schemas has traditionally focused on deficit-based, single continuum models, familiar to education. For example, Carlson (2001) examined self-schemas in relationship to depression; Pornari and Wood (2010) examined hostile attributions in education; and Calvete and Orue (2012) examined self-schemas as associated with justification of aggressive behavior. However, Positive psychology and the dual factor model identify that “just as self-schemas can contribute to negative developmental outcomes, it is increasingly recognized that the formation of adaptive self-schemas are associated with resilience” (Renshaw et al., 2014, p. 6).

Keyes (2007) presents a Positive psychological perspective on education by emphasizing a two-continua, or dual-factor, model of mental health. The traditional educational perspective considers psychological distress and positive functioning as being opposing poles of a single continuum. From this point of view, a reduction of psychological distress, including behavioral and emotional symptoms, is evidence of improvements in well-being or pro-social behavior. Although this intuitive uni-dimensional model of mental health is widely accepted, it fails to meet the needs of students in the 21st century (Keyes, 2007).
Positive psychology explores the dual-factor perspective in order to highlight that, though elements of distress and well-being may be related, these are separate continua (Keyes, 2007). Using this dual-factor model allows educators to consider that the presence of distress and the absence of well-being become significantly associated with impairments in academic performance (Suldo & Shaffer, 2008). This dichotomy allows an assessment of both positive and negative indicators of mental health, which has been used as predictive of attendance and achievement measures in student’s experiences (Suldo, Thalji, & Ferron, 2011). As the traditional remedial model suggests that education is attending to symptoms of distress and performance deficits, the gap in educational research has been rigorous research assessing personal strengths and psychological assets, specifically related to higher education and workplace success (Caruso, Salovey, Brackett, & Mayer, 2015; Diener, & Tay, 2017; Dutton & Ragins, 2017; Robertson, Cooper, Sarkar, & Curran, 2015). There may be little educators can do with the presence of distress, but they may be able to impact the presence of well-being.

According to Renshaw et al. (2014):

The first phase of Positive psychology’s work with youth (a) sought to identify and assess isolated traits (e.g., gratitude, mindfulness, and hope)… and (b) investigated the relations of these individual traits with each other as well as with key quality-of-life outcomes (e.g., positive relationships, physical health, and school achievement). (p. 3)

Student strength and student deficit models need to be considered as separate continuums to allow for a dynamic, process-based model that asks educators to incorporate a vital non-cognitive role in strengths identification within the learning process of their students.
Covitality

Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, Reivich & Linkins (2009), in their emphasis on the pillars of Positive psychology as interconnected influences related to positive traits, positive experiences, and positive institutions, brings Positive psychology further than theory, toward application, in education. By applying psychometrics, this study identified strengths as student’s psychological assets, and identifies relationships between these non-cognitive strengths to student’s GPA. This line of inquiry attempted to validate practices that can be integrated into institutional protocols to influence the multiple systems students exist within in order to create “psychologically healthy educational environments” (Huebner, Gilman, Reschly, & Hall, 2009, p. 565).

Where Seligman (2011) emphasizes strengths in combination related to positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meanings, and accomplishment (PERMA), simultaneous Positive psychology models have emphasized single-traits, risk and resiliency research (Scales, 1999), external and internal asset assessment (e.g. supportive others, and motivation and coping, respectively) (White, 2013) and covitality constructs (Furlong, You, Renshaw, O’Malley, & Rebelez, 2013) as predictive of academic success and well-being. Measuring single-trait strengths in combination has provoked conceptualizing new theoretical constructs, specifically, higher order constructs that identify traits in combination (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014).

The covitality construct (Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013) is identified as a specific clustering of strengths, occurring in combination. The synergistic impact of these single-traits, found together, has revealed non-cognitive psychological assets that are growing in their application in the field of education. With roots in Positive psychology and subjective well-being research, covitality researchers (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014;
Renshaw et al., 2014) have taken a developmental approach to the way individuals learn and become. This has yielded the identification of specific positive psychological constructs that are now being applied within the context of college student populations (Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013) where previous research primarily focused on youth, adolescent, or high-school applications.

According to these researchers, covital constructs are signs of positive psychological functioning (e.g. hope, optimism, self-efficacy, gratitude). As discussed above, covitality has been found to be positively associated with “optimal human functioning” and negatively associated with psychopathology, including mental illness (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). These researchers examine covitality’s relationship to psychological well-being and find that there is significant correlation among these constructs. The importance of the research begins to explain the importance of positive human resources and psychological assets, and how these resources may benefit college student populations, and ultimately, the workforce.

Covitality research integrates these ideas. Additionally, Aydeniz & Hodge (2011), Roth and Tobin (2007), Sfard and Prusak (2005), Fenwick (2004), Gee (2002), and Polkinghorne (1988) highlight learning, self-schemas, and developmental theory as it relates to psycho-social constructs. Research combining these approaches to address community college student non-cognitive performance is only just beginning. Emphasizing these non-cognitive skills should ideally center on the interface between self and institution, resulting in more effective personal, professional and academic measures of success. Similarly, understanding the nuances of the developmental processes involved in learning, has the the potential to transform the interconnected systems in which individuals are embedded.
The Positive psychology framework links the schema construction perspective to social institutions within which schemas are shaped, using a systems perspective to examine the interrelationships and combinations of non-cognitive skills and well-being, so central to success across at home, in school, and at work (Dahlsgaard, Peterson, Seligman, 2005; Park, Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Peterson, Park & Seligman, 2005). It is imperative to understand the intersections of the theories involved, and the complex processes that support the present study because the transdisciplinary nature of the foundations of dual factor assessment and research creates complicated roots for theory and rich sources for analytical application.

Furlong et al.’s (2013) initial studies in his meta-analysis of covital psychometrics reveals that covitality is a significant predictor of prosocial behavior, caring, acceptance, and connection in elementary school children. These socio-emotional and behavioral outcomes are related to positive traits (e.g. gratitude, optimism, persistence, etc.) measured by the Social-Emotional Health Survey instrument (Furlong et al., 2013). Simultaneous with Furlong et al. ’s (2013) work, this research, using a Positive psychology perspective, has examined positive traits as positive self-schemas related to combinations of self-reported traits (self-efficacy, optimism, trust, worthiness). Additionally, findings reveal that these traits have a strong negative correlation to depression and anxiety and a strong positive correlation with resilience measures (Keyfitz, Lumley, Hennig, and Dozois, 2013). These initial empirical studies examining psychological assets in the educational environment justify applying measures of covitality in educational institutions, circling back to Seligman et al.’s (2009) proposal that positive non-cognitive traits are formed through positive experiences within positive institutions. Ultimately, this empirical approach has created an additional phase of Positive psychology research in education, namely offering pathways toward interventions and preventions designed to cultivate these traits.
(Seligman, 2018; Seligman et al., 2009). While this intervening approach is hopeful, it is outside the scope of this research, which seeks to identify the strengths within the college population as a starting part for additional research.

The conceptual framework guiding covitality research, and the non-cognitive traits combined in this higher order construct can be reviewed below (See Figure 2.3).

**Figure 2.3**: Conceptual Frame and Correlates of Covitality. Furlong, You, Renshaw, Smith, & O’Malley, 2013.

Covitality psychometrics present 12 psychological single traits (gratitude, zest, optimism, emotion regulation, empathy, self-control, family support, school support, peer support, self-efficacy, persistence, and self-awareness) related to four core self-schema domains (engaged living, emotional competence, belief in others, and belief in self) (Furlong, You, Renshaw, Smith, & O’Malley, 2013). The instrument used to measure covitality is the Social-Emotional Health Survey, and its psychometric properties have significant correlations “related to and predictive of important quality-of-life and school-based outcomes” (Renshaw et al, 2014, p. 27).
This study relates the SEHS-HE measures to the Review of Personal Life Experiences (ROPE) measurement with Locus of Control (LOC), an instrument that was developed as part of experiential learning programs. This research not only reveals overall covitality measures, implying an association with the subjective well-being indicators previously correlated with the SEHS-HE instrument, but with academic performance (GPA), and life effectiveness self-schemas represented by the ROPELOC as an assessment of workforce skills in the graduates.

Hope, gratitude, and grit studies help to form an understanding of covital characteristics, as well. Multiple sources (Curry, Snyder, Cook, Ruby, & Rehm, 1997; Rand, 2009) support the assertion that “Hope has been associated with a number of positive outcomes among college students, including higher grades and increased rates of graduation” (Eklund, Dowdy, Jones, & Furlong, 2011, p. 81). Additionally, McCullough, Emmons, & Tsang (2002) and Emmons & McCullough (2003)’s Gratitude research suggests this non-cognitive skill is associated with improved sense of well-being and positive feelings; and Miley & Spinella’s (2006) exploration of gratitude’s correlation to motivational drive, empathy and “strategic planning” in college students is also relevant research.

Grit, using the Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews and Kelly (2007) definition, describes the componential pieces related to perseverance and stability of interests and also serves to support the present definition of covital and non-cognitive constructs. Higher grit measures appear to positively correlate with higher educational attainment, higher GPA, and is positively associated to positive psychological functioning (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews & Kelly, 2007). College students are the primary research demographic in these reliable studies with valid measures (Eklund, Dowdy, Jones, & Furlong, 2011). The findings from these studies support that “fostering life satisfaction, hope, and gratitude among college students may serve as a buffer or
coping mechanism to ward off later development of clinical symptoms as well as contribute to enhanced well-being” (Eklund, Dowdy, Jones, & Furlong, 2011, p. 88). This study supports a dual-factor model which “suggests that the goal is not only to move away from mental illness, but also toward a goal of flourishing, which fits well with the aims of college life and education” (Eklund, Dowdy, Jones, & Furlong, 2011, p. 89).

Ideas such as adaptation and resiliency development, which are also socio-emotional, non-cognitive strengths, are identified and emphasized by using Positive psychology’s dual-factor model, associating these ideas with optimal functioning (Keyes, 2005) and with 21st century skills (P21, 2002). Features such as coping, adaptation and providing reflective, evaluative and non-cognitive orientations to students’ psychoeducation (also referred to as identity anchoring) appear to create improvements in optimal human functioning (Eklund, Dowdy, Jones, & Furlong, 2011).

Cognitive appraisal, self-representations or self-schemas, are also related to executive functions, with social cognition (Craig, 2009; Dweck, 2008; LeGrande & Ruby, 2009). Blair and Razza (2007) focus research on executive function (EF) which is a componential construct involving multiple attention and brain operations (including cognitive control, planning, memory, and attention). Executive function has been correlated with emotional expression and modulation. Those with low EF have increased difficulty with impulsivity and reactivity (Kane, Brown, McVay, Silvia, Myin-Germeys, & Kwapił, 2007). These processes of self-control, part of the covitality construct, have been longitudinally correlated with significant long-term outcomes (Moffitt, Arseneault, Belsky, Dickson, Hancox, Harrington, Houts, Poulton, Roberts, Ross, Sears, Thomson, & Caspi, 2011). These EF skills and dispositions are under the umbrella of “self-regulatory skills” (p. 1) and are specific to attention, emotion, self-appraisal, empathy
and compassion, all non-cognitive skills and present within the measurement of both instruments used in this study, along with skills emphasized in 21st century success (Heckman, 2007; Heckman, Stixrud, & Ursua, 2006; Knudsen, Heckman, Cameron, & Shonkoff, 2006).

Zins, Weissberg, Wang, and Walberg (2004) highlight how strengths in the area of self-regulation, associated with academic performance, as outlined above, and non-cognitive performance, support academic success, and improve positive citizenry by improving socio-emotional skills. Urry et al. (2006) use neuroscience applied to the contemplative practices in mindfulness research, identifying brain plasticity related to development. They assert the importance of cultivating these emotion regulation skills for multiple long-term benefits (Urry, et al., 2006). Empathy training and compassion training have been studied using neuroscience to analyze empathy-related brain circuitry (Lutz, Brefczynski-Lewis, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2008) revealing that neuroplasticity is possible and these prosocial, socio-emotional, and non-cognitive skills can cause improvements in functioning (Leiber, Klimecki & Singer, 2011). This reinforces the idea that educators can provide the scaffolding for these non-cognitive schemas.

These non-cognitive skills represent both social-emotional learning (SEL) and 21st century skill development when viewed through a Positive psychology lens. Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger (2011) completed a meta-analysis of hundreds of SEL studies, finding that these non-cognitive skills are largely correlated with ‘meaningful’ improvements on performance measures, such as improved achievement test scores. This has also been used in prevention programs in multiple areas (substance abuse, violence, anti-social behavior), as well as involved in promoting positive youth development (O’Connel, Boat, & Warner, 2009).
Non-cognitive Skills and 21st Century Skills

Cognitive skills can be considered as the “skills developed through schooling, usually in content areas such as mathematics and English language arts that are readily measured with standardized tests” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 4). He further states that non-cognitive skills, then, are “all other skills developed through schooling that are not reflected in cognitive test scores.... Sometimes non-cognitive is confused with personality, but non-cognitive is intended to be a broader term, with personality perhaps being a part of non-cognitive skills” (p. 4). Twenty-first century skills, similar to non-cognitive skills, have a broad and imprecise definition. These skills are distinguished from former educational and workforce skills because of the changes in technology and culture, “leading to changing demands in the workplace” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 4).

Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003) and Levy and Murnane (2004) explore applications of 21st century skills as social, regulatory, and communicative. Social-emotional learning (SEL) is presented as playing a role in developing these non-cognitive competencies. The field of education is more recently incorporating learning regarding managing emotions, positive goal setting and achievement, appreciation of multiple perspectives, capacity for positive relationships, decision making, and interpersonal skills building due to the changing demands of the workforce. Durlak et al. (2011) expounds on these skills, and recognizes that these non-cognitive skills encompass a “broad spectrum of skills, perspectives, capabilities, and competencies” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 4) evolving as necessary for educational and workforce success.

The Center for Academic and Workforce Readiness and Success (CAWRS) has partnered with the Educational Testing Service (ETS) in order to explore the measurement of personal characteristics required for educational success, which have heretofore been disregarded by the
typical educational assessment and content tests used in academia (Kyllonen, 2012). However, no instrument has been formally recognized or widely disseminated within educational research studies. The 1990s saw a growing exploration of core content measures, cognitive skills assessments and the emphasis on cognitive markers of educational attainment; however, no simultaneous effort to measure non-cognitive or applied skills is common-place (Kyllonen, 2012).

The cognitive focus is revealed in articles that highlight the gap in college-high school earnings differentials (Murnane, Willet, & Levy, 1995). This focus emphasizes the importance of higher education. Follow-up articles reveal content/curricular gaps, such as the math gap relevant to cognitive skills learned in higher education (Murnane, Willett, Duhaldeboir, & Typer, 2000). These highlight the content-based disparities in curriculum. Implied, however, is the priority of curricular content over a variety of psychosocial skills (Hernstein & Murray, 1994; Jensen, 1998). Maintaining focus on cognitive/content-based performance measures has not resulted in closing the gaps related to curriculum and achievement. Yet, content outcomes are the measures that are evaluated. This researcher proposes that redefining success measures includes an incorporation of non-cognitive instrumentation within higher education.

Social science operationalizes non-cognitive skills, and Positive psychology begins to cluster these strengths into covital constructs to be studied together. This strengths-based emphasis on covital clusters must be highlighted as an important direction toward an evidence-based model in the field of education. Miller (2016) outlines the importance of non-cognitive skills by identifying the need for social and professional skills in the workforce. He reflects on the gap between a graduate’s cognitive (content-based hard skills) and non-cognitive (applied) skills. He further defines Dweck’s idea of mindset, describing: “the set of attitudes, behaviors
and motivations that enable knowledgeable graduates to work with others productively, flourish and live a purposeful life” (p. 1). He synthesizes Gallup poll survey results, revealing the lack of work readiness in the area of non-cognitive performance of recent college graduates. He reveals that “... studies indicate that the complex constellation of attitudes, behaviors and motivations (mindset) that transcend any set of college courses often has more significant impact on long term success in life than academic achievement does” (Miller, 2016, p. 1). Workforce skills are evaluated as behavior economics, specifically defined as social and professional, and are correlated with aspects of well-being and socio-emotional learning (Carneiro & Heckman, 2003; Heckman, 2007; Heckman, Stixrud, & Urzua; 2006). With the synthesis of workforce skills, these non-cognitive strengths deserve analysis in the realm of higher education.

Classic metrics in higher education include factors as admissions selectivity and yield, test scores, retention rates, grades, and graduation rates. These are and will remain of substantial importance to all higher education institutions. But behavioral economic measures--which recently have become more widely adopted in other industries--include such factors as engagement, hope, excitement about the future and emotional support (Miller, 2016, p. 6).

Dweck’s (1998) growth mindset work epitomizes many of the non-cognitive skills under analysis. She describes mindset as a set of beliefs about identity, abilities, strengths and talents. She describes these beliefs and attitudes, mindsets, as either fixed or growth-types. Fixed mindsets represent an idea that higher order constructs, like intelligence or personality, are a fixed trait, unchanging through time. Growth mindsets, however, embrace that strengths, talents, and abilities are constructed and co-constructed through effort, learning, and determination. Mindsets are often, says Dweck, impacted not by what is taught but by how it is taught. She describes the cueing and conditioning that cultivates a growth mindset, citing non-cognitive self-
schemas related to attitudes and motivations. Though non-cognitive skills have been examined as single traits, exploring how they cluster together within a student’s experience is an incredibly useful evaluation in considering growth mindsets and learning power possibilities of students developing 21st century skills within their educational environments.

Heckman (2007) used Dweck’s mindset research and Duckworth’s research on grit to support his emphasis on non-cognitive skills. He described ‘grit,’ as part of behavioral economics, and indicated that is a “better predictor of success in life than is academic ability or achievement” (Miller, 2016, p. 8). Ultimately, convergent research is revealing that workforce skills, “the behaviors above and beyond technical skills” (p. 5), are holistic and transdisciplinary. These skills not only engaging the depth of expertise, but breadth of knowledge within an individual.

Claxton (2002), an advocate of deeper learning initiatives, supports co-constructing non-cognitive skills in the form of learning power, a term coined in Building Learning Power (2002). He provides a practical application of non-cognitive skills in education. He argues that the following four ‘R’s’ should simultaneously exist with traditional content-based Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic:

1) Resilience
2) Resourcefulness
3) Reflection
4) Reciprocity

Claxton (2002) has also authored research attempting to introduce this socio-emotional perspective on the future of education in the 21st century.

Teaching non-cognitive skills as life skills, becomes a repackaged idea throughout academia, from educational and philosophical forerunners to progressive educators, to more
modern researchers including Aristotle, Claxton, Dewey, Dweck, Erikson, Heckman, Seligman, Socrates, and Vygotsky, examining the clustering of these strengths and contemporary transformational change movements within education. Without psychometrics and quantitative research to provide evidence-based interventions, higher education may not attend to the very real need for transformation. This emphasis on strengths and values related to applied, non-cognitive skills, has not gained momentum in educational assessment (Kyllonen, 2012).

Marrying the ideas as related to 21st century workplace success, in the context of the community college’s mission, provides a language that may support changing practice.

**Strengths-based Cultural Capital: From Counseling to Classroom to Boardroom**

The term *cultural capital* refers to “forms of knowledge, skill, education, attitudes and expectations, or any other advantages a person might have, which make environments such as the educational system a familiar place where they can succeed easily” (Stuart, Lido, & Morgan, 2011, p. 490). Importantly, the term *habitus*, defined as “people’s patterns in thought, beliefs, behaviour [sic] or taste” (p. 490) is also cited. The present study focuses on habitus as self and other schemas, a reflection of one’s non-cognitive skills, and measured by the instruments used in this study. Selected schemas, or habitus, can play a role in student success within their experience of higher education. Supportive learning experiences could support the formation of improved habitus, resulting in higher expectations and better success outcomes, both academically and personally (Seligman et al., 2009; Seligman, 2011; Wong, 2017). These domains should be considered simultaneously: one’s well-being impacts their learning, and one’s learning impacts their well-being.

The Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21, 2002) proposes educational reform to the three ‘R’s’ of core subjects (Reading, Writing and Arithmetic), offering an additional 4 C’s:
(critical thinking, communication, collaboration, creativity). The Assessing and Teaching of 21st Century Skills (ATC21S) organization supports the following 21st century skills:

- Ways of thinking (creativity, innovation, critical thinking, problem-solving, decision making, and metacognition)
- Ways of working (communication, collaboration and teamwork)
- Tools for working (information, technology, and communication literacy) and
- Living in the world skills (life and career, personal and social responsibility)

(Kyllonen, 2012, p. 6).

These terms can be collectively summarized as non-cognitive, covital, 21st century strengths through a Positive psychology lens.

Understanding intrapsychic components of successful academic performance can assist researchers and educators with better understanding how to meet the needs of students and other stakeholders in the realm of higher education. Appreciating the relationships between non-cognitive skills and success outcomes allows for an education delivery system that may increase the possibilities for academic success, more educational satisfaction, and an increase in feelings of efficacy, potentially resulting in improvements in multiple domains of living, related to the overall feelings of subjective well-being and positive mental health (Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013; Stuart, Lido, & Morgan, 2011; Trujillo & Tanner, 2014; You et al., 2011). Moreover, as community colleges distinguish themselves as workforce readiness institutions, this strengths-based assessment practice of examining non-cognitive skills should be part of successful outcomes assessment.
A survey of more than 400 US employers across fields resulted in a distinction between *applied* skills and *content* skills (Casner-Lotto & Benner, 2006). The survey revealed findings that over 90% of employers responding rated the following skills as “very important”: Oral and written communication, Teamwork and collaboration, Professionalism and work ethic, and Critical thinking and problem-solving. These *applied* skills outranked the surveyed *content* skills, thereby supporting the idea that non-cognitive strengths are required in the workforce.

Casner-Lotto & Benner (2006) assigned a percentage of employer responses revealing the following skills as very important in 2-year college graduates: Ethics/Social responsibility (86%), Leadership (82%), Creativity/innovation (81%), Lifelong learning/self-direction (78%), and Diversity (72%). Again, these high ratings emphasize employer preferences for non-cognitive, social-emotional skills. If these skills are required in both educational and workforce success, how are they assessed in academia?

Multiple surveys addressing skills preferred in the workplace reveal the growing emphasis and importance of non-cognitive and socio-emotional skills. Manyika et al. (2011) completed a survey of the McKinsey Global Institute’s review of barriers to a qualified workforce, and among the top barriers were: Unsuitable work habits, Insufficient problem-solving, and Poor communication skills. All of these facets lead into the non-cognitive skills required in the 21st century. While deep learning initiatives have been intermittent in the last decade of educational research, the National Research Council (2012) has partnered with the National Academy of Sciences to provide an organizational framework for these skills.

This research collaboration has distilled components of 21st century skills into three groups: Cognitive skills, Interpersonal skills, and Intrapersonal skills. Overlap, though evident, provides an inroad to assessment in the community college setting. As a psychotherapist, this
researcher identifies two of these three groupings as related to non-cognitive components (inter/intrapersonal skills).

Race to the Top legislation (RTT) catalyzed additional research into core standards and 21st century skills in education (Kyllonen, 2012). The SMARTER Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) and the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) found deficits in the non-cognitive grouping: interpersonal and intrapersonal domains (Kyllonen, 2012). Though mainstream educational assessments focus primarily on cognitive content skills, 21st century skills must be measured in educational institutions of higher learning. This research aims to bring in non-cognitive assessments from Positive psychology and experiential learning to serve as these interpersonal and intrapersonal measurements within the community college context.

Claxton states:

There are two good reasons for reconfiguring 21st century education: economic and personal. The well-rehearsed economic argument says that knowledge is changing so fast that we cannot give young people what they will need to know, because we do not know what it will be. Instead we should be helping them to develop supple and nimble minds, so that they will be able to learn whatever they need to. If we can achieve that, we will have a world-class workforce comprising people who are innovative and resourceful. The personal argument reaches the same conclusion. Many young people are floundering in the face of the complexities and uncertainties of contemporary life. (Claxton, 2002, p. 1)

Importantly, the non-cognitive skills being analyzed are correlated with, and predictive of, increases in well-being (in addition to indicators of employment and academic success) making
the covital higher order groupings of non-cognitive skills essential to evaluation in academic settings.

Though research exploring non-cognitive skills has grown, and some meta-analyses reveal the importance of personality, attitudes, and motivation on academic achievement have been explored, this focus is not a widespread practice. Meta-analyses and correlations between personality factors and higher education outcomes (Crede & Kuncel, 2008; Noftle & Robins, 2007; Poropar, 2009; Robbins et al., 2004) and workforce outcomes are beginning to be evaluated (Dudley, Orvis, Lebiecki, & Cortina, 2006). This study adds to this examination.

The National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS: 88) examines the non-cognitive factors related to workforce earnings some 20 years after the initial content testing. This assessment reveals that non-cognitive factors such as “responsibility, independence, outgoingness, persistence, emotional stability, and initiative” were “at least as important in predicting employment and earnings, 20 years later, as were cognitive skills” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 3). With so much focus on cognitive skills in education, this research begs a reconsideration for defining success outcomes inclusive of non-cognitive strengths.

Bowles, Gintis, & Osborne (2001) proffer that cognitive skills are not the only variables related to economic success. Durlak et al. (2011) review social and emotional learning (SEL) programs in schools and find that students involved in school-based SEL interventions demonstrate significantly improved non-cognitive skills, attitudes, achievement gains and behaviors as compared to students in control groups. By 2011, Durlak et al. (2011) identified evidence based practices that justified incorporating socio-emotional learning interventions within K-12 schools.
As these non-cognitive skills are examined in the context of educational and workforce outcomes, the idea that socio-emotional learning and psycho-social components are important to education becomes a more pressing landscape to explore. Furthermore, educators must incorporate these skills as necessary parts of the 21st century curriculum required in the world today. This study’s non-cognitive framework and covital clustering is used to research whether strengths identification of positive emotional-behavioral traits are related to more successful academic outcomes within community college education in rural Maine.

**Mental Health Needs in Education**

Often, leaders in schools, institutions and other organizations create policy or procedures in order to address barriers, limitations or problems. Research cited here illustrates this deficit-identification and deficit model emphasis across fields (Harry & Klingner, 2007; Henry, Svence, & Petrulite, 2016; Kauffman, Hallahan, Pullen & Badar, 2018; Klinger & Edwards, 2006; Meltzer, 2018). Students, employees, and civilians, alike, come to the attention of governance when something is not right: if remediation, plans of correction, or legal intervention is required. However, in surveying this educational and social science literature, non-cognitive skills are implicated in multiple strengths-based outcomes, from improvements in well-being, motivation, and higher academic performance, to recognition in employment and leadership skill development programs (Martin, 2018). This perspective allows for positive inquiry within educational institutions, independent of the problems or challenges more normatively measured.

Cross-culturally, a movement to focus on the growing mental health needs of countries within the education realms there has occurred (World Federation of Mental Health, 2013). The European Pact for Mental Health and Well-being (2008) outlined the need for its member states and stakeholders to attend to 1) Mental health in youth and education; 2) Prevention of
depression and suicide; 3) Mental health of older people; 4) Combat[ing] stigma and social exclusion; and 5) Mental health at the workplace. The increased focus on mental health issues, specifically in response to recent school shootings, requires an intervention. A psycho-social intervention appears most important. An emphasis on strengths identification and psychometric measurement may embody the Pact’s intentions. Mental health support in higher education is an essential part of ensuring academic success, and assessment is a pivotal part of assessing these covital psychometrics.

**Socio-Emotional and Cognitive Connections in Learning and Well-being**

Connectedness research has roots within resiliency research, and comes out of Resnick, Bearman, Blum and Udry’s (1997) examination of school connectedness and high risk behavior. Positive psychology has emphasized the dual factor model to support that risk correlates may also have health promotive mediators. For instance, economic stressors may not present risks if a youth experiences self-efficacy or self-esteem building experiences. Resnick et al. (1997) also found that perceptions of connectedness is correlated with a reduction in high-risk behaviors.

Researchers identify that school belonging is “an important predictor of negative affective problems in adolescents, including depression and anxiety symptoms” (Shochet, Smith, Furlong, & Homel, 2011, p. 586). Brookmeyer, Fanti, and Henrich (2006), and Rice et al. (2008) provide support for a significant negative correlation between less connectedness and higher delinquent behaviors, as well. There is evidence that emotional-behavioral disorders (EBD) and their diagnosis and assessment process, using the pathological paradigm, are correlated with deleterious school related outcomes, including disciplinary actions, from referrals to suspensions, drop-outs and legal interventions (Center for Community College Students, 2013; Dowdy et al.,
Ideas such as connectedness, sense of belonging, level of identity and engagement, and other non-cognitive foci, are beginning to come to the fore given the prevalence of socio-emotional difficulties permeating the front pages of the world news. In these news stories, lack of belonging, connectedness, feelings of isolation, bullying, and socio-emotional barriers are identified as associated variables. According to a 2016 ABC News report, there have been 270 shootings at schools, in total, since Columbine. More startling is that since 2015, an average of one shooting per week on a school or college campus, now occurs (Pearle, 2016). What is remarkable is that these numbers do not include the plots that are thwarted or failed.

A larger view of socio-cultural unrest described as linked to mental health needs comes from a 2014 *New York Times* review of the incidence of mass shootings outside of schools. They reported an average of 16.4 shootings every year, in the years from 2007-2013 (Schmidt, 2014). What causes these incidents? And, how can institutions organize thoughtful interventions?

The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention (AFSP) estimates 44,193 Americans die by suicide each year, and that for every completed suicide, 25 suicides are attempted. In conjunction with the Center for Disease Control (CDC), the AFSP reports that the number of hospital visits for self-inflicted, self-harm, injuries in the year 2015 was 494,169 (American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, 2017). From these numbers, it is clear that there are mental health crises in epidemic proportions. The socio-emotional skills examined, related to non-cognitive functioning, may support improvements in school and professional domains. Could they support personal improvements?
Given these statistics, a focus on mental health and wellness is a necessary focus in American educational systems. Cowan (2014) highlights the National Association of School Psychologists (NASP)’s Strive, Grow, and Thrive initiative, emphasizing the need to “foster the thriving social, behavioral, and emotional well-being of all students” (Moore et al., 2015, p. 253). Universal mental health screenings, within the school settings, are increasing, likely in response to these mental health crises. However, problem-focused screening continues to be the predominant method of policy and practice within educational settings, despite the evidence that it does not produce significant actionable results (Moore et al., 2015, p. 254).

Embodying Moore et al.’s reflection that “all youth have strengths that can be fostered in an effort to promote positive outcomes” (2015, p. 254), this research targeted the strengths that lead to positive outcomes. Treating and remediating problems will continue to be a necessary part of education. Educators must understand their part of a learner’s academic success as constructed upon the experiences and schemas, both cognitive and non-cognitive. Applied and content skills are both historically and presently important. It is this researcher’s position that the educational environment should adjust its approach to cultivate covital and non-cognitive constructs that support well-being and non-cognitive competence.

Many college mission statements reveal implied emphasis on non-cognitive skills. For example, the mission statement of the Community College explored in this study is to prepare “students to achieve their educational, professional, and personal goals in a supportive environment through shared values of responsibility, integrity, and respect” (Community College Site, 2016, p. 15). The values held at this institution are inherently connected with covital constructs and can provide a guiding vision within the pillars of Positive psychology: positive institutions, positive experiences, and positive traits.
As demonstrated in this literature review, research across numerous fields demonstrates the relevance of ideas related to Positive psychology, Constructivist theory, and the overlap between non-cognitive skills and 21st century workplace requirements. Blending these fields is the missing piece. The concept of ethos in education returns the focus to the rationale for this quantitative study. Framing these ideas in combination mirrors assessing strengths in combination, and embodies the transdisciplinary requirement revealed in 21st century workforce success. By combining these ideas, this researcher presents a cogent argument for transforming education through strengths and values identification.

Ethos highlights the “quality and character of school life, including norms, values and expectations” (Aldridge, Ala'i, Fraser, & Fozdar, 2015, p. 31). Ethos “in which culture plays an important role in the development of psychological functions” (p. 32) influences institutions, which influences experiences, which influences traits. This brings this quantitative study back to the Positive psychology conceptual frame.

When looking at outcomes, how have non-cognitive skills been taught, assessed or measured? If education is considered mental training, the most important mental training related to non-cognitive skill development is often omitted from the Western academia. Though few formal contemplative pedagogical practices are used in the educational settings, this researcher asks if community college graduates are demonstrating non-cognitive skills, and whether these skills will correspond to one another and to higher grade point averages. Quantitative evaluation of self-assessment scores related to these non-cognitive self-and other-schemas revealed the students’ perceived presence of these non-cognitive skills, and demonstrated the association between these skills and student cumulative GPA.
Conceptual Framework

This research expanded on the usefulness of non-cognitive measures in the community college setting, relating these to socio-emotional non-cognitive skills associated with 21st century workplace success. Specifically, the researcher used the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE) and the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control (ROPELOC) instruments to identify non-cognitive skills, engaging in statistical inter-instrument comparison, and correlating these measures with academic grade point averages within the community college setting. This approach gives consideration to non-cognitive strengths, required for the formation of 21st century skills, independent of deficits or cognitive assessment. Using this perspective to analyze covitality and personal effectiveness demonstrates an understanding of the learning experiences’ impact on schemas. This is a fundamental step to improving higher education. Emphasizing features of emotional competence, engaged living, belief-in-self, and belief-in others for promotive and preventative interventions impacting student achievement outcomes may lead to better prepared 21st century global citizens. A visual summary of the conceptual framework used to inform this study is portrayed in the graphic below.
The rationale for the research is to turn attention to the education system’s identification of strengths and values necessary in 21st century skills. This shift can be applied to promote psychological well-being, not only for individuals but within institutions, both academic and professional. Upon graduating from community college education, students should possess these skills; however, no evidence based assessment examines whether students attain these skills within higher education programs.

Harter (2007) suggests that developmental experiences and brain organization allows for “meta-cognitive strategies that enable introspection and reflection on past and imagined future selves” (p. 267). Dweck (2008) ties this understanding into the educational system, with examples of the importance of students’ own beliefs in their intelligence. She implies that interventions that build the intelligence schema as able to grow, rather than remaining fixed, alleviates some of the academic anxieties and poor performance related to the idea of a static
intellectual capacity. Stretching this into identification of non-cognitive schemas which are able to grow, dovetails with the emphasis on 21st century skills. Despite this, little practical application of this research can be enacted until assessment tools reveal the non-cognitive development of students.

Self-assessment is an important tool when surveying these non-cognitive self-representations; this is a primary psychotherapeutic intervention in psychology. Self-assessment allows for basic schema analysis of a student’s habitus, identifying the psychological capital that may be present upon graduation and determining its relationship to academic performance, via correlative analysis with grade point average (Kafka, 2016). Using a quantitative instrument for self-assessment reflects these psychological assets as demonstrable schemas, and provides a foundation from which to start to discover how growth and improvements can take shape.

The college can play the part of a positive institution by prioritizing these assessments, expanding on non-cognitive learning opportunities, and emphasizing these variables as a correlates of inter-personal and intra-personal success. Providing positive experiences and fostering these positive traits, as measured by the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC instruments, returns this educational institution to the values of ancient education’s character building, which fosters its own mission of workforce readiness. The college can offer a strengths-based practice supporting transformational change in preparation for workforce success required in the 21st century.

Instruments

The Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control (ROPELOC)
The Review of Personal Effectiveness (ROPE) Locus of Control (LOC) instrument, often seen as ROPELOC, was developed over a two decade period (Neill, Marsh & Richards, 1997). This instrument asks, specifically, what makes a person effective in their life – at school, home, or work. It was designed to tap into key psycho-social components that indicate a person’s effectiveness across these domains within experiential learning programs. By 2000, the ROPE System had become a widely used instrument to examine the types of personal and non-cognitive changes achieved through these learning programs. The ROPELOC instrument was tested and studied as an exploration of personal change learning experiences, including testing on over 10,000 training program participants in a wide variety of settings. A barrier in non-cognitive skill assessment creation, thus far, has been the one size fits all measures derived from psychological and clinical questionnaires. Their adequacy within the educational or training setting is limited. In response to the lack of specially-designed measurements for education, the ROPELOC system was developed (Neill, Marsh, and Richards, 1997).

The basic psychometrics of the ROPELOC instrument include 14 scales: Personal Abilities and Beliefs (self-confidence, self-efficacy, stress management, open thinking); Social abilities (social effectiveness, cooperative teamwork, leadership ability); Organizational Skills (time management, quality seeking, coping with change); an ‘Energy’ scale called Active Involvement; along with measures of Overall Effectiveness in all aspects of life. Additionally, the instrument has a Control Scale which helps to determine the catalyst for the changes reported in the other scales. Two Locus of Control scales are included, as well. Locus of Control scales measure a person’s attribution of responsibility for actions/successes, and are delineated as either internal or external (Neill, Marsh & Richards, 1997).
Locus of Control (LoC) research addresses the personal attribution process. Attribution processes provides insight into how individuals construct their schemas and make sense of their experiences. Educational researchers Basak & Ghosh (2011) resurrected Rotter’s (1954) LoC social learning theory concept of personality, and support the necessity of this construct being applied to education:

Individuals with a high internal locus of control believe that events result primarily from their own behavior and actions. Those with a high external locus of control believe that powerful others, fate, or chance primarily determine events. Research has shown that a person's internal-external locus of control impacts his/her performance and job satisfaction (Brownell, 1981; Dailey, 1980; Kasperon, 1982). Individuals with internal locus of control seem to better adapt to varying situations in a more functional way than do people who have an external locus of control (Judge, Locke, Durham, and Klugar, 1998). Locke (1983) and Spector (1982) found that individuals with an internal locus of control orientation appear more motivated, perform better on the job, [and] express higher job satisfaction levels than individuals with an external locus of control. (Basak & Ghosh, 2011, p. 1200)

Review of the Socio-Emotional Health Survey--Higher Education

The Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE) is a measure of covitality. This questionnaire, and the covitality research that supports youth development, comes from a research collaboration grant through the University of California and the International Center for School Based Youth Development. The scale development emphasizes four latent traits: Belief-in Self, Belief-in Others, Emotional Competence, and Engaged Living. Each of these domains is accompanied by specific subscales addressing self and other schemas.
Belief-in Self includes student assessment of self-efficacy, persistence, and self-awareness. Belief-in Others includes measures of perceived support through family, peers, and the institution. Emotional Competence includes subscales related to cognitive control, empathy and self-regulation skills. Finally, the Engaged Living construct includes measures of gratitude, zest and optimism (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014) (See Figure 2.5).

*Figure 2.5: Social Emotional Health Survey Conceptual and Measurement Model. Furlong, 2015.*
Confirmatory factor analyses and five phases of assessment and structural validation assess stable and strong validity and reliability. The SEHS-HE’s predictive validity for student’s covital psychological constructs aims to measure student well-being to foster improvements, both academically and personally (Ito, Smith, You, Shimoda, & Furlong, 2015).

Covitality’s componential scoring reveals these areas of assessment, comprised of specific sub-factors. Two of these higher-order constructs focus on connection, explicitly: belief in self and belief in others. Using connection research in education, reviewed in the Relevant Research section, serves as an example of the way this type of psychometric can be utilized to quantify what is often explored qualitatively, supporting the theory of covitality and the impact on positive outcomes in education possible with quantitative methodology.

This researcher argues that utilizing these socio-emotional, non-cognitive variables (such as connectedness) serves community colleges by promoting interventions and prevention possibilities while identifying 21st century workforce skills in higher education. With this type of covital information available, the educational system can target student skills in navigating the socio-emotional needs within the college experience, and by doing so, can improve success outcomes.

**Covitality: Belief in Self**

The covitality latent construct of Belief in Self (BiS) includes subscales related to self-efficacy, persistence, and self-awareness. Aydeniz and Hodge (2011) present work on identity, importantly finding that identity is one of the central theoretical concepts in numerous disciplines. Quoting Gee (2002) they define identity as the “kind of person one is recognized as being, at a given time and place” (Gee 2002, p. 99, as cited in Aydeniz & Hodge, 2011, p. 167).
This is an important component for understanding the necessity of this systems approach. Self-assessment allows the individual to recognize expertise on their own constructed non-cognitive skills. It also highlights both inter-and intra-personal process mechanisms, thereby identifying what kind of person one believes they are, at this given time and place. Sfard and Prusak (2005) associate this type of schema identification with the contexts within which the individual views their roles and constructs their identity. The context of the Community College education, then, places educators as leaders in the experience of teaching and learning. As leaders, each must understand that schemas can be constructed, deconstructed, and co-constructed. This understanding serves to support strengths-based habitus/schema creation as a co-created process that occurs within the teaching/learning experience. Theoretical emphasis on the development of these non-cognitive processes informs this researcher’s use of quantitative self-assessment of these and other covital domains.

Self-efficacy has been a covital construct on which there is significant historical research, (Komarraju and Nadler, 2013; Lawson et al, 2007; McConnell et al 2010; Sawtelle et al., 2012; Seymour and Hewitt, 1997; Usher and Pajares, 2008; Zimmerman, 2000). Studies have supported self-efficacy’s relationship to academic achievement, perseverance and self-regulated learning (Trujillo & Tanner, 2014, p. 8). Self-efficacy is operationally defined by using Bandura’s 1997 efforts: “the exercise of human agency through people’s beliefs in their capabilities to produce desired effects by their actions” (p. vii, as cited in Trujillo, & Tanner, 2014, p. 7). Of underlying significance, Bandura (1997) states “it is easier to sustain a sense of efficacy, especially when struggling with difficulties, if significant others express faith in one’s capabilities than if they convey doubts” (p. 101, as cited in Trjillo & Tanner, 2014, p. 8). This
reinforces a strengths-based approach required for developing 21st century skills within the community college context.

**Covitality: Belief in Others**

While the role of close bonds, in research literature, has been studied in relational dynamics, families, and organizations, they have not been substantially studied in higher education to better formulate high impact practices that lead to more successful student outcomes. The covitality latent construct of Belief in Others (BiO) includes subscales related to family support, school support, and peer support (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). The numerous psycho-social factors influencing the life decisions and choices of a community college student impacts formation of interpretive schemas used to construct and make sense of their experiences. A basic tenet in this conceptual orientation is that individuals see themselves as participants within an unfolding story, constructing schemas and expectations based on experiences, and interpreting and organizing their own actions in accordance with these schemas.

Group/self Identity, morale/subjective well-being assessment, motivations, and connection appear to be amorphous, interrelated, and pivotal indicators of well-being (Peterson, Park & Sweeny, 2008). This study used a quantitative approach to evaluating these variables, statistically analyzing metrics that reflect the non-cognitive heuristics that identify a student’s constructed understanding of these schemas.

Students come to college with ideas about themselves, their classes, their future and their own expectations of self and others, and are required to make sense of what occurs. Understanding that students may build mastery with successful experiences requires educators to recognize the non-cognitive and affective states associated with success aspivotally important.
According to research (Dowdy et al., 2016; Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013; Trujillo & Tanner, 2014) support from others is a fundamental factor determining success in systems.

**Covitality: Emotional Competence**

The covitality latent construct of emotional competence includes subscales related to cognitive control, empathy and self-regulation skills (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). The Mind and Life Education Research Network (MLERN) sponsors an integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to education, specifically researching these areas of self-awareness and socio-emotional habits (Zajonc, 2016). Drawing from neuroscience, cognitive theory, and developmental psychology, Positive psychology researchers examine education practices to “highlight a set of mental skills and socioemotional dispositions that are central to the aims of education in the 21st century” (Davidson et al., 2012, p. 146).

Rood, Roelofs, Bogels, Nolen-Hoeksema, and Schouten (2009) have researched explanatory styles, indicating that “pessimistic explanatory styles and rumination that construe self to be a cause of negative life events are core features of anxiety, depression and academic problems” (p. 612). This suggests the usefulness of the LoC measure associated with the ROPELOC instrument.

Clinical practices have targeted self-representations and meaning-making processes, leading to schemas, to support reappraisals and reframing, in therapy. Applying these types of targeted interventions in the area of self-awareness, academically, could be a covitality creating process. Roeser and Perck (2009) suggest a Basic Levels of Self (BLoS) model exploring the “implications of contemplative education for the cultivation of conscious and willful forms of learning and living” (p. 119). This approach assesses the correlations between self/identity,
motivation, and self-regulated learning, and calls for a shift toward contemplative education as a way of cultivating non-cognitive skills.

**Covitality: Engaged Living**

The covitality latent construct of Engaged Living (EL) includes subscales related to gratitude, zest, and optimism (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). Single trait research on optimism (Scheier & Carver, 1985), hope (Snyder et al., 1991), and gratitude (McCullough et al., 2002) has been used by numerous researchers (Magaletta & Oliver, 1999; Rand, 2009; Seligman, 2005; 2011) to examine how these psychological factors are related to cognitive appraisals and the construction of schemas. Researchers, along with conducting studies on the concept of positive adaption and coping, resilience and psychological adjustment (Tugade & Fredrickson, 2004) have begun to examine how positive traits may be related to one another, and how these covital combinations breed success when found in combination.

Utilizing covital vocabulary and identifying these strengths and values will serve community colleges in the following ways: as an assessment for 21st century skills in community colleges; as promotive possibilities within the realm of higher education; and, as a contribution to a shared and operationally defined vocabulary which educators can epistemologically incorporate into pedagogical approaches within higher education. Embedded goals of this research include: 1) Discovering whether these non-cognitive skills are, in fact, present in the population examined; 2) Exploring whether there are inter-instrument correlations or programmatic/demographic patterns; and 3) Assessing for group-level interventions/needs to promote more empowering individual and group experiences (Peterson, 2006) in community college.
Conclusion

Educational leaders must understand the importance of non-cognitive skills and the community college role in workplace readiness training. As the 21st century demands specific non-cognitive skills for success, an analysis of whether these skills are present in graduating students is a worthwhile exploration. Justification for application of these models in the area of education include fields of Constructivist systems study and Socio-emotional learning, and how these are connected or related. Specifically, the research of Stuart, Lido, & Morgan (2011) uses an integrative model to identify and quantify cultural capital within education; and Furlong, Jones, You, Eklund, Dowdy, Trujillo and Tanner, also, incorporates an integrated perspective to quantify how co-vital strengths components can impact academic success.

Chapter Three provides the description of this study’s quantitative approach, guided by the psychotherapeutic conceptual framework, and framed by the non-cognitive skills represented in 21st century workforce requirements. Methodology, including site and participant specifics is examined. Data collection procedures and a discussion of credibility, validity, and further questions follow. Chapter Four presents statistical analysis and findings from the data collected. This dissertation will conclude with Chapter Five, which summarizes the findings of this study, explores relevancy and concludes with a reflection and discussion of the research.
CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The overall design of this project takes a quantitative approach, using formal, objective, systematic data derived from two psychometric instruments: the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC. This researcher correlated academic performance with these psychometric scores, assuming that higher non-cognitive scores on these instruments correlate to higher academic performance. This researcher also measured inter-instrument scoring patterns, using both analysis of variance and factorial analysis, engaging the SPSS statistical system and Qualtrics survey system to calculate coefficients and graph findings. This methodology fits a descriptive correlational design model, where the study seeks to describe the current state of the non-cognitive schemas found in this setting, using a correlational design which explores the relationships between and among the variables using statistical analysis.

This research integrates disparate disciplines in order to unite content (cognitive) and applied (non-cognitive) educational outcomes. This effort highlights non-cognitive strengths, required in the workforce, in an effort to assess whether workforce readiness institutions are preparing their students for the workforce by attending to essential non-cognitive skills. Using social science psychometrics in the realm of education innovates and expands on the gap in educational research so often focused on only cognitive or content measures as defining success.

The results of the surveys and subsequent analysis are intended to support a better understanding of the following research questions, using the figure, below (See Figure 8), to understand the non-cognitive constructs measured:
1) What are the self-assessment scores of community college students on the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education and the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control?

2) What is the relationship amongst these non-cognitive measures and graduating students’ GPA?

3) What patterns emerge when inter-instrument comparisons are made?

Hypotheses

This researcher systematically collected information related to each measure analyzed, and determined the extent of the relationships among these variables in order to observe recognizable patterns in the data. Data resulted in both composite and componential scores related to each measure. The composite scores were evaluated in relationship to GPA. Meta-analyses of the factor scoring, also revealed correlates. This research suggests that qualitative analysis be applied within future studies.

The hypotheses examined are as follows (See Figure 3.1):

- Hypothesis\(_1\): Covitality composite score will positively correlate to GPA
- Null Hypothesis\(_0\): No relationship between Covitality and GPA
- Hypothesis\(_2\): ROPELOC composite score will positively correlate to GPA
- Null Hypothesis\(_0\): No relationship between ROPELOC composite score and GPA
- Hypothesis\(_3\): Composite SEHS-HE score will positively correlate to Composite ROPELOC score
- Null Hypothesis\(_0\): No relationship between composite scores
Figure 3.1: Study Hypotheses.

The researcher sought to answer questions regarding the relationship between GPA and non-cognitive skills, as measured by the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC. The researcher also examined the relationships between the ROPELOC measures and the SEHS-HE measures. Some comparative analysis was generalized using additional demographic data, such as using program specific, age-specific, and/or gender specific demographics to trend the data, accordingly.

The goal of this study was to survey the graduating class to evaluate non-cognitive self-schemas present. These schemas are represented by the self-assessment responses to the non-cognitive measures on the instruments. Data analysis revealed whether there was a correlation between non-cognitive measures and grade point average (GPA). Additional analysis revealed whether some component non-cognitive measures emerged as more important combinations of strengths, than others.

As presented in the relevant research section, non-cognitive skills are pivotal to improving work force readiness in the 21st century. Though causal relationships cannot be drawn through this research, the rationale for this study comes from the workforce preparation mission of this community college. Correlational evidence can serve to exploit strengths and improve deficiencies in the non-cognitive schemas discovered.
In brief, this research assesses for covitality in connection to academic success; identifies correlates among instrument measures of students’ self-assessment of non-cognitive skills; and frames these non-cognitive skills with 21st century workplace skills in community colleges, the educating institution most associated with workplace readiness. This is an important task when considering that 51% of the students in community colleges fail to persist (Center for Community College Student Engagement, 2013). This evidence-based approach may validate a need to attend to the non-cognitive constructs with more rigor, in higher education.

A Positive psychology framework embodies a developmental and systems approach. It not only allows for consideration of parts of the whole within the community college setting, but also adds dimension to each specific part that comprises the whole system. Viewing student schemas, in this manner, provides an integrated picture of processes related to the pillars of Positive psychology: positive institutions, positive experiences, and positive traits.

Student covitality and personal effectiveness measures, which are defined as representative of students’ non-cognitive self-schemas, are related to specific psychological traits. When using these instruments, these traits are constructed in combinations to build specific intrapersonal and interpersonal domains. These domains represent mental models of beliefs and attitudes built from various experiences within systems, using this conceptual framework. Incorporating the cognitive success outcome, GPA, attends to the need to support cognitive development within higher education; while, assessing the non-cognitive skills builds on strengths awareness for the 21st century.

As described in the literature review, institutional experiences impact a student’s self-schemas, which impact their traits; and, vice versa, traits will impact experiences, which will impact the institutional interactions. This influential directionality should be both explored and
exploited to transform community colleges to truly ambidextrous organizations. Understanding that the whole is more than the sum of its parts, and embodying a covital and non-cognitive perspective, allows for assessment of the community college educational experience through a psychotherapeutic lens.

This chapter reviews the study’s research approach and questions, site and participant selection, data collection and analysis, confidentiality, and explores biases and limitations. The themes and patterns that emerged substantiate this whole systems, Positive psychology framework and non-cognitive skills assessment, as the inter-relationship between the non-cognitive skills demonstrated high association between and among non-cognitive variables. This can be used as a transformative wave in Maine’s community colleges by emphasizing the development of these non-cognitive skills so important to workforce readiness. Contextualizing well-being within an academic setting, positions this perspective as a viable interpretative lens for future research regarding transformative educational reform.

**Research Approach**

This study offered a present-oriented phenomenological educational assessment through quantitative analysis of non-cognitive skills. The instruments used in this research measure college students’ self-assessment of clusters of strengths, representive of non-cognitive skills. The SEHS-HE and ROPELOC instruments were selected because of the strengths-based, higher order constructs reflective of covital and personal effectiveness schemas. This researcher believes that these schemas are a necessary component of assessment as educators begin to define success outcomes in the 21st century.

Success measures in education typically relate to cognitive or content based scores, though this cognitive focus has not met the needs of a transformational education. This research
used a Positive psychology framework to focus on the non-cognitive continuum. This shift to a continuum of strengths, rather than deficits, attempts to understand whether community college graduates possess covitality and personal effectiveness skills required for the 21st century. Analyzing how these self-assessments may be related to each other, and to the traditional academic success measure of student’s earned GPA, gives a picture of the non-cognitive schemas possessed by the graduates. Will the schemas uncovered satisfy the needs of the 21st century workforce, given the literature’s emphasis on non-cognitive skills?

Utilizing this framework, overlaid onto the rural Maine community college educational institution, builds on the research of Frey and George-Nichols (2003) and Hussey (2006) who suggest a redefinition of success measures in learning. Each emphasized the need to identify and value non-cognitive strengths. These non-cognitive strengths are related to prosocial behaviors, and are found to correlate to success outcomes on both personal and academic measures. This researcher invites educators to integrate non-cognitive measures in education as a best-practice in integrated assessment.

This community college’s mission is to prepare “students to achieve their educational, professional, and personal goals in a supportive environment through shared values of responsibility, integrity, and respect” (Community College site, 2016, p. 15). The values held at this institution are inherently connected with non-cognitive constructs, providing an alignment of their guiding vision and the pillars of Positive psychology. Considering the psycho-emotional and social needs of the students supports the construction of non-cognitive strengths. Given the demographic, economic, and population needs in this geographic area, identifying and building these non-cognitive strengths is a way to ensure an effective educational experience is provided. Non-cognitive skills should be specifically analyzed in order to establish fundamentally
important and highly effective practices that impact the learning of students, not only as they enter into the hallways, real or virtual, of Maine’s community colleges, but specifically, as they leave those halls and enter the workforce.

Moore et al.’s (2015) protocol for implementing complete mental health assessments establishes a need for significant investment of resources, including time and training. Though this study does not hope to complete an entire mental health or universal screening, this researcher, a trained psychotherapist, attempted to mirror the methodology involved in these universal screenings in order to evaluate the interconnections between academic outcomes and covital non-cognitive skills.

This mirroring supports the conceptual frame of a social science perspective within the educational system. Ethical planning, preparation, and implementation of this study followed the six recommended steps:

1) Identifying the key participants and plan,
2) Selecting screening instruments,
3) Obtaining consent,
4) Administering the screening instruments,
5) Scoring and analyzing the screening data,
6) Following up (Moore et al., 2015, pp. 255-260).

The SEHS-HE was used to determine covitality scores, while the ROPELOC was administered to address life effectiveness schemas, both representing non-cognitive and 21st century workforce skills. Both instruments contain multiple componential non-cognitive strengths, and are clustered within higher order factors across domains. What is the variability within the scores of the graduates? Do the scores reflect adequate schemas in the areas required
for success in the 21st century workforce? Do patterns emerge that require additional attention? Is academic success (GPA), a representation of cognitive skill, correlated to these non-cognitive features? This study sought to find the answers to these questions through correlational statistics of these measures, both instruments to each other and to GPA scores. This researcher used the SPSS computational program to determine these statistical relationships.

As an adjunct faculty within the organization, this researcher adopted an insider’s view by receiving primary access to the organization in which the research was carried out. This clinical inquiry research generated insights that can support positive change. Schein (1997) outlined clinical inquiry research by conveying its emphasis on: In-depth observation of learning and change processes, effects of interventions, assessment of strengths as a function of healthy systems, and a focus on deviations from healthy functioning, and theory and empiricism through developing ways to view the dynamics of a system. Coghlan (2009) furthers the description of clinical inquiry research as a method of empirical and evidence-based assessment with reflection on philosophical underpinnings. He highlights the relationship of human cognition and the “nature of the realm of practical knowing” (p. 106). This is done in order to help individuals gain “insight into their experience, make judgments about the evidence, and then to take action” (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014, p. 57).

The director of institutional research at the organization met with this researcher, and supported the study. Graduating students were targeted in order to establish a workforce readiness population and 21st century skills focus in alignment with the College’s mission. Direct contact did not follow computerized questionnaires and surveys in this study. Data was provided by the students, following consent and survey participation. The institution provided student GPA to this researcher, following student graduation. Secondary access to information
and privileges were obtained via collaboration with the Institutional Research Director of the college. The Dean of the program where this researcher is employed was also included in this study’s communication, as was the Academic Dean of the college.

Permissions to use the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC instruments was approved by the creators of these instruments: Michael Furlong and his colleagues, and Richards, Ellis, & Neill, respectively, per their use protocols. The SEHS-HE and ROPELOC were administered to all allowable graduating students during the month of April. More than 450 students graduated in the May 2017 commencement, so this researcher estimated similar numbers within the graduating class of 2018. The institutional researcher advised a 10-15% return rate expected on the surveys.

This researcher was the sole data examiner, and adhered to ethical and responsible methodological steps by obtaining IRB approval to perform the research from the University of New England, receiving support from the institutional researcher at the community college studied, who indicated no independent IRB panel was required. Once permission was granted by the IRB and the selected site, SEHS-HE and ROPELOC surveys were inputted into the Qualtrics survey maker to send electronically through email to the graduating students. All personal and identifying information was encrypted using appropriate encryption programs and passwords.

Letters inviting participation, describing informed consent and outlining confidentially and participant rights were sent to students within institutional email. A specific consent field was included regarding reading, understanding, and consenting to participate in the research (See Appendix B). The surveys arrived via institutional email, using the college’s Qualtrics computer survey program, remaining open and available for one month as classes concluded for the semester. If any clarification was needed, this researcher used administrative support through the
office of institutional research to reduce any bias in follow-up, while eliminating surveys not submitted completely. Each instrument was administered at the same time, allowing for a one month open completion period.

Once the data was received, processed and de-identified, through the use of numerical codes as pseudonyms, the information was stored off site, in a secure location, under double-lock and key. All data was stored in a password-protected external computer storage device, and used an encryption program to provide a second line of confidentiality and safety. In accordance with psychotherapeutic protocol and IRB policy this researcher will secure all data collected for at least five years. At the end of this time, the researcher will purge all systems containing data, and will destroy these files.

Survey results were inputted into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software in order to analyze and synthesize results. Computational analytics were used to examine inferential and descriptive statistics, and to support deeper insights into the inter-instrument statistical correlates. Following the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC data collection and processing, graduating students’ GPA was collected at the completion of the semester, May 2018. GPA scores were queried in relation to the higher order constructs, and the clustered strengths, to identify patterns. Secondary information such as specific demographic and programmatic information provided by the students, per the ROPELOC survey, also were queried in order to make statistical inferences regarding programmatic or demographic patterns.

**Setting**

The college examined is a public, non-profit, rural community college in Maine. This Maine community college was organized in 1969 by the Maine Legislature. At this time, the college had 35 full-time and 131 part-time students. The Maine Community College System
(MCSS), now includes seven community colleges. The institution examined is funded, in part, by State legislative appropriations and federal funds, but currently seeks funding partnerships with prospective employers of the graduating students, in order to create partnerships across systems.

MCCS’s roots extend to the Maine Vocational Technical Institute, which first served students in the capital area in 1946. In 2003, these technical and vocational colleges were transformed into comprehensive community colleges. The transition from technical to community college incited massive system growth resulting in 80% increased enrollment.

For the 2015-2016 academic year, approximately 2,500 full and part-time students were enrolled in credit courses, at the College. The student to instructor ratio is currently, 18:1; though a large percentage of the instructors are adjunct or “contingent” faculty. Today, the college offers more than 35 programs of study ranging from two-year associate degrees to certificates, as well as offering continuing education courses, and business and industry outreach programs (KVCC, 2016). The college has two locations and is geographically split along program lines. The growth expanded MCCS’s mission, to highlight both access to higher education and student success, with expectations that social justice, positive citizenry, preparation for employment and potential continuance of furthering education are predicted outcomes (Institutional Assessment-MCSS Strategic Plan, 2016-2020). Aligning an educational experience that fosters these very commitments is a stated mission. However, there is no measurement in place to ensure that non-cognitive skills are a result of the education at this college.

Employers in Maine, at all levels, are demanding increasingly non-cognitive skill proficient graduates (Maine Community College System Publications and Reports, 2017). Whether successful grades are achieved or not, interpersonal skills and psychological capital
remain to be measured in graduates moving to the job sector. The presentation and practice of these non-cognitive soft skills require specific targeting. This research identified the skills present using the non-cognitive covitality (SEHS-HE) and life effectiveness (ROPELOC) instruments, and discovered little alignment with the school’s stated mission and outcomes.

**Participants/Sample**

At any given time, approximately 2,450 full-time (40.5%) and part-time (59.5%) students will be enrolled at this community college, of which 1,610 are degree seeking. The population is comprised of approximately 66% female and 34% male, with an average age of 28 years (KVCC, 2017). Study participants were selected based on eligibility for graduation in May 2018. They were between the ages of 18-65. All participation was voluntary and clear consent was obtained, with confirmation that involvement would not impact any course work or course outcomes. Using this sampling approach, the study required students to answer the two non-cognitive questionnaires: SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC. The researcher discarded any inappropriately completed or incomplete surveys. If a student returned completed surveys, but did not graduate, their information was eliminated from analysis.

The statistical analysis of these instruments attempted to draw parallels using the research reviewed, and used the quantitative measure of grade point average (GPA) as the primary academic outcome measure. This research offers a nuanced exploration of intra-personal workings measured by self-assessment. Intra-personal workings represent self-schemas, that is: mechanisms that are often not evident to others and are part of the personal experience. Self-schemas develop as a result of system enculturation and learning, making this quantitative research phenomenological in nature. This methodology becomes a way to capture that present-oriented student experience quantitatively, as the individual perceives it. This approach allowed
for measureable patterns and inference analysis of the non-cognitive items which the subject identified.

In summary, the tools for this study included two Qualtrics formatted surveys emailed to graduating students during the month of May, 2018 (See Appendix A). The survey responses were inputted into SPSS 25, and were statistically examined to assess for the relationship between these non-cognitive skills and GPA, and to each other through inter-instrument correlation.

**Data**

The Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education (SEHS-HE) measures the multiple dimensions of covitality, and is rooted in a Positive psychology framework that emphasizes a developmental systems based social-emotional health model. The SEHS-HE scale started with 72 items. Testing on several samples of college students, revisions, and confirmatory analysis procedures resulted in a completed questionnaire, refined to 36 items. These 36 items include four latent traits with respective subscales (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). Initial experiments and research using the tool provided evidence that the SEHS-HE’s composite score positively correlates with students’ subjective well-being (concurrent validity \( r = .72 \) and predictive validity \( r = .65 \)) and negatively correlated with psychological distress (concurrent validity \( r = -.56 \) and predictive validity \( r = -.45 \)). The measures for well-being were represented by scores on the Life Satisfaction Survey, and the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (See Figure 3.2). The dual factor model was employed to distinguish negative affect scales and positive affect scales, on these measures (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014).
Furlong et al. (2013) were the first to investigate the validity and utility of their fundamental strengths-based covitality construct. Conceptualizing this construct as “the synergistic effect of positive mental health resulting from the interplay among multiple positive-psychological building blocks” (p.1011) they used confirmatory factor analyses, invariance analysis, and latent means testing to support the theoretical model. This statistical testing validated the instrument for use within education. They found that:

*Figure 3.2: Confirmatory Analyses of Covitality Construct with Well-being via Life Satisfaction, and Positive and Negative Affect Surveys. Lee, You, & Furlong, 2016.*
Results from a path-modeling analysis indicated that covitality was a strong predictor of students’ subjective well-being (operationalized as a composite of life satisfaction, positive affect, and negative affect), and findings from additional concurrent validity analyses indicated that adolescents’ covitality level was significantly associated with self-reported academic achievement, perceptions of school safety, substance use, and experiences of depressive symptoms. (Furlong et al., 2014, p. 1)

The relevance of covitality was explored within the literature review, and supports a redefinition of success measures within community colleges, inclusive of content but acknowledging the applied, non-cognitive skills, so required during this era.

The 12 subscales of the SEHS-HE are based on research that integrate self-determination theory (Bandura, Barbaranelli, Capara, & Pastorelli, 1996; Durlak et al., 2011; Shechtman, DeBarger, Dornise, Rosier, & Yarnall, 2013), childhood resilience research (Larson, 2000; Masten, Cutuli, Herbers, & Reed, 2009), socio-emotional learning (SEL) literature (Greenberg et al., 2003; Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg, & Walberg, 2007), and Positive psychology scholarship (Furlong, Gilman, & Huebner, 2014; Kirschman, Johnson, Bender, & Roberts, 2009) explored within the literature review.

The Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control (ROPELOC) consists of 14 scales representative of 21st century non-cognitive skills. The ROPELOC and 21st century skills include interpersonal and intrapersonal skills and mindset aptitudes. Locus of Control measures are included in the ROPELOC (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002). These reflect accountability and attribution qualities.
The ROPELOC’s internal consistency scores range from .79 to .93 (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002), and exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis support higher order clustering of these strength-based structures. This is important because it demonstrates lasting personality traits rather than state-based measures. Richards, Ellis, and Neill (2002) liken the measure to a behavioral and psychological assessment rooted in experience-based learning. The self-assessment format allows for self-schema analysis in these behavioral and psychological domains. Again, recognizing identity anchoring in schemas construction. Richards, Ellis, & Neill (2002) developed the ROPELOC survey as an instrument that has been “specially designed to examine the types of changes often aimed for and achieved by experiential training programs” (p. 1). It is designed to gather perspectives on key non-cognitive outcomes of participants where the “outcome results can be meaningfully applied by practitioners and researchers” (p. 1) in the evaluation of experiential learning.

The ROPELOC’s first trial focused on high school students (n=1250), and resulted in internal reliabilities (Cronbach alpha) for its 14 subscales (between .79 and .93) with an average internal reliability of .84 (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002). The second trial resulted in similar reliabilities, scoring reliably higher for older students (median = .86). These authors further advise that the “instrument can be used with most age groups, and in various applications from corporate managers through to primary school–aged children at risk” (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002, p. 3). The ROPELOC factor structure is supported, and the internal reliability measures are very strong, successfully discriminating over a wide range of non-cognitive dimensions of life effectiveness, and making it a useful tool in the assessment of non-cognitive schemas. The traits and domains relative to the ROPELOC measure are identified below (See Figure 3.3):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROPELOC Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement</td>
<td>Use action and energy to make things happen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Teamwork</td>
<td>Cooperation in team situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Ability</td>
<td>Leadership capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Thinking</td>
<td>Openness and adaptability in thinking and ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Seeking</td>
<td>Put effort into achieving the best possible results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Confidence</td>
<td>Confidence and belief in personal ability to be successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Efficacy</td>
<td>Ability to handle things and find solutions in difficult situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Effectiveness</td>
<td>Competence and effectiveness in communicating and operating in social situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress Management</td>
<td>Self-control and calmness in stressful situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Efficiency</td>
<td>Efficient planning and utilization of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping with change</td>
<td>The ability to cope with change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effectiveness</td>
<td>The overall effectiveness of a person in all aspects of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Locus of Control</td>
<td>Taking internal responsibility for actions and success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Locus of Control</td>
<td>Accepting that external issues control or determine success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Items</td>
<td>Control scale consisting of stable personal preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allows baseline for change in stable areas for comparison with changes in other ROPELOC dimensions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.3: Review of Personal Effectiveness (with Locus of Control) THE ROPELOC Factors. Richards & Neill, 2000.*

The purpose of using both scales is twofold. First, inter-test rating validation revealing identity anchoring within the non-cognitive traits; and second, non-cognitive emphasis as a fundamental component of trait-based inter- and intra-personal psychological mechanisms. Additionally, using GPA score supports analysis of cognitive measure in relation to non-cognitive measures. GPA analysis may, in fact, reveal that higher GPA is related to specific traits, specific clusters, specific domains, or have no correlation to non-cognitive measures. Using the composite scores on each instrument is the first level of assessment. In addition to these composite scores, the subscales comprising the latent factors within the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC were queried, utilizing descriptive and inferential statistics. This academic shift to both content and applied skills (cognitive and non-cognitive skills) embodies the shift that
Positive psychology’s dual factor model captures: framing education, not as an either/or institution, but one that simultaneously engages both continuums of learning and experience: remediation/strengths, applied/content skills, non-cognitive/cognitive skills, and practice/theory.

Creswell (2012) supports this quantitative approach when exploring the significance between and among variables. The predictive value of these scores, in relation to academic success (per GPA measure) and 21st century success is a fundamental step in impacting whole systems related to learning experiences. Cooper and Schindler (2013) note that quantitative research design is the appropriate methodology for this comparison of variables and support a quantitative approach in research, describing the difference between methodologies in the following way:

Quality is the essential character or nature of something; quantity is the amount.

Quality is the what; quantity the how much. Qualitative refers to the meaning, the definition or analogy or model or metaphor characterizing something, while quantitative assumes the meaning and refers to a measure of it. (p. 129)

Cyclical analysis was an ongoing function of the research study, implementing reflection and problem-solving cycles used in clinical therapy. Coghlan and Brannick (2014) describe this methodological tool as “cycles of action and reflection.” They define this as a way to describe how “action influences reflection, and reflection influences action” (p. xx). Using cyclical analysis permits a link for recommendations for policy and practice.

Analysis

The literature review has emphasized whole-school systemic changes and cultivation of covitality as not only possible, but as imperative due to the economic and socio-emotional needs of students continue to raise concerns (Shocet, Smith, Furlong, & Hormel, 2011; Suldo &
These non-cognitive skills have previously been absent from the bulk of educational research, but realigning educational outcomes to success outcomes inclusive of, and beyond, content measures is required if lasting transformational impacts of education is desired. Strengths identification and assessment present an important alternative to the deficit model of old, and lends itself to the growing body of evidence-based research in education. This strengths-based shift beckons the evaluation of the learning experience as a developmental and co-created process, and identifies non-cognitive, individual psychological constructs that are related to academic and workplace success.

These research questions are predicated on the need to assess non-cognitive skills in programmatic outcomes within community colleges. This quantitative analysis is intended to supplement the anecdotal and qualitative studies associated with research in education. While qualitative research may increase the richness of analysis in understanding these complex iterative processes, it is outside the scope of the study. This quantitative research design allows for the quantification of deeply qualitative beliefs and perceptions. The quantitative methodology is pivotal to innovating and bridging the gap between psycho-social and emotional research from social sciences and cognitive/content based research found in education. This approach reveals the intersections of opportunity between institutions, experiences, and traits through the use of psychometrics. Additionally, this research permits contextualized and situated data collection of schemata through self-assessment. This allows focus on self-appraisals of the four latent constructs related to covitality using the SEHS-HE, and focus on the non-cognitive components of student’s perception of personal effectiveness, through the ROPELOC measures.

Positive psychology uses social science paradigms to better understand the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL), asking for the incorporation of such non-cognitive assessment
measures into higher education (Diener, Seligman, Choi, Oishi, 2018; Duckworth & Seligman, 2017; Park & Peterson, 2008; Seligman, 2018; Seligman et al., 2009; Wright, 2017). Identifying non-cognitive schemas, related to subjective well-being indicators that so often correspond with academic success supports the quantitative approach used in this study to analyze these inter-and intra-personal schemas. As established in the literature review, non-cognitive psychometrics allows for assessment of self-perceptions of one’s own strengths and traits related to psycho-social-emotional schemes. This allows for non-cognitive schema analysis so essential for success outcomes within school, work and play.

Given this researcher’s psychotherapy training, using a strengths-based emphasis to assess what works well and supports optimal functioning within a counseling room, appears an easy leap to apply to the community college classrooms, where students are inherently challenged by numerous psycho-social stressors as non-cognitive schemas are challenged and (re)constructed. Schemas are constructed by shared engagement with an array of variables, from home, work and educational dynamics. Individual thoughts about past and portended futures, experiences with self and others, and developmental and learning interactions, also impact these schemas. An individual’s schemas are co-created during these recursive learning experiences. The schemas and individual builds are the stories each tells themselves. These schemas become a heuristic for the stories within which each enact their own agency. Though what caused the creation of these non-cognitive components cannot be specifically determined, researchers can quantitatively identify the presence of these schemata within a population. In education, it is crucial that they are examined.

Outcomes measures geared toward engagement with course content and curricula do not consider these non-cognitive schemas. The use of covitality psychometrics and the Likert scales
associated with the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC allow for the emphasis to shift to quantitative research that identifies how variables are related, through the use of experimental design (Creswell, 2012). Identifying the relationship among variables can reveal how these non-cognitive constructs may impact one another and GPA, allowing for future research to build off the findings. This quantitative study measured the strength of the relationships between and among covitality scores, GPA, and the ROPELOC, in so doing, allowed inferences regarding the community college provision of experiences that build non-cognitive workforce skills. A correlational analysis reveals the strength of the relationships among these complex psychometric components.

Kalla (2011) summarizes how correlational analysis identifies relationships through 1) positive correlation: an increase in one measure leads to an increase in the other; a decrease in one leads to a decrease in the other; 2) Negative correlation: occurs when one score goes up, the other goes down, and vice versa; 3) No correlation exists when the variables change independent of one another, a change in one variable does not lead to a change in the other. From these types of correlations, a coefficient is calculated. The score reflects a continuum on a scale from +1 to -1. Interpreting these scores reveals 1) a value close to +1 indicates a strong positive correlation, 2) a score close to -1 reflects a significant negative correlation; and, 3) a score near zero indicates no correlation (Kalla, 2011).

Additionally, descriptive and inferential statistics was employed. Descriptive statistics are defined as “values that organize and describe the characteristics of a collection of data” (Salkind, 2014, p. 464) and are useful for describing and representing information, allowing analysis of multiple characteristics within a larger data set. Inferential statistics are “tools that are used to infer characteristics of a population based on data from a sample of that population” (p. 465).
Inferential statistics are useful for demonstrating patterns and making predictions within data sets. Variability analysis is a descriptive tool that will be engaged, as well. The calculation of correlational coefficients will be illustrated through a correlation matrix, found in Chapter Four. Levels of measurement, reliability information, and Cronbach Alpha scores will also be examined here.

Self-ratings are among the most commonly used in socio-emotional research and psychotherapeutic study. Self-ratings can be used for measuring non-cognitive schemas, as they support insights into a student’s mental models of their own socioemotional skills, attitudes, social behavior, conduct, and emotional states (Kyllonen, 2012). The surveys used included basic Likert scoring. The SEHS-HE has 36 questions on a scale of 1-6 (Very much unlike me-Very much like me) (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). The ROPELOC is assessed using a 1-8 (False, Not like me-True, Like me) point Likert scale, and is comprised of 45 questions (Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002). These Likert scale instruments ask students to rate themselves on certain non-cognitive factors. A limitation of Likert self-assessment includes the subjectivity inherent in these labels which are open to interpretation and result in some difficulty with analysis. Social desirability and self-assessment bias may play a role, as well. In fact, research reveals that others’ assessments, despite measuring personal factors, are generally more accurate, less biased, and more predictive then self-assessments (Connelly & Ones, 2010). Teacher assessment or family member assessment are relevant considerations; however, this study centered on self-assessment as a way to survey student schemas related to their own non-cognitive skills, thereby accepting the limitations that may exist within the phenomenological nature of these psychometric participant responses. Self-
perceptions provide insight into what the student believes about self and others. Additionally, it provides insight into the organization of students’ non-cognitive mindsets.

Ultimately, to summarize this section, positive traits are formed by positive experiences through positive institutions. These are the Positive psychology pillars (Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Watkins, 2015), which propose that the strengths and traits measured are created by repetitive experiences in an individual’s interactions. These experiences and how they are interpreted are used to create both cognitive and non-cognitive schemas, this is called learning. Strong non-cognitive schemas can be considered as psychological assets or capital, interpersonal and intrapersonal habitus, and are related to expectations of self and others (Avey, Reichard, Luthans, & Mhatre, 2011; Luthans, Avolio, Avey, & Norman, 2007). Schools, specifically community colleges, must understand this framework in order to support the development of students’ schemas, specifically in connection to preparing students for the 21st century.

Though it may be argued that an emphasis on self and education are western-centric values, skewing multicultural generalizability, the research relative to this and similar studies, provides a starting point for conceptualizing success as a psycho-social process.

**Participant Rights**

Research in human behavior and social sciences requires the utmost expectation of ethical study. This researcher’s clinical license also includes commitment and care to ethical requirements to which this researcher is bound. Privacy and confidentiality is required when exploring psychotherapeutic and intrapersonal/interpersonal perspectives. This research was carried out with these same ethical expectations.
Participant data, the organization, and all stakeholders were protected through policy, protocols, and permissions. The security of the data was ensured through off site, encrypted data storage and the de-identification of details. Additionally, all participants had the time and freedom to consider consent, and could revoke consent or remove themselves from participation at any time, creating a clear voluntary status role regarding participation in the study. The clarity and transparency of communication, purpose, scope, and questions were of foremost importance, and all contact and documentation has been tracked and documented. Consent documents, along with a copy of statements of confidentiality and privacy, and survey questions, are found at the end of this dissertation (See Appendix B).

As part of this study, informed consent ensured respect for individual subjects through the transparency in the provision of information, the comprehensive IRB application process, and cohesive organization of the data requested and collected, along with the voluntary nature of individual involvement. As a thorough assessment of risks and benefit, this researcher did not identify a risk of participation. As a psychotherapist, however, this researcher is aware that any introspection or request for experiential perception may trigger an individual, creating an opportunity for psychological instability. Though the strengths and values-based emphasis used in this study minimizes this risk, it is worth mentioning, given the psychological self-schemas at the heart of the research. The possible risk within this study is minimal, as the depth of the information requested is general in nature, strengths-based, did not request detail, and is quantified through a Likert scale in order to keep a more objective perspective. The benefit of the research includes practice of social-emotional learning and self-awareness as it relates to a students’ experience of self within a larger educational system and interrelated systems in which the student functions. This ‘favorable ratio’ justifies rationale for this research.
In accordance with the National Research Act (1974) and the Belmont report (1979), and per ethical, legal, professional, and organizational regulatory policy, the following areas of basic ethical principles are held in high and rigorous regard:

*Respect for persons:* Respect for persons operates from a position that respects individual autonomy with the self-determination of will, where this researcher will not interfere with the individual’s freedoms nor withhold information necessary for the individual to make clear and autonomous decisions. Where self-determination, autonomy, incapacitation may exist, this researcher will protect and safeguard individuals whom cannot act in their own agency, restricting age guidelines in order to ensure self-guardianship, eliminating any prospects of punishment or privilege for participation, and withdrawing participants as is reasonable with their request.

*Concern for welfare:* Beneficence is a concern for welfare, and an ethical expectation of researchers. This study acts in accordance with respect and security of well-being. This obligation captures two significant rules: “(1) do not harm and (2) maximize possible benefits and minimize possible harms” (Office for Human Research Protections, 2016, p. 2). As a psychotherapist, the driving force of this research motivates her to target and emphasize well-being, especially for long term benefits. The minimization of risk has been carefully acknowledged through encryption, confidentiality, and informed consent. Recognition of the ethical requirements regarding the lifecycle of data management, confidentiality and appropriate use, and availability of the research through the lifecycle of the data is also acknowledged and safe-guarded.

*Justice:* Justice considerations are the primary motivator for the sample size selected. Community colleges have become the education centers for those least likely to be educated, the
marginal or challenged student, either traditional or non-traditional, who is, often, under-prepared and at the threshold of change within the College environment. Sending covitality (SEHS-HE) and life effectiveness (ROPELOC) assessments to all graduating students provides each person with equal access to interpersonal and intrapersonal insights, is designed to address each person’s individual experience, does not select or prioritize which provides access and benefit in accordance with the individual’s own efforts, and is based neither on contribution or merit which captures the requirement for “fairness in distribution” (Office for Human Research Protections, 2016, p. 2). No punishment or privilege was associated with participation in this research study, nor was there exploitation or pressure to participate.

**Potential Limitations**

The online delivery format, based on access to the college email system poses some limitations. Maine’s geographical regions may have inconsistent connectivity issues. Additionally, with the email survey format it is unclear whether the addressed recipient is the individual that filled out the survey, or whether the questions were thoroughly read and understood rather then answered randomly.

To clarify the inconsistent vocabulary currently used across fields, this research used the operational definitons of terms identified in Chapter One. Integrating disparate fields requires the researcher to borrow the vocabulary specific to that field, and synthesizing these meanings into higher order constructs is an important framing tool offered by Positive psychology. As the literature review demonstrates, words such as psychological capital, habitus, behavioral economics, ethos, and covitality represent higher order terms comprised of componential features. Establishing this overlap compensated for the challenges represented by the
transdisciplinary nature of the theoretical and practical application of the covital framework supported an analysis that reflects the depth and breadth of the relevant literature.

Though the terms across fields are not the same, many can be used interchangeably. Ideas such as connectedness and belonging, grit and persistence, and multiple single-trait conceptions challenge consistency in operational definitions of higher order factors, such as are measured by the ROPELOC and SEHS-HE scores. This dissertation’s definition of terms is a helpful key with which to examine the definitions used in this research. The variability in definitions is not related to differences in operational meaning, but rather indicative of the theoretical orientation of researchers, respective to their fields. Important themes comprising non-cognitive constructs remain stable across fields of research, despite the terms used to capture these constructs.

Everyone is a stakeholder. Throughout time, education has served a strengths building role. Non-cognitive strengths require the same focus as cognitive strengths when evaluating 21st century workforce skills. Individual development, group level engagement, and personal and professional outcomes are intertwined with these non-cognitive strengths and values. This approach allows for strengths-based foci, which can assist students, teachers, administration, collaborative community contacts, professional and career services, and philanthropic and financial resources in understanding the transformation possibilities at the intersections of education: positive institutions can create positive experiences, which reinforce positive traits.

**Conclusion**

This quantitative study measures the non-cognitive skills of graduating community college students while applying statistical methodology to identify the association among the variables, subjecting the data to inferential and descriptive analysis. The research problem concentrates on the need to apply a social science framework onto the field of education, in so
doing redefining success outcomes in the 21st century. Academic outcomes in the community college setting traditionally represent content measures related to curriculum based objectives. This research shines a light on the applied or non-cognitive skills grouped in covital clusters, by re-examining success using the socio-emotional systems framework of Positive psychology.

The literature review demonstrates the importance of strengths and values-based approaches that place covital non-cognitive skills within a politico-economic and psycho-socio-emotional realm pivotal to 21st century workforce success and overall personal well-being, making this level of analysis which incorporates non-cognitive skill development essential to any substantive educational reform (Suldo & Shaffer, 2008; Shocet, Smith, Furlong, & Hormel, 2011). Chapter Four engages in a review of data analysis and results. Chapter Five concludes with interpretations, implications, and recommendations.
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This dissertation explored an emergent psychodynamic concept in a community college setting, using an integrative conceptual framework. This study used two non-cognitive instruments to assess the non-cognitive skills of responding community college graduates. The rationale for identifying these psychological dispositions lies in the integration of psychological and educational intersections, leading to workplace readiness. This correlational study posed the following questions:

1) What are the self-assessment scores of the community college students on the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education and the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control?

2) What is the relationship amongst these non-cognitive measures and graduating students’ GPA?

3) What patterns emerge when inter-instrument comparisons are made?

The focus of this quantitative study was the relationship between composite and component psychometric scores of covitality (revealed by the SEHS-HE) and 21st century workforce skills (revealed by the ROPELOC), attempting to correlate these with student GPA (the primary assessment of success in this community college). The hypotheses examined were:

Hypothesis1: Covitality composite score will positively correlate to GPA.

Null Hypothesis1: There will be no relationship between Covitality and GPA.

Hypothesis2: ROPELOC composite score will positively correlate to GPA.

Null Hypothesis2: There will be no relationship between ROPELOC composite score and GPA.
Hypothesis 3: Composite Covitality score will positively correlate to Composite ROPELOC score.

Null Hypothesis 3: There will be no relationship between composite scores (See Figure 4.1).

![Diagram showing relationships between Hypotheses Covitality, ROPELOC, and GPA](image)

**Figure 4.1: Hypotheses Examined**

**Analysis Method**

The community college, similar to most other institutions of higher education in America, functions primarily using grades as the most comprehensive assessment of skills and strengths. This study assessed whether specific non-cognitive schemas, self-assessed using non-cognitive instruments, were represented within students’ GPA scores. It is clear that grades represent the demonstrable cognitive skills of the student, and culminate in students’ cumulative grade point average (GPA). If the college’s purported mission and values include non-cognitive aspects of student development, the implication is that these non-cognitive strengths are included within the primary outcome measure of successful completion, cumulative GPA. If workforce readiness is a stated mission, and workforce literature highlights non-cognitive skills, then it follows that community colleges, as workforce readiness institutions, are assessing for these skills. Of the 401
community college graduates from this institution in May 2018, 226 students received the emailed surveys, based on the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) guidelines restricting identification and reporting of student attendance at the college for reasons of privacy and protection. If students elected FERPA protection, they were excluded from receiving the survey. Of the 226 students receiving the email and survey, and after voluntary completing informed consent, a total of 45 graduates (approximately 20%) successfully completed the study surveys.

This researcher disaggregated the information, eliminating identifiers to ensure de-identified data, and coded the data from alpha to numeric labels transferable to the SPSS statistical analysis program. Incomplete data was eliminated. The data was cleaned by editing columns with numeric labels (e.g. male=0, female=1) and organizing the information in composite and component constructs (e.g. BiS, BiO, Emotional Competence, and Engaged Living for the SEHS-HE; and Personal Abilities and Beliefs, Social Abilities, and Organization Skills, and Active Involvement for the ROPELOC). The higher order constructs of both instruments were organized to include their respective component parts. Composite scores, and construct scores could thereby be separated and analyzed for more thorough componential analysis.

The survey respondents represented nineteen different academic programs at this institution, with the highest concentration of respondents (n=8) coming from the Associate of Nursing program. Thirty-seven respondents (n=37) identified as female (82%), and eight respondents (n=8) identified as male (18%). The average respondent age was 37 years, ten years older than the average age at this institution. The following table lists the academic program, gender, age, and GPA mean by program of every responding graduate (See Table 4.1).
### Table 4.1: Data Findings for Instrument Scores by Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number (N=)</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Average Age</th>
<th>GPA Program Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Electronics &amp; Computer Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Marketing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Systems Integration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary Arts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Services Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Sciences</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health information Management</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Studies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Assisting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapy Assistant</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Machine Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Different Programs</td>
<td>Total: N=45</td>
<td>Male (N=8) 18%</td>
<td>Female (N=37) 82%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings: Presentation of Results**

In keeping with this study’s methodology, query analytics and correlations were conducted using SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 25. To aid in the interpretation of results, if the p-value is less than or equal to the alpha (p<= .05), then the null hypothesis is rejected, and
there is statistical significance. If the p-value is greater than alpha (p=> .05), then the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, and the results are statistically insignificant. Additionally, an even stronger level of significance is demonstrated if the p-value is less than .01 (p= <0.01). Data analyses was completed and the results are illustrated below, using the research questions and hypotheses to guide and organize the results.

**Research Question One**

The first research question addresses the self-assessment scores of the community college student respondents on the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education and the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control. Twenty-six non-cognitive strengths were identified and measured within this study, twelve constructs within four domains related to the SEHS-HE and fourteen components within four domains related to the ROPELOC. These 26 non-cognitive skills are related to 21st century workforce skills (See Figure: 4.2).
**Figure 4.2: 21st Century Non-Cognitive Workforce Skills Analyzed**
The mean score on the SEHS-HE Covitality composite, for all respondents, was 177.64 with a standard deviation of 19.7. One standard deviation creates the high and low ranges, specific to this population. The average score of 177 is contextualized by the standard deviation: one standard deviation below the mean represents a low score (157.94) for this population, and one standard deviation above the mean represents a high score (197.34). The lowest individual student Covitality (SEHS-HE) composite score was 108, and the maximum individual score was 212 (See Table 4.2). The highest mean score achieved on the SEHS-HE, by program, is represented by the two respondents in the Culinary Arts program (n=2) with an average score of 211, exceeding the high range score for this population by 13.6 points. The lowest scoring program on the SEHS-HE was the Radiological Technology program with only a single respondent (n=1) scoring 151, six points lower than the low range score. A low score of 108 signifies few non-cognitive skills present in the measure of this student’s self-schemas, where Belief-in-Self, Belief-in-Others, Emotional Competence, and Engaged Living with the accompanying 12 non-cognitive strengths are not frequent in this student’s self-report. In fact, 18 (n=18) students scored similarly, in this below average (<177) range, resulting in 40% of the responding population demonstrating less than average non-cognitive self-perceptions on the SEHS-HE instrument. What is more, this responding population scored 38 points less than the ideal score, on this measure, signifying that on average, every graduating respondent program scored less than ideal on this non-cognitive measure.
Table 4.2: Composite, Construct, Age and GPA Data Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.4418</td>
<td>0.44711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>12.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in Self</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>44.42</td>
<td>6.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in Others</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42.27</td>
<td>7.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Competence</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45.53</td>
<td>5.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged Living</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>5.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covitality Composite</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>177.64</td>
<td>19.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC Composite</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>268.93</td>
<td>29.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Beliefs</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77.82</td>
<td>10.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Abilities</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>56.69</td>
<td>9.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Skills</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56.84</td>
<td>8.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37.02</td>
<td>5.566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean scoring for each respondent on the SEHS-HE is demonstrated, below (See Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: Data for SEHS-HE Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Statistics for Covitality (SEHS-HE) Instrument</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief-in-Self (BiS)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>44.42</td>
<td>6.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief-in-Others (BiO)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42.27</td>
<td>7.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Competence</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45.53</td>
<td>5.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged Living</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>5.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covitality Composite</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>177.64</td>
<td>19.739</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ROPELOC mean for all programs and respondents (N=45) was 268.93. The lowest ROPELOC composite score was 160 and the maximum score was 322 (See Table 4.4). This maximum score reflects less than ideal strengths-performance due to the locus of control scale (ideal score 3, possible score 24). The standard deviation of the ROPELOC scores was 29.804, showing more variability than in the SEHS-HE. These standard deviations scale the ROPELOC scores as follows: Low 239.126, Average score as 268.93, and High score as 298.734. Given this
range, 16 students scored below average (<268.93) representing 35% of the responding population reporting less than average self-perception of non-cognitive strengths. This measure also revealed that all of the respondents scored at least 35 points less than the ideal on this non-cognitive measure. The three students responding from the Liberal Studies Program (n=3) scored the highest average ROPELOC score with a mean score of 295, which falls in the high range for this population; and, five students (n=5) responding from the Health Information Management program scored the lowest on the ROPELOC with a score of 229, 10 points below the standard deviation which creates the low range for this population.

Table 4.4: Data for ROPELOC Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Statistics for the ROPELOC Instrument by Domain</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Beliefs</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77.82</td>
<td>10.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Abilities</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>56.69</td>
<td>9.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Skills</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56.84</td>
<td>8.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37.02</td>
<td>5.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC Composite</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>268.93</td>
<td>29.804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One time measures are used in this study to demonstrate an after-educational experience score, as graduating students are the respondents. Anything higher or lower than the ideal numbers represent non-cognitive skill performance as represented by the high-average-low range suggested by the mean score and the standard deviations of this population. Table 4.5 demonstrates the composite score descriptives.

Table 4.5: Descriptive Data for Instrument Composite Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Statistics for Composite Scores</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covitality</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>177.64</td>
<td>19.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>268.93</td>
<td>29.804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The intra-instrument correlations can be seen here (See Table 4.6 and Table 4.7). These strong intra-instrument correlations represent good internal consistency and validity measures.

Table 4.6: Intra-instrument Correlations of SEHS-HE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Belief-in-Self (BiS)</th>
<th>Belief-in-Others (BiO)</th>
<th>Engaged Living</th>
<th>Emotional Competence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief-in-Self (BiS)</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>.618**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief-in-Others (BiO)</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.673**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged Living</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.618**</td>
<td>.673**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Competence</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.591**</td>
<td>.461**</td>
<td>.483**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 4.7: Intra-instrument Correlations of ROPELOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Personal Abilities</th>
<th>Social Abilities</th>
<th>Organizational Skills</th>
<th>Active Involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Abilities &amp; Beliefs</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.625***</td>
<td>.853**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Abilities</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.625**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.624**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Skills</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.853**</td>
<td>.624**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.769**</td>
<td>.841**</td>
<td>.720**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
The data reported is informed by the following scoring information: The ideal perfect score on the SEHS-HE is 216 based on the Likert scoring, and the ideal perfect score on the ROPELOC is 308, based on the Likert categories of the instrument. Of the responding graduates, forty percent (40%) of the students scored below average on the SEHS-HE and thirty-five percent (35%) scored below average on the ROPELOC measure.

The following table (See Table 4.8) represents all nineteen program scores, with mean scores of the responding graduates (n=45) on the respective instruments. It is important to understand that the total number of enrolled students within each program is omitted, and the representation of respondent scores here does not represent the scores of the entire population of the program, only the scores of the respondents within the programs. Additionally, this population scored, on average, at least 35 points less than ideal scores, on both instruments. Results are explored in greater depth below.
## Table 4.8: Data by Program and Mean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number (N=)</th>
<th>ROPELOC Mean (268.93) (SD= 29.804)</th>
<th>Points from ideal ROPELOC Likert score of 308</th>
<th>SEHS-HE Mean (177.64) (SD=19.7)</th>
<th>Points from ideal SEHS-HE Likert score of 216</th>
<th>GPA Program Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Marketing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Systems Integration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culinary Arts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Services Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Sciences</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>-48</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Information Management</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>-79</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>-53</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Studies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Assisting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>-39</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapy Assistant</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Machine Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>-47</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: N=45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (N=37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (N=8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Highest Program Mean (295): Liberal Studies
- Lowest Program Mean (229): Health Information Management
- Mean Program distance from ideal ROPELOC score: -35.63
- Highest Program Mean (211): Culinary Arts
- Lowest Program Mean (151): Radiological Technology
- Mean Program distance from ideal SEHS-HE score: -38.21
Question Two

The second research question focused on the relationship amongst these non-cognitive measures and graduating students’ GPA, and corresponded with the first hypothesis of the study. The Cumulative Grade Point Average of the responding graduates at this institution ranged from a low of 2.36 to a high of 4.0. The mean GPA was 3.44 with a standard deviation of .447, demonstrating little variability (See Table 4.9).

Table 4.9: GPA and Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.4418</td>
<td>.44711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>12.451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hypothesis 1: Correlation between SEHS-HE and GPA

The hypothesis examining the SEHS-HE instruments’ correlation to GPA measures is:

Hypothesis₁: Covitality composite score will positively correlate to GPA.

Null Hypothesis₀: There will be no relationship between Covitality and GPA.

Figure 4.3: Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis₁ examines the association between Covitality and GPA. Using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, SEHS-HE covitality scores do not positively correlate to GPA (See Table 4.10). The Null Hypothesis is accepted: There is no statistical relationship between Covitality
and GPA. This result suggests that non-cognitive skills represented by the SEHS-HE measure (BiS, BiO, Engaged Living and Emotional Competence) are not reflected in the cognitive success measure of GPA. Though respondents demonstrated adequate cognitive capacity through persistence, completion, and performance as measured by GPA, this preliminary study and analysis suggests that the non-cognitive skills present in the respondents are inadequate for workforce success.

Table 4.10: *Correlation between GPA and SEHS-HE*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEHS-HE Correlation to GPA</th>
<th>GPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in Self</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in Others</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Competence</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged Living</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covitality Composite</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GPA is the primary cognitive academic success measure most widely used in education. GPA is an important cognitive measurement of the learning and mastery of the curricular content. It is an appropriate tool for hard skill, content skill, and cognitive skill assessment. However, this preliminary research suggests that GPA does not represent any of the non-cognitive skills identified and measured by the SEHS-HE. SEHS-HE does not correlate to GPA.

**Hypothesis 2: Correlation between ROPELOC and GPA**

Hypothesis2: ROPELOC composite score will positively correlate to GPA.

Null Hypthesis0: There will be no relationship between ROPELOC composite score and GPA.
Figure 4.4: Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 correlations reflect that the ROPELOC composite score does, in fact, positively correlate to GPA, with a +.298 positive correlation using a two-tailed test for significance, resulting in a p-value reflecting <0.05. The p-value was 0.46, reflecting statistical significance (See Table 4.11). Though a +.298 correlation is a weak correlation (< .50 correlation) it is not spurious. In fact, using Cohen’s (1988) psychological research guidelines interpreting effect size, a correlation coefficient of .10 is thought to represent a small association; a correlation coefficient of .30 is a moderate association, and a correlation coefficient of .50 or greater represents a strong association within the social sciences. With a positive correlation of +.298, this research revealed a correlation that is close to moderate, providing an opening for examining these non-cognitive variables further. Hypothesis 2 is accepted: there is a positive correlation between the ROPELOC composite score and GPA.

Table 4.11: Correlation between GPA and ROPELOC Composite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation of ROPELOC composite with GPA</th>
<th>GPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC Composite</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * Correlation significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Further analysis reveals that specific components of the ROPELOC are more strongly correlated to GPA than others. As a matter of fact, only four of the 14 non-cognitive strengths (28% of the ROPELOC measured skills) correlate to student GPA. These four measures are: Active Involvement (Overall Effectiveness with a correlation of +.299), Social Abilities (Cooperative Teamwork with a correlation of +.409), Personal Beliefs and Abilities (Self-Efficacy with a correlation of +.382) and Organizational skills (Time Efficiency with a correlation of +.361). Two of these measures have a p-value of very strong statistical significance (p=<.01): Cooperative Teamwork and Self-Efficacy. That is, GPA captures one skill related to Social Abilities and one skill related to Personal Abilities and Beliefs with strong significance. It also correlates with some significance (p=<.05) to Time Efficiency, a skill found in the 21st century workforce strengths related to Organizational Skills, and to the non-cognitive ROPELOC belief of Overall Effectiveness. The component correlates are as follows (See Table 4.12).

Table 4.12: Correlation between GPA and ROPELOC Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>ROPELOC Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC Composite</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.298*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Beliefs</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Abilities</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.317*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Skills</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.305*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Correlation significant at the 0.05 level. ** Correlation significant at the 0.01 level.

This study used two instruments measuring a total of 26 non-cognitive skills under eight higher order 21st century workforce constructs, and of all of these, four individual non-cognitive skills were statistically significant to the cognitive measure of GPA. That is, 15% of the total
number of non-cognitive skills assessed were found to correlate to GPA. This preliminary data suggests that relying on GPA as the primary measure for success does not appropriately represent the non-cognitive skills required in the workforce, but is useful when considering the rubrics and scaffolding related to cognitive assessment on which GPA is built.

**Question Three**

The final Research Question in this dissertation considers the third hypothesis (See Figure 19), and asks what patterns emerge when inter-instrument comparisons are made.

**Hypothesis 3: Inter-instrument Correlations**

Hypothesis: Composite Covitality score will positively correlate to Composite ROPELOC score.

Null Hypothesis: There will be no relationship between composite scores.

*Figure 4.5: Hypothesis 3*

This research reveals a significant association between the ROPELOC composite and the SEHS-HE (covitality) composite scores. In fact, there is a positive correlation of +.709 with a p-value of <0.05, indicating statistical significance. Hypothesis 3 is accepted, and the null
hypothesis is rejected. This data demonstrates that non-cognitive skills do overlap, are identifiable, and can be measured using these instruments; however, it also demonstrates that many non-cognitive skills required for workforce readiness are not associated with GPA (See Table 4.13).

Table 4.13: *Correlation between SEHS-HE and ROPELOC and GPA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Covitality Composite</th>
<th>ROPELOC Composite</th>
<th>GPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covitality Composite Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.709**</td>
<td>.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC Composite Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.709**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.298*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.298*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Further analysis of the inter-instrument correlations reveals that the component parts of the Covitality instrument (SEHS-HE) correlate significantly to the ROPELOC composite and the Covitality composite (See Table 4.14), with the highest correlations between Engaged Living and the Covitality composite (+.879), Belief-in-Others and the Covitality Composite (+.783), followed by Belief-in-Self and the Covitality composite (+.753). Belief-in-Self, also, positively correlates with the ROPELOC composite (+.697). The data reveals that strong correlations exist between and among each of the domain components on these instruments.

Table 4.14: *Correlations between SEHS-HE Components and ROPELOC Components*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ROPELOC Composite</th>
<th>Covitality Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROPELOC Composite Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.709**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seven components of the ROPELOC correspond significantly with all four components of the SEHS-HE (covitality) measure: Active Involvement, Leadership Ability, Open Thinking, Self-Confidence, Social Effectiveness, Coping with Change, and Overall Effectiveness. These skills strongly correlate with the SEHS-HE Belief-in-Self, Belief-in-Others, Emotional Competence, and Engaged Living non-cognitive matrices. All four parts of Covitality, measured by the SEHS-HE, positively correlated to the ROPELOC’s composite measure of non-cognitive strengths. Additionally, the Covitality composite positively correlated with twelve of the fourteen individual components of ROPELOC: Active Involvement (AI) +.600, Leadership Ability (LA) +.549, Open Thinking (OT) +.552, Quality Seeking (QS) +.440, Self-Confidence (SC) +.732, Self-Efficacy (SF) +.584, Social Effectiveness (SE) +.599, Stress Management (SM) +.546, Time Efficiency (TE) +.439, Coping with Change (CH) +.571, Overall Effectiveness (OE) +.648, and Internal Locus of Control (IL) +.320. The high correlations between and among these non-cognitive constructs support the idea that they are reciprocal, found in combination, and compounding in their impact on one another. More importantly, it signifies that these measures are identifiable, quantifiable, and can be assessed.

**Summary**
In the 21st century, non-cognitive skills and workplace readiness skills significantly overlap. Examining non-cognitive outcomes in education supports a more integrated definition of success within the 21st century. These skills can be hard to quantify; but, Positive psychology and experiential learning researchers have developed non-cognitive instruments to assess these strengths. The inter-instrument correlations between these two instruments suggest that these non-cognitive skills are both identifiable and measurable. This study used statistical analysis to determine the relationship of these non-cognitive scores, using these instruments, to students’ Grade Point Average (GPA). Measuring these traits is an important quantitative first step to discovering whether the experiences at this community college result in these non-cognitive schemas within students’ self-perception of skills sets.

The variance in these non-cognitive scores, along with the lack of association with GPA for the majority of the variables measured reflects that despite the importance of non-cognitive skills to both academic and professional success, GPA does not adequately associate with non-cognitive measures, and does not correlate to 85% of these non-cognitive strengths. More importantly, it reveals that GPA does not substantively reflect many non-cognitive skills (only four of 26) which are required for workforce success. GPA captured very few components related to Personal Abilities and Beliefs, Social Abilities, Active Involvement, or Organizational skills; and, did not adequately demonstrate any Covital non-cognitive skills related to Belief-in-Self, Belief-in-Others, Emotional Competence, or Engaged Living. If GPA is representative of the primary academic success outcome, it seems only to represent cognitive success and four non-cognitive components, which is not representative of non-cognitive skills related to workforce readiness.
The preliminary data revealed a strong inter-instrument correlation (+.709) with a p-value p=<.01. A positive correlation between GPA measure and the non-cognitive, 21st century work force skills, measure (measured by the composite score of ROPELOC instrument) was found (+.298), and possessed a p=<.05 or better. No relationship between GPA and the SEHS-HE non-cognitive instrument was found. Though GPA correlates with Time-Efficiency, Self-Efficacy, Cooperative Teamwork, and Overall-Effectiveness scores within the ROPELOC, and three of these ROPELOC components (all but Cooperative Teamwork) correlate to Belief-in-Self, Belief-in-Others, Emotional Competence, and Engaged Living (from the SEHS-HE), it is clear that the cognitive measure of GPA is not an inclusive success measure, leaving non-cognitive skills inadequately assessed.

Additionally, these initial findings suggest that at least average (for this population) non-cognitive performance scores were achieved in approximately 60-65% of the population, though this is contextualized by the fact that mean scores from this population compared to the instrument ideal scores revealed an average of more than a 35 point gap in self-perceptions between ideal and revealed scores. This signifies that all respondents and programs demonstrated a performance score of 65% on a scale of 100, a D+ by this institution’s own grading scale. Additionally, large groupings of graduating students (35% on the ROPELOC and 40% on the SEHS-HE) self-reported below average non-cognitive skills despite graduating as workforce ready. This data suggests that establishing additional non-cognitive teaching, and assessment, would strengthen workforce readiness skills for this demographic.

In analyzing the data gathered from the 45 responding graduates in a rural Maine community college, it is clear that non-cognitive skills are not adequately represented by GPA, and the frequency of graduates entering the workforce without attendant non-cognitive skills
(40% of students had below average for this population scores on the SEHS-HE and 35% of the responding students scored below average for this population on the ROPELOC) is not representative of the college mission to provide workforce readiness, when it comes to non-cognitive skills. The need for a measurement tool that evaluates non-cognitive development in higher education, and that identifies and assesses for these strengths, is apparent. These non-cognitive higher order constructs have been found to be correlated to workplace success, academic success, well-being measures, and as protective factors against mental health issues (Furlong et al., 2014; Furlong, Gilman & Huebner, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014). This supports their importance to transformational educational reform and curriculum design. Chapter Five addresses some curricular and pedagogical possibilities informed by this data and recommends responses necessary for such reform.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This study explored the possibility for valuing and assessing a strength-based perspective in higher education, using an assessment of non-cognitive skills in conjunction with the primary GPA measure of academic success. A Positive psychology framework was introduced and elaborated upon in relation to the dual-factor model, which considers strengths and deficits on two separate continua, and seeks to enhance performance through a focus on the strengths schemas resulting from developmental and learning experiences. Considering these non-cognitive strengths and how they cluster in combination with one another is called Covitality. Some fields call these combinations of non-cognitive strengths: psychological capital, ethos, or habitus. The greater the clustering of non-cognitive strengths in combination, the more dynamic a person’s personal and professional capacity. Covital characteristics of successful academic outcomes, and the constructivist model of meaning and schema making within this Positive psychology orientation, was used to evaluate the formation of these positive traits.

The overall design of this project took a quantitative approach, using formal, objective, systematic data derived from two non-cognitive instruments, the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC, along with an analysis of student GPA. This researcher proposed that higher non-cognitive scores on these instruments would correlate to higher academic performance, additionally, that inter-instrument scoring patterns would emerge. This research approach fit a descriptive correlational design model, where the study described the current state of the non-cognitive schemas found in this community college setting. Using this type of correlational design allowed this research to explore the relationships between and among the variables using statistical analysis.
Data scored from the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC identified non-cognitive schemas required in the 21st century workforce, in the form of specific psycho-social-emotional (non-cognitive) strengths. When considered together, and quantitatively measured, this strengths-based research revealed students’ non-cognitive schemas related to certain Covital strengths and values, and potential gaps in the integration of these key Covital skills within GPA as a measurement of preparation for workforce success in the 21st century. SPSS was used to run descriptive and inferential analytics, detailed in Chapter Four. The goal of this study was to survey the graduating class to evaluate non-cognitive self-schemas present, as represented by the instrumentation, and to suggest correlation with the standard measure of academic achievement, GPA, to assess for workforce readiness.

Both of these non-cognitive strength measures support a constructivist view which proposes that interactions with self and others create conditions that foster the development of non-cognitive schemas (Furlong, Gilman, Huebner, 2014; Jones, You, & Furlong, 2013; You, Dowdy, Furlong, Renshaw, Smith & O’Malley, 2013). As in cognitive schema construction, these non-cognitive schemas grow and alter with experience and learning. Non-cognitive schemas represent underlying beliefs and attitudes related to psychological strengths and assets, also called psychological capital, and represent components of habitus and ethos (Jung & Yoon, 2015; Silva, 2016; Singhal & Rastogi, 2018). Given these findings, this researcher argues that effective transformational educational efforts lie in the need to teach and assess for these non-cognitive skills.

This study’s research questions explored whether there was a relationship between GPA and the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC scores. The study discovered a relationship between the ROPELOC measures and the SEHS-HE measure, revealing that the instruments significantly
correlate to one another (+.709). However, the SEHS-HE score with its psychometrically correlated relationship to well-being and professional success was not associated with GPA, at all; while the ROPELOC was positively correlated with GPA (+.298), specific to only four component strengths embedded within the composite construct.

This gap between the standard cognitive measure of GPA and non-cognitive skills required as part of workforce readiness is represented most profoundly by the inter-instrument correlations found within this research (+.709), and is remarkable, because these non-cognitive strengths, measured in combination with socio-emotional instruments, are pivotal indicators of professional success; and they support schemas that are considered as psychological capital, across domains (home, school, work, play) (Peterson, Park & Sweeny, 2008).

Finding the inter-instrument correlation within this study demonstrates that the non-cognitive strengths evaluated can be identified and measured, consistently, using either instrument. Despite available measures for non-cognitive skills, these are not explicitly evaluated as separate from GPA. Identifying and measuring these non-cognitive skills through this conceptual framework bridges a gap in research left by a predominately cognitive focus in education. Cognitive focus allows for measurement of traditional academic learning and identification of remedial needs. However, these preliminary findings suggest that a purely cognitive approach does not explicitly assess for non-cognitive strengths, strengths required for workforce and interpersonal success. Though 15% of the non-cognitive strengths assessed did correlate with cumulative GPA, that leaves 85% not accounted for within this cognitive measure.

Educators must consider these non-cognitive schemas related to successful performance in the 21st century; and, in consideration of them, must assess for and measure them. Without understanding the schemas formed, positive institutions cannot impact experiences or traits in a
manner that could transform educational practice. Based on these preliminary findings, an alternative measurement instrument may be needed regarding the teaching, learning, and assessment of non-cognitive 21st century workforce skills within this community college which professes work-force readiness programming.

**Interpretation of Findings**

Psychotherapeutic counselors have, as standard practice, evaluated dynamic systems in which individuals are embedded, in an effort to take a holistic and integrative view of well-being and success. This study applied this counseling practice to education, by evaluating social emotional non-cognitive skills through the analysis of strengths measure scores of graduates from a rural Maine community college.

The findings demonstrated that non-cognitive strengths could, in fact, be measured, as demonstrated by the high statistical inter-instrument correlation. Four of the 26 non-cognitive strengths assessed correlated to GPA. However, this preliminary study, also, reveals that GPA is not an appropriate measure of these non-cognitive workforce readiness skills, and an additional assessment measure could be implemented in community colleges if workforce readiness skills are part of the values, mission, goals and stated purpose of the educational institutions. The addition of non-cognitive measurement seems an important first step in any transformative efforts in higher education. Emphasizing non-cognitive skills as being as important as cognitive skills, and addressing non-cognitive assessment similar to cognitive assessment in higher education as a necessary step toward creating transformative reform.

Nunnally (1978) suggested that “in a very general sense, a measuring instrument is valid if it does what it is supposed to do” (p. 86). Grade Point Average (GPA) is not supposed to assess for non-cognitive skills. If non-cognitive capacity is not represented by GPA, how can a
valid measuring instrument better represent the teaching and learning expected in higher education regarding these workforce readiness skills? A non-cognitive skills assessment process should be considered as part of a valid assessment shift in community colleges.

It is important to examine the academic success measure analyzed within this research, and held as the primary indicator of academic success in higher education: cumulative grade point average (GPA). One use of GPA is to predict successive academic performance (Robbins et al., 2004). This assumes that the grades that a student receives captures cognitive constructs, to some degree. GPA is therefore combined into a scale, and held as a valid measure of learning. Course grades reflect academic performances in different class or content areas, at different points in time and in different learning contexts, and these course grades are added to a cumulative GPA calculation. The consensus held by researchers and educators, alike, is that GPA adequately measures cognitive skills learned within the educational experience. However, given the changes in education, and the changing demands of the workplace, it is essential to consider how these changes may require both cognitive and non-cognitive learning, which might impact the educational needs and requirements of community college students. This study related non-cognitive skills development to GPA to determine whether this measure reflects both cognitive and non-cognitive learning. The data, however, did not significantly support this relationship between cognitive and non-cognitive skills.

This research highlights an important finding that GPA is a cognitive measure that may incorporate some non-cognitive aspects; but this finding, also, speaks to the necessity of incorporating other measurable non-cognitive skills into the curriculum, assignments, and educational experience in order to address the workplace demand for these non-cognitive skills. Future research may seek to define how more of these non-cognitive skills can be captured
within the cognitive measure of GPA in order to target the teaching of these non-cognitive skills in workforce readiness institutions, while simultaneously assessing for these skills, as separate from GPA. This transforms the emphasis to workforce readiness needs and assessment in order to ensure graduates possess these important non-cognitive skills as they enter the workforce.

Times have changed, changing the needs of the global workforce and requiring an emphasis on non-cognitive skills; educational institutions must adapt to these learning expectations. It is clear that cognitive skill assessment is not the only, nor the most important, measure related to academic success, especially in relation to the 21st century workforce. Twenty-first century skills, similar to non-cognitive skills, have a broad and imprecise definition. These skills are distinguished from former educational and workforce skills because of the changes in technology and culture, “leading to changing demands in the workplace” (Kyllonen, 2012, p. 4). These changes come in the form of the non-cognitive skills required, but GPA was not designed to assess, nor have institutions adapted to measures that assess, 85% of the non-cognitive skills examined. The re-evaluation of the significance of GPA as the primary measure of academic success is a necessary focus for a transformational paradigm shift that values these non-cognitive skills.

This study examined the self-assessment scores on two non-cognitive skill measures, correlated these composite scores with GPA, and further analyzed component and composite non-cognitive scores. Chapter Four depicted the data patterns that emerged using these instruments, finding that there are few representative non-cognitive components related to GPA and that 35-40% of the graduating respondents are leaving the institution with below average non-cognitive schemas. Additionally, students from all programs scored more than 35 points less than ideal performance on these non-cognitive instruments.
Research Questions and the Data

The first research question within this study focused on identifying the student non-cognitive scores through self-assessment instruments and reporting these findings. These scores represent the non-cognitive schemas present in the respondents. The question revealed data that demonstrated a need to target non-cognitive skills in the student population, and segues to the need to define ancillary non-cognitive measures of success. The statistics are in keeping with the psychometric testing of the respective scales in validation studies, and support that these non-cognitive strengths are, in fact, appropriate success measures in higher education.

The second research question sought to understand the relationship among the non-cognitive measures and GPA. As presented in Chapter Four, the hypotheses examined resulted in finding that the SEHS-HE covitality score has no relationship to GPA. Additionally, this research revealed that there is a positive correlation of 21st century workforce skills, as measured by the ROPELOC, to GPA. (+.298). This is an interesting finding given the comparison correlation scores of the two instruments, forcing the researcher to examine what specific components of the ROPELOC correspond to GPA. Only four components of the ROPELOC were captured within the GPA measure, revealing that the GPA measure is an inadequate, single, measure for defining success in higher education when evaluating the needs of the 21st century workforce.

The third research question explored in this study evaluated the relationship of the Covitality score, as measured by the SEHS-HE and 21st century workforce skills, as measured by the ROPELOC (+.709). This significantly strong correlation allowed for closer analysis of the component parts of these scales. This finding reveals that these non-cognitive traits can be identified and measured, creating an opportunity for redefining success assessment in higher
education. Education reform must consider non-cognitive strength assessment if transformational change can occur.

In summary, the inter-instrument findings are as follows: Belief in Self (BiS) [Self-Efficacy, Persistence, and Self-Awareness] positively correlated to the ROPELOC composite (+.697). Belief in Others (BiO) [Family, Institution, and Peer Support] is positively correlated to the ROPELOC composite (+.429). Emotional Competence (EC) [Cognitive Reappraisal, Empathy, and Self-Regulation] positively correlates to the ROPELOC composite (+.566) and Engaged Living (EL) [Gratitude, Zest, and Optimism] positively correlates to the ROPELOC composite (+.590). This demonstrates that all four parts of covitality measured in the SEHS-HE positively correlate to the ROPELOC’s composite measure of non-cognitive 21st century workforce strengths. Clearly, these strengths represent appropriate success measures that educators can assess. Given these findings, it is evident that there was high inter-instrument reliability in identifying and measuring non-cognitive factors, and that GPA does not adequately represent the majority of the non-cognitive skills required for the 21st century workforce. Defining appropriate success measures, inclusive of whole person assessments in education, fulfills this portion of the transformative call to action.

This study found that only 15% of the non-cognitive skills examined within this study are, in fact, captured by the cognitive GPA measure. The non-cognitive strengths correlating to GPA are: Cooperative Teamwork (+.409), Self-Efficacy (+.382), Time Efficiency (.361) and the non-cognitive measure of Overall Effectiveness (+.299). While this is an important finding, it reflects that too few non-cognitive skills required for workforce success are represented by the GPA measure, and a more appropriate non-cognitive measure should accompany the typical cognitive measure of GPA.
The four non-cognitive strengths correlating to GPA are the only non-cognitive measures out of the 26 skills surveyed to reveal statistical significance to the GPA cognitive measure. The four constructs that do correlate to GPA are related to typical curricular assignments and content-based assessment. For example, the timeliness of the assignment may be related to time-efficiency, and many group related projects assigned may account for cooperative teamwork skills. Assignments may be framed with rubrics, so the cognitive milestones are assessed. These types of assessments, too, could be used for assessing the non-cognitive milestones.

Based on these findings, curriculum design as it stands, can be considered as supporting only these four non-cognitive strengths. How can curriculum be organized to explicitly consider and assess the remaining non-cognitive skills? Reforming curriculum would be a worthwhile step toward transformational change. Though the study was small, included a rural population of graduating students, and had several limitations, the preliminary findings suggest specific reforms need to combine cognitive and non-cognitive teaching and learning within community college practices. This data supports additional non-cognitive schema cultivation of strengths in higher education, to include non-cognitive strengths identification and measurement, in order to ensure the integrative socio-emotional learning necessary for the 21st century workforce.

Non-cognitive skills facilitate positive development across biopsychosocial domains (Caruso, Salovey, Brackett, & Mayer, 2015; Diener & Tay, 2017; Dutton & Ragins, 2017; Robertson, Cooper, Sarkar, & Curran, 2015) highlighting the transformational importance of the educational experience as it applies to the professional development of the field. It is the position of this researcher that educators can explicitly and proactively influence interactions to increase these positive non-cognitive schemas. This assessment supplement, specifically pertains to the evaluation of the skills required in the 21st century workforce in community colleges that are
work-force readiness institutions. In other words, the current community college primary academic assessment tool, GPA, is not associated with the majority of these non-cognitive skills. Only 15% of the 26 strengths identified are represented by GPA, despite their inter-instrument identifiability and reliability. Research reveals, however, that learning and development holds these features as important components of successful development. The mission at this College explicates that the quality of learning within this educational experience will prepare students for the work force. In the 21st century, this workforce readiness emphasis alters academic expectations to simultaneously focus on content skills (cognitive) and applied skills (non-cognitive). If the College mission is preparing adults for workplace readiness, what measures are used to ensure that the non-cognitive skills required in the workforce are being integrated into the students’ learning experience? This study identified those non-cognitive skills in the responding graduating class of this community college and found little correlation with GPA. Assessing these values and strengths should occur as a standard measure of educational efficacy in order to better embody the college’s mission.

Implications

Transformative higher education and workplace readiness literature asks educators to consider curricular changes and transformative policies (Davidson et al., 2012; IFTF, 2011; NWoW, 2014). The research findings revealed here pose three significant areas to explore:

1) The cognitive measure of GPA does not adequately capture a majority of non-cognitive skills present in graduating students at this community college.

2) Non-cognitive skills are required for workforce success, but no measure of these skills is in place at this community college to identify non-cognitive capacity.
3) The community college mission statement is built around workforce readiness and training, but there are no measures to suggest graduates are non-cognitively workforce ready.

To frame the conclusion of this dissertation, this research uses three recommendations for change, posed by the US Department of Education (MCCS, 2007) to organize a framework for transformational change: 1) define appropriate measures of success, 2) collect more comprehensive data, and 3) test and refine strategies that improve student outcomes (MCCS, 2007, p. 47). Each of these topics will be explored and related to the data in an effort to align outcomes and learning, education to workforce readiness, and to support the development of the new American College (Boyer, 1994), presenting implications and application of this data regarding curricular outcome assessments within the educational setting, especially in light of these three foundational aspects proposed by the US Department of Education (MCCS, 2007). Pedagogical vocabulary which may support more appropriate non-cognitive schema construction is included, as well as advocacy for future research contextualized by these three recommendations.

This study’s findings reveal that non-cognitive skills are not fully represented in GPA, and though 4 of the 26 non-cognitive strengths correlate to GPA, more than 35% of the graduating students scored below average on the ROPELOC assessment and 40% scored below average for this population on the SEHS-HE, representing self-perceptions absent of these workforce ready, non-cognitive strengths. Additionally, all respondents scored at least 35 points lower than the ideal score on both non-cognitive measures. This finding leads to the first step of transformation: Definition and identification of success measures as part of assessment of these 21st century, non-cognitive, socio-emotional skills. Without an appropriate non-cognitive
success measure in place, it is difficult to assess whether the educational experience meets the non-cognitive needs of these students.

These preliminary findings bring socio-emotional theories related to learning and psychological strengths from the counseling room into the classroom, where students are learning to perform in the workforce. Using success outcomes that capture cognitive skills based on academic performance, via Grade Point Average (GPA), supports the college mission of presenting thought and theory, related to the new American College; but these findings suggest that it does not connect the cognitive GPA measure with the non-cognitive action or practice necessary for success in the 21st century, with the exception of four non-cognitive skills which correlate to GPA and inevitably are included in cognitive rubrics and assessments.

Ensuring that students are graduating with non-cognitive skills required for success in the workforce embodies the purpose of the new American College by relating theory to practice, and content to application, exemplifying the purpose of higher education. While colleges have been successful in the development of rubrics and other measures to address the assessment of cognitive skills, the assessment of non-cognitive skills does not seem to garner the same attention. Colleges that aspire to prepare students for the demands of the 21st century workforce may need to build upon current curriculum development and assessment practices in order to assure that their graduates experience the opportunity to learn about, develop, and demonstrate non-cognitive skills.

**Recommendations for Action**

This study examines non-cognitive skills in combination, and imagines how these skills can be incorporated into the learning experiences of higher education. If the community college
in this study purports to provide workforce readiness training, as their mission holds, then non-cognitive instruction and assessment should accompany their content-based curriculum.

The Maine Community College System (MCCS) researched transformative action required for successful education reform in the 21st century. Their report cited the US Department of Education’s research on the Future of Higher Education (2006). This report emphasized four requirements for transformation: 1) higher education must be more efficient and productive; 2) higher education must become more accountable to the constituents involved; 3) higher education should provide more useful information to its consumers; and 4) higher education must manage itself using better data (US Department of Education Secretary’s Commission of the Future of Higher Education, 2006). From these targeted areas, MCCS issued the following charge to educators: define appropriate measures of success, collect more comprehensive data, and test and refine strategies that improve student outcomes (MCCS, 2007, p. 47). In lieu of these findings, this researcher will frame the data from this study within this call to action.

The primary goal of the Maine Community College System (MCCS) is to create an “educated, skilled and adaptable labor force that is responsive to the changing needs of Maine’s economy” (MCSS Program Evaluation Report, 2017, p. 2). How is the college assessing the interpersonal and intrapersonal strengths that comprise non-cognitive success? GPA is not fully capturing these constructs, so educators are not connecting thought to action, and theory to practice, as the new American College (Boyer, 1994) asks them to do. How can educators be more efficient and productive, demonstrating accountability to its constituents, while providing and using better data? How can non-cognitive skills’ emphasis and development be a part of the community college education experience?
The New World of Work (NWoW, 2014) highlights non-cognitive and socio-emotional strengths, recognizing that they are not traditionally “taught or assessed through education.” This organization recommends that non-cognitive skills “should be added to curricular requirements to fully prepare the future workforce” (Schulz & Gills, 2014, p. 13.) This chapter uses the Department of Education’s call for transformation in order to explore how these skills may be “taught or assessed” in higher education and within curricular requirements based on this preliminary study. The Department of Education Secretary’s Commission of the Future of Higher Education (MCCS, 2007) states, “defining appropriate measures of success, collecting more comprehensive data, and testing and refining strategies at improving student outcomes” (MCCS, 2007, p. 47) which is the call to action for transformative higher education. Each of these areas will be addressed given the data findings of this study. A transformative change can specifically include these features.

**Define appropriate success measures**

When framing education in a workforce readiness perspective, based on this research and literature review, combinations of non-cognitive skills and strengths are related to workforce success. With this understanding, defining appropriate success measures that also incorporate these aspects is essential. Additionally, because of such high inter-instrument correlation (+.709), it is clear that these traits are not only identifiable, but measurable, and reciprocally related to one another in the form of schemas. How are these non-cognitive strengths evaluated in higher education? This study revealed that only four of the 26 non-cognitive skills examined correlate to cumulative GPA. Instead of relying on cumulative GPA as the primary significant measure of academic success, non-cognitive success instruments must be established and applied in higher
education. Defining these non-cognitive measures would be part of more successful outcome assessment in relation to the needs of the 21st century.

The non-cognitive strengths required in the 21st century workforce, according to P21 (2006) are related to the following applied non-cognitive skills: critical thinking and problem-solving, communication, teamwork and collaboration, diversity, cognitive load and information organization, leadership, creativity and innovation, lifelong learning and self-direction, professionalism and work ethic, and emotional competency with social responsibility (P21, 2006). The Partnership for 21st century learning groups these non-cognitive 21st century workforce skills into Learning and Innovation skills (critical thinking and problem-solving, collaboration, communication, and creativity and innovation), Life and Career skills (flexibility and adaptability, initiative and self-direction), Social and Cross-cultural skills (productivity and accountability, and leadership and responsibility skills) and Information, Media and Technology skills (literacy and capacity in these specific applied areas). Additionally they emphasize character qualities (curiosity, persistence, adaptability, and social and self-awareness) along with foundational literacies (standard literacy and numeracy requirements often found in the three R’s of public education: Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic) (P21, nd.). Defining these non-cognitive psychological assets as part of academic and educational success, is a first step in transformation.

Despite the established importance of these skills in higher education, these non-cognitive skills (with the exception of time efficiency, cooperative teamwork, self-efficacy, and belief in overall effectiveness) are not represented in the cognitive outcomes score of cumulative GPA, based on this preliminary non-cognitive skills assessment study. Finding ways to identify, measure and define these non-cognitive strengths as part of workforce readiness and as academic
success outcomes is a necessary part of defining more appropriate non-cognitive success measures. Accountability demands reveal that implicit teaching is not enough. Data collection and evidence based practices are required.

The Educational Testing Service (ETS) is responsible for some of the most popular standardized cognitive test measures (SAT, GRE, and the Praxis Series) (Kyllonen, 2005). ETS has been attempting to create a non-cognitive educational measure to assess for persistence, dependability, motivation, collaboration, and other inter-personal and intra-personal schemas. A barrier cited by ETS is that policy makers argue that non-cognitive qualities cannot be measured in reliable and valid ways. This preliminary research, however, demonstrates that non-cognitive scores on the inter-instrument correlations are related, reliable and measureable, making these measures both reliable and valid. Providing professional development and training regarding understanding these non-cognitive scales allows educators to more accurately understand the non-cognitive vocabulary and expectations, leading to more consistent evaluative methods.

Though ETS cites that the *fakeability* or *coachability* of non-cognitive assessments would render them worthless (Kyllonen, 2005), this argument is not one that should dissuade the definition of appropriate non-cognitive measures. Fake-resistant non-cognitive assessments are only an issue if these tools are used to base privileges or benefits to the respondents. An alternative to the ‘fakeability’ or social desirability related to self-assessments is other-based assessments. It would be helpful to curriculum development if self-assessment and teacher-assessment could be used in tandem. In fact, these can be viable alterations to practice if non-cognitive rubrics were used with assignments, in order to highlight, assess, and improve the students’ non-cognitive schemas. In fact, as Positive psychology proponents support, the key
factors in non-cognitive assessment include understanding attitudes, learning skills, affective competencies, and students’ educational experiences (Kyllonen, 2005).

Additionally, whole person assessments in education (Moore, 2015) focus on affective competencies (creativity, emotional intelligence, cognition style, metacognition and confidence), performance factors (domain proficiency, general proficiency, effort, motivation and engagement, discipline, professionalism, teamwork, leadership, management and organization skills), cognitive ability, basic personality factors (extroversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness/intellect, and circadian type), learning skills (study habits, organization, time management, test anxiety, and stress and coping), attitudinal constructs (self-concept, self-efficacy, attribution tendencies, interests, social attitudes, values and beliefs, ethics, morality, intercultural sensitivity, adaptability and flexibility), and incorporates the standard outcomes measured by the education system (GPA, exams, ratings, attrition, time to degree, and productivity indicators) (Kyllonen, 2005). Using the foundational work from counseling’s whole person assessment transferred to educators’ understanding of these factors and can buoy the skills of students and teachers alike.

Cognitive and non-cognitive foci do not have to be mutually exclusive. When examining this whole system assessment, which includes both cognitive and non-cognitive skills assessment, how much are educators and educational policy makers doing to identify the non-cognitive components? Because non-cognitive assessments can improve admissions, placements, outcomes, institutional studies, and aid in diagnosis and treatment and prevention and intervention (Kyllonen, 2012), it is clear that transformational policy change that incorporates non-cognitive assessments is required in the 21st century education system. Additionally, it
answers the call to action posed by the US Department of Education in establishing well-defined, and integrative, success measures.

**Collect More Comprehensive Data**

The second MCCS (2007) requirement for transformative action in higher education is for institutions to collect more comprehensive data. Given the advancements in psycho-social research fields, especially in light of Positive psychology’s emphasis on neuroscience and contemplative learning, ideas such as emotional control and self-regulation are highlighted among non-cognitive skills of interest to well-being measures, and personal and professional success outcomes. This integrative approach addresses strengths from a bio-psycho-social systems model, based on the experiential impact of development on self and others schema construction, and takes a learning theories perspective. It is a valuable method to bridge the gap in research from social science to education.

This approach can connect social-emotional skills from the field of social science, to educational settings where these strengths can be fostered, to the 21st workforce. As the 21st century workforce magnifies focus on applied skills in the form of these non-cognitive capacities, it’s essential to evaluate these skills and strengths, especially in institutions that proclaim a commitment to workforce readiness programs. Defining these non-cognitive skills as appropriate success measures is only the first step; the next step is collecting non-cognitive data.

Non-cognitive skills reflect attitudes, behaviors, and schemas relevant to motivation, perseverance, and self-control (Gutman & Schoon, 2013). Academic literature may differentiate cognitive skills from non-cognitive skills by distinguishing cognitive capacities as ‘hard skills’ or content related capacities, such as literacy and numeracy; whereas, non-cognitive skills are thought of as applied character skills or soft-skills. Of import, research does not support a single
non-cognitive skill as predictive of long term success outcomes; rather, it tends to emphasize the clustering and inter-relatedness of non-cognitive skills as valuable. Interventions must be focused on the targeting and development of self-schemas, emphasizing these skills and strengths in combination with each other, experiences, and relationships. Validating the importance of self-perception and self-schemas regarding inter/intrapersonal expectations is a key finding in this research. These self-assessments are useful tools in reflecting these non-cognitive belief systems, and so should be used within higher education to collect more comprehensive data.

This study reveals that both higher order constructs and individual components are important levels of analysis. For example, non-cognitive constructs found within the academic performance literature highlights skills such as motivation, self-efficacy and performance mastery (Kyllonen, 2012, NWoW, 2014), but these skills are thought to be comprised of specific individual psycho-social strengths, found in clusters or combinations. For example, Belief in Self is comprised of self-efficacy, persistence, and self-awareness; while ROPELOC’s Personal Abilities and Beliefs is comprised of self-confidence, self-efficacy, stress management, and open thinking. Each of these higher order constructs resonate with motivational and performance mastery skills when considering the component traits. Despite the importance of these non-cognitive strengths, specifically to workforce success and readiness, their placement in literature reviews relative to educational research has been decades old, and cursory, at best. This non-cognitive strengths data is not normatively collected in higher education programs.

This research demonstrates that the component pieces of higher order constructs related to non-cognitive skills may be an important area for exploration. If self-efficacy, persistence, and self-awareness comprise multiple higher order constructs, collecting the data on these individual component pieces of personal and professional success indicators is a pivotal practice in
workforce readiness institutions. This study’s findings did, in fact, reflect more comprehensive
data, revealing the absence or presence, and the associations, of multiple non-cognitive skills
within the responding graduates’ instrument scores.

Table 5.1: Component Correlations of ROPELOC and SEHS-HE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belief-in-Self</th>
<th>Belief-in-Others</th>
<th>Emotional Competence</th>
<th>Engaged Living</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement .368*</td>
<td>Active Involvement .568**</td>
<td>Active Involvement .349*</td>
<td>Active Involvement .586**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Ability .490**</td>
<td>Leadership Ability .384**</td>
<td>Leadership Ability .407**</td>
<td>Leadership Ability .469**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Thinking .384**</td>
<td>Open Thinking .405**</td>
<td>Open Thinking .562**</td>
<td>Open Thinking .435**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Seeking .409**</td>
<td>Self-Confidence .413**</td>
<td>Quality Seeking .500**</td>
<td>Quality Seeking .343*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Confidence .771**</td>
<td>Overall Effectiveness .361*</td>
<td>Self-Confidence .525**</td>
<td>Self-Confidence .641**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy .706**</td>
<td>Coping with Change .341*</td>
<td>Time Efficiency .400**</td>
<td>Time Efficiency .314*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Effectiveness .440**</td>
<td>Social Effectiveness .493**</td>
<td>Internal Locus of Control .353*</td>
<td>Overall Effectiveness .589**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress Management .634**</td>
<td>Overall Effectiveness .456**</td>
<td>Coping with Change .449**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Efficiency .623**</td>
<td>Coping with Change .436**</td>
<td>Stress Management .435**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping with Change .607**</td>
<td>Stress Management .428**</td>
<td>Self-Efficacy .453**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effectiveness .675**</td>
<td>Self-Efficacy .580**</td>
<td>Social Effectiveness .584**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Locus of Control .450**</td>
<td>Social Effectiveness .370*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Locus of Control -.376*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * Correlation is significant at p=0.05 and ** Correlation is significant at p=0.01 and >.500

Psychometrics and psycho-social-emotional constructs such as these can be included in
comprehensive data collection within higher education assessments. Belief in Self has six
ROPELOC components meeting both the strong correlation (> .500) and statistical significance
correlation criteria (p =< .01): Self-Confidence, Self-Efficacy, Stress Management, Time
Efficiency, Coping with Change and Overall Effectiveness. Belief in Others has one ROPELOC
component meeting this significance criteria: Active Involvement. SEHS-HE’s Emotional
Competence has four componential parts significantly related to the ROPELOC: Open Thinking,
Quality Seeking, Self-Confidence, and Self-Efficacy. Finally, Engaged Living shares four components with the ROPELOC instrument measuring non-cognitive 21st century workforce skills, and those are: Active Involvement, Self-Confidence, Overall Effectiveness, and Social Effectiveness (See Table 5.1).

Self-Confidence appears three times in the inter-instrument correlation as a valuable component and correlate in this study. Self-Efficacy, Active Involvement and Overall Effectiveness re-emerge twice, each, as statistically significant variables. And, the following variables appeared singly as individual correlates within the ROPELOC and the Covitality score, representing individual strengths with both strong associations (>0.500) and a significance value of p<0.01: Coping with Change, Open Thinking, Quality Seeking, Social Effectiveness, Stress Management and Time Efficiency.

Establishing measures and identifying these strengths, along with pedagogical activities that may enhance or improve the schemas related to these non-cognitive skills, could be an important direction for future research. Assessing for and incorporating the explicit teaching of these qualities would be a substantive transformation related to collecting important comprehensive data for educational interventions leading to workforce readiness. Understanding the overlapping and reciprocal relationship of these non-cognitive traits supports schemas construction and learning, and must be further analyzed in order to support comprehensive data collection.

Future research could examine use of these specific skills added to pedagogical interventions to determine more effective use of this comprehensive non-cognitive data. Noticeably, enumeration of non-cognitive 21st century workforce skills appears to be the most significant of those analyzed based on the SEHS-HE and ROPELOC correlations: Coping with
Change, Open Thinking, Quality Seeking, Social Effectiveness, Stress Management and Time Efficiency and the specific ROPELOC sections that correlate with cumulative GPA: Cooperative Teamwork, Self-Efficacy, Time Efficiency, and Overall Effectiveness.

In order to better understand what collecting more comprehensive data may do for educators, this researcher examines the questions asked in the correlated ROPELOC components that consistently reappeared in the data. These questions directly oppose ETS’s contention that non-cognitive skills are not measurable or identifiable (Kyllonen, 2005); and, argue that fakeability concerns are not relevant to curricular and pedagogical changes. Additionally, if teacher report is included in the form of non-cognitive rubric assessment, the schemas related to these non-cognitive strengths can be co-constructed through educational interventions and teachings. Ultimately, the next logical step becomes using these guiding constructs to cultivate and engineer learning that supports the schemas they are measuring.

The Likert scaled tests used in non-cognitive data collection can help educators synthesize these constructs into successful learning of the schemas that are reflected within them, allowing for comprehensive and shared vocabulary on which to base assessments.

Table 5.2: Schema Construction Revealed by ROPELOC Likert Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self Confidence</th>
<th>“I am confident that I have the ability to succeed in anything I want to do.”</th>
<th>“When I apply myself to something I am confident I will succeed”</th>
<th>“I am confident in my ability to be successful.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>“No matter what the situation is I can handle it.”</td>
<td>“No matter what happens I can handle it.”</td>
<td>“I can handle things no matter what happens.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Involvement</td>
<td>“I prefer to be actively involved in things.”</td>
<td>“I like being active and energetic.”</td>
<td>“I like to get into things and make action.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effectiveness</td>
<td>“My overall effectiveness in life is very high.”</td>
<td>“Overall, in all things in life, I am effective.”</td>
<td>“Overall, in my life I am a very effective person.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping with Change</td>
<td>“I cope well with changing situations.”</td>
<td>“When things around me change I cope well.”</td>
<td>“I cope well when things change.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Open Thinking  | “I am open to different thinking if there is a better idea.” | “I am open to new thoughts and ideas.” | “I can adapt my thinking and ideas.”
---|---|---|---
Quality Seeking  | “In everything I do I try my best to get the details right.” | “I try to get the best possible results when I do things.” | “I try to get the very best results in everything I do.”
Social Effectiveness  | “I am effective in social situations.” | “I am competent and effective in social situations.” | “I communicate effectively in social situations.”
Stress Management  | “I am calm in stressful situations.” | “I can stay calm and overcome anxiety in almost all situations.” | “I am calm when things go wrong.”
Time Efficiency  | “I plan and use my time efficiently.” | “I am efficient and do not waste time.” | “I am efficient in the way I use my time.”
Cooperative Teamwork  | “I like cooperating in a team.” | “I cooperate well when working in a team.” | “I am good at cooperating with team members.”

This table (See Table 5.2), for example, represents the schema construction that supports positive non-cognitive constructs listed in the left hand column of the chart. Better understanding of schema constructions related to these non-cognitive strengths can support building explicit learning environments that foster them. For example, an educator can create challenging learning situations that support a student’s positive answers to “No matter what the situation is I can handle it,” as is reflected in the Self-Efficacy category teaching and meta-teaching this non-cognitive strength.

This researcher believes one of the ways to use these schemas is to incorporate rubrics that assess for these skills throughout the learning experience. Using the same grading and assessment techniques related to cognitive schema construction (rubrics, learning outcomes, curriculum design) targeted by teaching and learning theories, educators can more explicitly implement and embrace teaching these non-cognitive schemas. Ultimately, non-cognitive strengths are learned in the same ways as cognitive skills are learned, so providing simultaneous developmental opportunities for these non-cognitive strengths within higher education would not be too great a shift from what already takes place in the classroom.
Understanding that both cognitive and non-cognitive learning is accessed cognitively shatters the false dichotomy proposed by the the terms used. It also allows consideration of these non-cognitive constructs through data collection, and assessment through rubrics and curriculum outcomes, just as cognitive constructs are considered. This can become a transformational practice in higher education, demonstrating the cognitive access points related to these non-cognitive skills, similar to the use of cognitive behavioral therapy within the counseling profession. Using cognitive inroads to non-cognitive learning frames self-schemas as attitudes and beliefs learned about self. Each are perceptions of an individual’s own capacity to do or be something. Non-cognitive skills are learned schemas concerning both past and future experiences and beliefs. This highlights the importance of the learning experience in both cognitive and non-cognitive performance. These preliminary findings highlight that self-schemas are a function of experience and are developed through interactions and relationships, otherwise known as learning. Therefore, learning theories such as the use of scaffolding and pedagogical approaches such as collaborative learning may be appropriate reform strategies to enliven non-cognitive schema construction through cognitive avenues.

Gutman and Schoon (Education Endowment Foundation, 2013) summarized this schema construction through experience by describing: “pupils that believe in their ability are likely to improve their performance, and those that improve their performance are likely to have belief in their ability” (EEF, 2013, p. 10). Marsh & Craven (2006) argue that this belief mandates that academic self-concept and academic skills should be simultaneously targeted. Similarly, this researcher argues that self-efficacy and other non-cognitive skills should be targeted pedagogically and through assessment, simultaneously with academic and cognitive skills. This utilizes the Dweck growth mindset belief system appraised in this study’s literature review. It is
important to conceptualize these attributes and improvements as malleable skills rather than fixed constructs or unchanging personality traits. Gutman and Schoon (EFF, 2013) explain that “believing one can meet the demands of a given task is a prerequisite to putting forth sustained effort” (p. 11). A teacher can model this belief.

This research supports collecting more comprehensive data, and incorporating a level of analysis that examines more closely the non-cognitive components that are, in fact, correlated to one another when examining higher order constructs of these two non-cognitive measures in relation to GPA. The correlation analysis conducted in this study supported two of the three hypotheses exploring the correlational relationships examined. As demonstrated in the review of questions composing these constructs (See Table 5.2) which comprise the schemas of the most statistically significant non-cognitive skills on the ROPELOC, there is evidence that learning impacts the schema construction regarding one’s own skills and beliefs. How might this information be translated into action in the academic setting? To answer this question, it is important to examine cognitive schema construction and learning, which leads to the final recommendation from the US Department of Education: Testing and refining strategies for improving student outcomes.

**Testing and refining strategies for improving student outcomes**

The inter-connection of these skills, as explored within the literature review and data sections of this dissertation, implies that many of these non-cognitive skills are linked together, comprised of schemas, and are not often found as stand-alone constructs. Defining these skills as appropriate success measures, and collecting more comprehensive data by assessing for these skills, leads, finally, to cultivating meta-learning and schema building interventions regarding
these strengths. This final area regarding cultivation corresponds with the US Department of Education’s request to test and refine strategies for improving student outcomes.

Findings related to learning and the brain are: content needs to make sense to the learners, it has to be relevant, emotions drive attention and memory, action is important in learning, multisensory experiences improve memory and application/practice, and relaxed attention optimizes learning. Additionally, teachers should build on the learner’s existing beliefs and knowledge, positive emotions aid in thinking and remembering, learning happens both consciously and unconsciously, and deep learning includes memory and retrieval, analysis, critique, action, feedback, and refinement (MacFadden, 2013).

Psychotherapists take this information and implement it into their practices to aid in the transformation of the client’s cognitive and non-cognitive schemas, empowering them as agents of their own change (MacFadden, 2016). Similarly, instructors in higher education could implement this information within the classroom to impact both cognitive and non-cognitive schemas. Defining non-cognitive strengths as success measures, collecting non-cognitive data, and targeting non-cognitive learning, just as educators target cognitive skills-building, utilizing the information related to positive emotions and learning, leads to testing and refining pedagogical and curricular strategies to meet the non-cognitive needs of students.

As Kyllonen (2005) found, outcomes traditionally measured by the educational system are: GPA, Exams, Ratings/Grades, Attrition, Time to Degree, and Indicators of productivity. It is clear, in regards to GPA, that non-cognitive strengths are not well represented within these success measures. However, based on the two prior recommendations: defining success measures and collecting comprehensive data, whole person assessment in education can test and refine non-cognitive strategies to improve student outcomes.
To do this, based on this research data and supported by Kyllonen’s (2005) recommendations related to educational testing, attitudinal constructs, learning skills, personality factors, affective competencies, and performance factors should accompany these student outcome measures. This may be successfully accomplished by using established learning theory tools, such as Bloom’s Affective and Cognitive taxonomies. In addition, as presented earlier, Claxton lists pedagogical improvements related to non-cognitive skills, and complementary of the traditional cognitive R’s of education. Both of these techniques fulfil the call to test and refine strategies for better student success outcomes.

Using Bloom’s taxonomy for cognitive and affective skills, in an attempt to merge a psycho-social pedagogical approach to non-cognitive and cognitive transformation, embodies this last recommendation to test and refine strategies for better student outcomes. The Table below (see Table 5.3) relates the learning involved in both cognitive and non-cognitive taxonomies, and supplements these learning tasks with pedagogical activities and vocabulary with which educators can operate and rubrics can be designed. Using this integrated taxonomy, for example, a non-cognitive rubric for an assignment in higher education may use learning tasks that require a combination of the non-cognitive and cognitive verbs, below.

**Table 5.3: Pedagogical Tasks Related to Bloom’s Cognitive and Affective Taxonomies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy</th>
<th>Bloom’s Affective Taxonomy</th>
<th>Key pedagogical tasks of BOTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Remembering</td>
<td>Level 1: Receive Open &amp; Engaged</td>
<td>List, Define, Duplicate, Memorize, Report, Reproduce; Acknowledge, Ask, Be Open To, Discuss, Feel Focus, Follow, Listen To, Perceive, Show Tolerance For.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rote remembrance and recitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Understanding</td>
<td>Level 2: Respond Actively Responding</td>
<td>Interpret, Exemplify, Classify, Summarize, Infer, Compare, Explain, Paraphrase, Discuss; Answer, Clarify, Contribute, Follow Along, Help Team, Perform, Question, React Reply, Seek Clarification And Write.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explaining and contributing to knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommendations for action, given this study’s findings, are to incorporate cognitive and affective levels of learning at the community college level. An explicit way of accomplishing this is by incorporating the three recommendations related to transforming education. By defining non-cognitive traits as related to success, assessing for and collecting data regarding these skills, and refining rubrics and strategies already used for cognitive learning in higher education, educators can more overtly attend to non-cognitive learning.

To meet this recommendation, non-cognitive rubrics related to the learning tasks used in Bloom’s cognitive and affective taxonomies to compose assignments in curriculum activities, such as the ones above, can be incorporated into the practice of higher education. Tools, such as Bloom’s cognitive and affective taxonomies, emphasize and value this type of non-cognitive learning. Additionally, educators can incorporate Claxton’s (2002) call for transformation in learning power within the classrooms, by proposing a practical application of non-cognitive skills in education. This advantages what educators understand about learning and the brain.

For example, Claxton argues that four ‘R’s’ should simultaneously exist with traditional cognitive based Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic. Resilience is the first of Claxton’s (2002)
non-cognitive strengths recognized as missing in education. It is associated with the ROPELOC’s Coping with Change Measure, and part of numerous socio-emotional constructs (Wosnitza & Peixoto, 2018). The definition of resilience is: “the human capacity to face, overcome and ultimately be strengthened by life’s adversities and challenges” (Gerstein, 2013, para. 3). Resilience appears to be a higher order construct comprised of the ability to bounce back, manage emotions, have strength awareness, passion-driven focus, resourcefulness, an understanding of personal agency, the ability to connect to others, and includes problem-solving skills (Gerstein, 2013). Curriculum builders can see how the questions and activities related to innovative pedagogy and affective taxonomies (See Table 9) may address non-cognitive schema construction within the classroom in service of co-constructing 21st century skills, including resilience.

Claxton (2008) recommends teaching Resourcefulness, defining it as “being ready, willing and able to learn in different ways” (p. 2). This non-cognitive skill applies to adaptability, flexibility and open thinking and embodies a learner possessing a variety of learning strategies with insight and awareness of when each strategy is needed. Again, applying the pedagogical and learning activities and building curriculum around these may help to explicitly support this non-cognitive skill within the learning experience.

Reflection, according to Claxton (2008), is about “being ready willing and able to become more strategic about learning” (p. 2). He goes on to explain that reflection is a metacognitive skill related to socio-emotional learning, and represents self-concept and self-perception of one’s own strengths and challenges. Reflection can be found in Bloom’s taxonomies as related, both, to cognitive and affective skills. Self-reflection is also a component of self-assessment measures. Altering curriculum to explicitly incorporate this level of learning
should not be a leap from standard educational practice, and appears a valuable component to educational transformation that incorporates 21st century workforce skills by first valuing and defining them, by collecting data related to these skills, and then by refining strategies to explicitly teach these non-cognitive capacities.

The final component for which Claxton (2008) advocated is Reciprocity. He defined reciprocity as “being ready, willing and able to learn alone and with others” (p. 2). This non-cognitive skill links to social and communication skills, leadership and teamwork skills. Incorporating educational lessons through curriculum design that shape schemas related to these levels of non-cognitive skills using self-awareness components emphasize the importance of non-cognitive learning within the educational experience. Instructors can refine strategies that emphasize these non-cognitive student success outcomes. Experiments with these instructional designs may be pivotal components of future research.

The non-cognitive R’s used to accompany the traditional cognitive emphasis on reading, writing, and arithmetic are examples of how the new American College may marry content and applied skill, unmasking the false dichotomy between cognitive and non-cognitive skills, addressing both with learning and schema development, in order to wed theory and practice. Using this integrative model, cognitive and non-cognitive rubrics can be built as part of standard curriculum delivery and assessment, thereby embodying the recommendation for reform that calls for testing and refining strategies related to improving student outcomes.

Most educational research recognizes the effectiveness of rubrics focused on content or cognitive skills (Reddy, 2007). Assessing student learning, however, as schema construction based on attitudes, behaviors and perceptions is an under-researched area. Since 2007, some studies have emerged to expand on how rubrics can be used as non-cognitive matrices to impact
these self-and-other schemas. *Deeper learning* initiatives. For example, Pellegrino & Hilton (2012) acknowledge the interconnection of cognitive, non-cognitive, and intra/inter-personal components related to learning. These initiatives also build on the need for learning experiences to be assessment-focused, including the teaching and learning of non-cognitive skills (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Grover, 2015).

In keeping with the requirement of defining appropriate success measures and the collection of data, it is important to incorporate testing and refine strategies for improved outcomes. It is helpful to understand Barron and Darling-Hammond’s (2008) guidelines on assessment of meaningful learning: 1) Assessments must require application of desired concepts and skills; 2) Rubrics must define and organize successful performance; 3) Assessments should be frequent and formative in order to build dialog around expectations and feedback (Barron & Darling-Hammond, 2008). Deeper Learning initiatives add that assessments must also include both cognitive performance and transferability of learning, and non-cognitive skills that support learning such as abilities related to collaboration, complex problem-solving, planning, reflection, and communication can be assessed and reinforced by using non-cognitive rubrics related to curricular assignments (Conley & Darling-Hammond, 2013).

Kafka (2016) developed a list of non-cognitive assessment instruments supporting the development, identification, and measurement of these skills at the college level. This research supports the development of non-cognitive skills that “promotes students’ ability to think cogently about information, manage their time, get along with peers and instructors, persist through difficulties, and navigate the varied landscape of academic and non-academic requirements that college students face…” (Kafka, 2016, p. 1). These strengths may be implicitly incorporated in the learning experience; however, developing assessment practices that
incorporate both non-cognitive and cognitive skills using data driven methods is essential for educational reform. This study reveals that GPA does not substantively represent non-cognitive skills which are required for 21st century success. This finding requires focus, then, on measurements that prove, beyond anecdotally, workforce readiness outcomes, of students graduating from this institution.

Though emerging research is transforming the way educators look at the college educational experience, and finally highlighting the non-cognitive skills important to 21st century workforce success, research examining these rubrics, and implementing the theory in practice is substantively absent from literature. Some studies review the impacts of social-emotional learning, for example, but many of these studies relate to only public school-aged children and adolescents. Research regarding the growth possible in the college student’s mindset is lacking, and strongly encouraged as the call for transformation in educational policy and reform continues.

**Recommendations for Further Study**

These preliminary findings, of course, do not tell a full and integrative story. Future research could use these specific skills added to pedagogical interventions in order to more effectively use this comprehensive non-cognitive data. Establishing measures and identifying these strengths, along with pedagogical activities that may enhance or improve the schemas related to these non-cognitive skills could be an important direction for future research.

Future research in the area of non-cognitive assessment and development should explore and integrate the relationships of cognitive and non-cognitive measures in establishing innovative pedagogical approaches. These could include: learning in informal settings (crossover learning), learning by debate (learning through argumentation), unintentional learning
(incidental learning), learning from experience by interpreting information related to what is already known (context-based learning), learning that breaks large problems into smaller parts (computational thinking), learning with applied tools and practices (learning by doing), learning involving self-awareness and active interaction with the real/simulated world (embodied learning), personalized learning (adaptive teaching), understanding mindsets in cognitive and non-cognitive aspects (analytics of emotions), and data driven assessment collected across time (stealth assessment) (Sharples et al. 2015). Future research should focus on experimenting with these pedagogical shifts, assessing for before and after interventions and examining causal links related to non-cognitive growth.

Pedagogical guidelines, and tools such as Bloom’s cognitive and affective taxonomies, can transform curriculum and teaching to highlight these non-cognitive strengths so necessary to workforce success in the 21st century. These pedagogical changes will have to include cognitive development, social-emotional development, and career development processes. These, also, will combine the foundational literacies required in higher education (literacy, numeracy, scientific information), competencies required for 21st century skills (critical thinking/problem-solving, creativity, communication, and collaboration), and will emphasize the character qualities (curiosity, initiative, persistence, adaptability, leadership, and inter- and intra-personal social and cultural awareness) (WEF, 2015) required in the *New American College*. GPA cannot stand as the primary academic measure, especially as time, technology and the requirements of the changing workscape emphasize specific non-cognitive skills.

Leadership should explicitly promote coping skills, engagement and quality seeking which will endorse learning through non-cognitive emphasis. Using the three US Department of Education’s recommendations and Maine Community College System’s call for change, future
research should focus on valuing and defining non-cognitive success measures, collecting data regarding these measures, and testing and refining pedagogical strategies that enhance both cognitive and non-cognitive skills. To accomplish this, non-cognitive self-assessments should be incorporated, explicit meta-teaching should occur as evidenced by rubrics, and evaluation and refinement of preferred non-cognitive skills should be targeted. Cognitive and non-cognitive assessment should be integrated into curricular assignments; and, assignments should incorporate cognitive and affective components, as assessed by rubrics. Additionally, professional development opportunities that highlight the non-cognitive components of learning should also be implemented.

To incorporate non-cognitive learning educators must relate material to self, prior knowledge, and student beliefs. It may be argued that this already occurs, however the explicit evidence and data for this does not readily exist at the community college level. Additionally, this research indicates that though graduating students are leaving this institution with non-cognitive skills, their scores are more than 35 points less than ideal scores on the instruments used, and within the mean score ranges established by this population, 35-40% are graduating with below-average (low) self-perceptions of their own non-cognitive capacity.

This social-emotional focus in higher education is an important precursor to transformative change. It includes making material meaningful and important to the students. It also requires both implicit teaching through role-modeling and reinforcement, and explicit teaching through direct relationship between content and applied information. Using data to support that this learning is accomplished in higher education should be a focus of future research.
Educators can present modules addressing personality characteristics and self-assessment as part of a student’s formal learning in academia. Simultaneous to this, teacher-assessment highlighting students’ demonstrable capacity should accompany student self-assessments. This type of character education fits the mission of the college regarding workforce readiness, because it embodies non-cognitive skills which translate to workforce readiness. Prioritizing the transferability of skills, and the intentional malleability of schema construction through non-cognitive focus, including socio-emotional learning programs, is a transformation required in higher education. This approach does not replace cognitive focus, but it is a necessary ancillary supplement to it. Identifying these teaching opportunities is essential.

College instructors as collaborative leaders who co-create experiences with students, are important components in community colleges, as often they are practitioners in their own field. They can serve as agents of transformation by bringing information from psycho-social realms related to professional and workplace experiences to the realm of education and learning. Instructors that conspire to create a reality of non-cognitive success outcomes, both personally and professionally, need to understand the reciprocal and recursive components involved in the stories we tell ourselves, and how these stories represent schemas of self-and-others, and relate to future experiences. Qualitative research can support the building of these narratives, and should be advocated for in future study. Though a non-cognitive focus should remain an ever-present theme, both quantitative and qualitative methods can reveal important features of that theme. Future research can focus on qualitative interviews, following the quantitative data collection, to provide dynamic and robust correlational and causal insights.

Additionally, future research could exploit some of the preliminary program data revealed, here. Data can be collected to identify the field-specific non-cognitive skills that are
most required of the students entering their particular workforce field. For instance, the high
score in culinary arts may be related to certain character traits indicative of individuals drawn to
the field of hospitality; similarly, the low score in non-cognitive skills within the Radiological
Technology Program may represent a hole in training regarding non-cognitive skills necessary
for success in this field, which tends to emphasize interaction with technology and science as
hard skills, but may not be emphasizing the soft skills required in this field. Though this level of
analysis was beyond the scope of this study, assessing the skills required and developed in
different disciplines and programs might be an important component of transformational
educational reform which simultaneously targets both cognitive and non-cognitive skills.

Correlational studies reveal strong relationships between non-cognitive skills and success
outcomes (Lee & Strom, 2014; Renshaw et al., 2014; You, Furlong, Felix, & O’Malley, 2015),
however experimental methods must employ more causal inferences. Experimental interventions
that measure before and after scores may yield more evidence of the efficacy of intervention
aimed at teaching/shaping these skills. Using self-assessments before programming, and
comparing self-assessment scores after the educational intervention is a basic experimental
methodology. Similarly, pedagogical assessment strategies can be experimentally evaluated with
data collection before and after, including using classes as controls and treatment groups.
Though the operational definitions and measuring instruments have been debated and lack
consistent and standardized methodologies, experimenting with instruments and measures could
encourage more consistent and conciliatory vocabulary in order for educators to identify, define,
as assess non-cognitive components. There are multiple psycho-social instruments available,
clinically, however there is no single instrument to measure the non-cognitive skills related to
educational achievement. Both of these areas require further research and study.
Additionally, future research should incorporate longitudinal data and data collection regarding the staying power of changes and interventions. Further research related to the differences between domain specific cognitive skills, learning styles in metacognitive skills-building, and explicit and implicit learning techniques must be conducted in order to better understand how teachers can use cognitive pedagogies to teach non-cognitive skills, specifically assessing the long term impact and longevity of these skills. Furthermore, malleability and social-emotional learning research should be better assessed in college-aged students within higher education. Historically, this malleability and staying power research is primarily studied with school age children, developing, and with potentially more malleability than college students. Increasing the number of studies significant to higher education will be a worthwhile endeavor to assess the growth capacity within these constructs.

Student strength and student deficit models need to be integrated into a more dynamic and vibrant paradigm that asks instructors to play a vital part in the experiences of their undergraduates through both cognitive and non-cognitive teaching and assessment. This researcher believes that understanding non-cognitive components of experience may be the key to implementing promotive achievement strategies which can improve student outcomes. Future studies can be directed toward strategies that include research into non-cognitive rubrics, and quantitative data from experimental design studies. The implications for further study are clear, and can result in a better understanding of the complex and interrelated non-cognitive components required in the workforce. This creates greater opportunity for teachers and students alike. Additionally, employers and the economic environment, as a whole, can benefit from the integrative shift to emphasize both cognitive and non-cognitive strengths through the teaching and assessment of both hard and soft skills. The three guiding recommendations within this
framework for transforming community college education can provide the structure for these studies. This effort would bridge the gap between psycho-social fields and education, content skills and applied skills, cognitive skills and non-cognitive skills, theory and practice, and truly transform higher learning into the ideal of the New American College.

This study provides support for a new model to understand the social nature of schema construction involved in learning. Specific implications were discussed through this chapter. Results of this study can be used to specifically identify individual’s self and other schemas through the identification and measurement of non-cognitive strengths. These strengths support defining success measures inclusive of non-cognitive skills related to workforce success. Collecting comprehensive data, from self-assessment measures to teacher-assessment measures, serves to highlight the investment in workforce readiness within community college institutions. Additionally, testing and refining these success outcomes through the use of non-cognitive rubrics should accompany cognitive rubric assessment standards. Bloom’s Taxonomy and Claxton’s four R’s are rich tools with which educators can supplement their teaching practices.

Graduating 35-40% of the responding students with a self-perception of non-cognitive capacity as less than average, and using an academic measure (GPA) that only captures 4 of 26 non-cognitive skills, cannot be a continued practice. Individuals, communities, and institutions can use this integrative framework to accentuate both cognitive and non-cognitive skills, specifically ensuring both cognitive and non-cognitive skills are explicitly addressed in teaching and learning schemas for students, employess, and within the educational culture students find themselves. True transformation can occur when there’s an integration and emphasis on strengths which highlights the malleability and possibility of growth and development under each person’s individual control.
Throughout this dissertation, a transdisciplinary systems and growth mindset was taken, and these specific factors embody the success values within the 21st century. Leadership should accept this integrative perspective in order to impact success, across all domains. Throughout this work, statistics and findings, across fields, were highlighted in order to suggest the New American College is not only a possible endeavor, but a necessary one, especially in light of the socio-emotional difficulties and deficits so regularly identified in today’s culture. Shining a light on strengths, and how these strengths comprise both cognitive and non-cognitive, hard and soft, and content and applied skills, may bring Positive Psychology from counseling into the classroom.

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between non-cognitive 21st century workforce skills as measured by two strengths-based, behaviorally demonstrable, self-assessment questionnaires. Previous portions of this chapter explored the measurement and properties of statistically significant non-cognitive skills revealed by these instruments. Tables were used to depict the correlations, illustrate the schemas assessed, and focus on the specific non-cognitive skills that emerged repeatedly in the analyses. Additionally, limitations were identified and explored. This chapter focused on relating these findings to the implications and application, or specific pedagogical or teaching methodology using Bloom’s Taxonomy and Claxton’s revision of the ‘R’s’ needed in education, in order to emphasize the non-cognitive skills found to be important to both success in college and success in the workforce. The final section of this chapter emphasized recommendations for action, and concluded with recommendations for future research based on the significance of these preliminary findings.
Change comes in many shapes and sizes, in different forms with different faces. It presents tensions and constraints that require navigation, methodology, and management. Change ignites process and influences products. The meaning an individual makes of their experiences impacts the way things are seen, what is looked for, and what is believed. Many interpretations of one experience can exist, and it is primarily important for a student to purposefully frame their experiences in a way that enhances what is known, the strengths possessed, and what can be. Purposeful teaching and learning impacts perception of self, others, and experience. Teaching students that their intentional psycho-social-emotional self-regulation and experience-framing constructs their meanings, and creates their experience, may be key to building their skills as learners. Cognitive and non-cognitive teaching and learning is a necessary component for this transformational shift.

Community colleges educate students who are under-prepared, and though some enroll with the intention to earn an Associate’s degree or certificate, and some intend to transfer to complete a Baccalaureate degree, only about 51% who start at community colleges earn a certificate, a degree, or are enrolled in a college up to six years later (Center For Community College Student Engagement, 2014). These findings and recommendations may reduce this deficit. According to ACT (2010) “Community colleges lose about half of their students before the beginning of their second year of college” (CCCSE, 2014, p. 23). Rates of drop-out, attrition, and lack of re-enrollment are startling, and studies that may reveal problems of practice in this environment will serve to improve practice and performance.

The conceptual framework that drives this work calls for an integrated perspective, using the constructive, developmental and systems approaches subsumed within Positive psychology to assess perception of self in quantified terms. The SEHS-HE was used to determine covitality
scores, while the ROPELOC was administered to address life effectiveness schemas, both representing non-cognitive, 21st century workforce skills. This study suggested a high correlation between these measures, to each other, through component and composite scores. It also reflected that only 15% of the 26 non-cognitive skills examined correlate with GPA score, representing a deficit in measurement related to assessing for non-cognitive skills.

The ROPELOC did correlate on four specific non-cognitive measures to academic GPA. No non-cognitive skills represented by the SEHS-HS correlated with GPA, indicating that this measure, which is so highly correlated with subjective well-being and positive performance outcomes, is not related to the primary academic measure. However, the composite scores of these two non-cognitive measures are strongly correlated to each other, supporting that these non-cognitive strengths are definable, identifiable, and measurable. After examining the data, it is clear that non-cognitive skills are not well-represented in the GPA measure. A framework for transformation was introduced based on these preliminary findings, and it is this researcher’s hope that these three distinct recommendations are explored in future research.

Community colleges are preparatory grounds for career training, and are advantaged intersections of ecological systems where role of student is often found in conjunction with role as parent, provider, or professional. These spaces are places to examine the interconnections and links among personal, social, and psychological domains, and to support a redefinition of success in these realms in accordance with non-cognitive strengths.

The basic scaffolding of learning builds on the premise that what learners experience shapes how they become, and how they become shapes how they perceive their experiences. Positive Psychology research links these three pillars, specifically highlighting that positive institutions can create positive experiences which create positive traits. If education can more
purposefully tap into psychotherapeutic role, then building the non-cognitive scaffolding required for success will lead to traits and skills development applied to academia, and can carry over to personal and professional realms. This can only happen with effective non-cognitive definitions, data collection, and refinement.

Measuring these non-cognitive schemas with the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC survey provided a starting point in evaluating whether the educational experience received at the community college helps a student construct effective non-cognitive capacities. Bringing this social science perspective into the classroom is a pivotal part of educational transformation in the 21st century. Exploring these complex, iterative, coalescing and synergistic components of social and individual success reveals that these can impact experiences in higher education, the workplace, and one’s own experience of subjective well-being. These ideas are driven by historical research on non-cognitive variables mentioned throughout this study. Non-cognitive skills, cognitive skills, and the interactions of each, are impacted by schema construction, and learning throughout the developmental process. This learning process highlights the inter/intrapersonal processes regarding learning through experiences, highlighting significant processes useful to curriculum and pedagogical strategies available within higher education and training for the 21st century workforce. Educational leaders must understand the importance of these self/other schemas, as they possess the power to transform the student into a learner, leading to better success outcomes across domains. Without successful definition of these non-cognitive measures, without collecting the data based on these strengths, and without testing and refining strategies for these student success outcomes, educators fail to hold themselves accountable to this transformational possibility.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUMENTS

NAME:____________________________________    AGE:____(years) ____ (mths)
DATE:___/___/____ MALE / FEMALE  (circle one)
PROGRAM:_________________________

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

This is not a test - there are no right or wrong answers.
This is a chance for you to look at how you think and feel about yourself. It is important that you:
• are honest
• give your own views about yourself, without talking to others
• report how you feel NOW (not how you felt at another time in your life, or how you might feel tomorrow)

Your answers are confidential and will only be used for research or program development. Your answers will not be used in any way to refer to you as an individual.

Use the eight point scale to indicate how true (like you) or how false (unlike you), each statement over the page is as a description of you. Please do not leave any statements blank.

SOME EXAMPLES

A. I am a creative person.  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
(The 6 has been circled because the person answering believes the statement “I am a creative person” is sometimes true. That is, the statement is sometimes like him/her.)

B. I am good at writing poetry.  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
(The 2 has been circled because the person answering believes that the statement is mostly false as far as he/she is concerned. That is he/she feels he/she does not write good poetry.)

C I enjoy playing with pets.  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
(The 6 has been circled because at first the person thought that the statement was mostly true but then the person corrected it to 7 to show that the statement was very true about him/her.)

If still unsure about what to do, ASK FOR HELP.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENT</th>
<th>FALSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUE</strong></td>
<td>**not like me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01. When I have spare time I always use it to paint.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02. I like cooperating in a team.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03. No matter what the situation is I can handle it.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04. I can be a good leader.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05. My own efforts and actions are what will determine my future.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06. I prefer to be actively involved in things.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07. I am open to different thinking if there is a better idea.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08. In everything I do I try my best to get the details right.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09. Luck, other people and events control most of my life.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I am confident that I have the ability to succeed in anything I want to do.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I am effective in social situations.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I am calm in stressful situations.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. My overall effectiveness in life is very high.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. I plan and use my time efficiently.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. I cope well with changing situations.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. I cooperate well when working in a team.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. I prefer things that taste sweet instead of bitter.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. No matter what happens I can handle it.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. I am capable of being a good leader.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. I like being active and energetic.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. What I do and how I do it will determine my successes in life.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. I am open to new thoughts and ideas.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. I try to get the best possible results when I do things.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. When I apply myself to something I am confident I will succeed.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. My future is mostly in the hands of other people.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. I am competent and effective in social situations.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. I can stay calm and overcome anxiety in almost all situations.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. I am efficient and do not waste time.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Overall, in all things in life, I am effective.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. When things around me change I cope well.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. I am good at cooperating with team members.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. I can handle things no matter what happens.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. I solve all mathematics problems easily.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. I am seen as a capable leader.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. I like to get into things and make action.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. I can adapt my thinking and ideas.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. If I succeed in life it will be because of my efforts.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. I try to get the very best results in everything I do.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. I am confident in my ability to be successful.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. I communicate effectively in social situations.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. My life is mostly controlled by external things.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. I am calm when things go wrong.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. I am efficient in the way I use my time.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. I cope well when things change.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Overall, in my life I am a very effective person.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Social Emotional Health Survey–Higher Education

Prompt: How true do you feel that these statements are about you personally?

Response (for all items)
1 = Very much unlike me
2 = Unlike me
3 = Somewhat unlike me
4 = Somewhat like me
5 = Like me
6 = Very much like me

Belief-in-Self

1. I trust my own ability to overcome challenges that I face in my life
2. Generally, I feel capable of overcoming obstacles
3. I will be able to achieve most of the goals that I have set for myself
   Persistence
4. I do not stop my work even if it is very difficult
5. I persist on tasks that I cannot immediately complete
6. I stay focused while studying despite distractions.
   Self-Awareness
7. I am able to identify the motivations behind my actions.
8. I recognize my moods and feelings.
9. I have a good sense of why I have certain feelings most of the time.

Belief-in-Others

Family Support
10. My family continues to love and support one another in tough situations.
11. There is a sense of togetherness within my family.
12. My family gets along well with each other.
   Institutional Support
13. Outside of my friends, there are other people on campus who care about my well-being.
14. I feel like there is a strong feeling of togetherness on my campus.
15. I feel like I belong at this university.
   Peer Support
16. I have a friend at my college who cares about me.
17. I have a friend who gives me the emotional support I need.
18. I can talk to my friends about pretty much anything.

Emotional Competence

Cognitive Reappraisal
19. When I feel down, I try to focus on the positives.
20. I can lift my mood by redirecting my thoughts to positive ideas
21. I am able to think about the alternatives to a problem under stressful situations.
Empathy
22. I am aware of others’ hardships.
23. I feel badly when my friends are put down.
24. I feel for my friends who are afraid or nervous about graduating.

Self-Regulation
25. I think about potential consequences before I act.
26. I can wait for what I want.
27. I think before I act.

Engaged Living
Gratitude
28. I appreciate the relationships I have developed throughout my life.
29. I appreciate those who are close to me.
30. When I reflect on my life, there is much to be grateful for.

Zest
31. My friends describe me as full of life.
32. I approach life with excitement and energy
33. I feel energetic in my life right now

Optimism
34. I am able to stay positive even when facing uncertain situations.
35. Each day I look forward to having a lot of fun.
36. I usually expect to have a good day.
APPENDIX B: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION & CONSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND

CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH

Project Title: Covitality from Counseling to the Classroom: A Psychometric Study of Covitality and Personal Effectiveness in Rural Maine Community College Graduates

Principal Investigator: Rebecca A. Martin, Doctoral student, The University of New England: rmartin7@une.edu.

Introduction:

Please read this form. The purpose of this form is to provide you with information about this research study, and if you choose to participate, to document your decision. You are encouraged to ask any questions about this study, now, during, or after the project is complete. You can take as much time as you need to decide whether you want to participate. Your participation is voluntary. Surveys will no longer be accessible after June 1st, 2018.

Why is this study being done?

This researcher is inviting adult students currently graduating from the college to participate in research related to positive non-cognitive traits measurement. These traits, in combination, are measured by a term called covitality. A survey will be administered to identify the non-cognitive skills present in the graduating class. The survey is a combination of the Social Emotional Health Survey-Higher Education; and, the Review of Personal Effectiveness with Locus of Control. These instruments hope to identify the non-cognitive strengths present in the graduating class of 2018. I am attempting to identify these traits, as a way to assess the workforce readiness of graduating students. This form represents a process called: “informed
consent,” and allows participants to be educated about the research in order to choose whether to take part in it.

As an adjunct faculty in the Mental Health program, and a community based psychotherapist, I am interested in the results on non-cognitive performance, as part of your education here, at the college. You may already know the researcher as a teacher, counselor, or as a member of the college community; however, this study is separate from those roles. I am completing this study as a doctoral student at The University of New England. The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the non-cognitive measures: the covitality questionnaire (SEHS-HE) and the personal effectiveness questionnaire (ROPELOC) in relation to student grade point average (GPA) upon graduation.

Who will be in this study?

Study participants will be selected based on eligibility for graduation, May 2018. They shall be ages 18-65. All participation will be voluntary, with confirmation that involvement does not impact any course work or course outcomes. The surveys will arrive in institutional email, and graduating students will disclose their self-assessment answers to the combined questionnaires: the SEHS-HE and the ROPELOC. This will include a request for students to disclose their name, age, gender, and program. I will discard any incomplete surveys. I will use these surveys to better understand the non-cognitive measures you identify in relationship to the cognitive measure of grade point average (GPA).

Both an invitation to participate, and a consent to obtain this information from you, along with your consent to obtain your Grade Point Average from the college, is included in this email.

What will I be asked to do?

If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to:
1. Complete an online questionnaire. This should take no more than 20 minutes of your time. The survey identifies non-cognitive traits, one related to covitality and the other related to personal effectiveness. Links to this survey will be emailed to graduating students before graduation.

2. After consent is given, students will provide the researcher with identifiable information, including Name, Program of study, Age and Gender, along with the answers to the survey questions.

3. Completing these questionnaires gives consent to allow the researcher to collect Career GPA from the College. It also acknowledges this information will be stored for research purposes.

This study is completely voluntary. There is no reward or punishment involved in participation, and involvement is at the discretion of each graduating student. The researcher is the only person that will have access to this combination of confidential information, and will collect and store this information with respect to protecting each student and following ethical standards.

It is absolutely the student’s choice regarding whether or not to participate in this study. No one at the college will treat any participant differently based on this research. If a student elects to join the study now, each student can change their mind and withdraw at any time. Information will be discarded as is reasonable to do, within this research. Participation in the study has no effect on any relationship within the college, administration or with this researcher.

**What are the possible risks of taking part in this study?**

The risks involved in your participation are minimal. Though revealing your name, program, and perceptions may carry some discomfort and vulnerability, and include time lost, being in this study will not pose risk to your safety, wellbeing, or academic standing. There are counseling services, free of charge, on campus, if any student wishes to discuss issues that may
arise while completing these surveys. However, there are no foreseeable risks associated with participation in this study.

**What are the possible benefits of taking part in this study?**

Potential benefits of your participation include sharing your student experience by expressing your point-of-view, gaining insight into your non-cognitive skills, and providing a self-report of your experience as a student, here.

**What will it cost me?**

Participation in this research study is free. The time and thoughtfulness required to complete the questionnaires is the only cost to you. There is no financial or academic benefit to participation. No payment or extra credit is extended.

**How will my privacy be protected?**

Any information you provide will be kept confidential. The researcher will not use your personal information for any purposes outside of this or related research projects. Student information will be de-identified once data is mined and stored, and will be stored with encryption and passwords, stored outside the community college setting, and will remain in this researchers possession until all research is complete. The data will be kept secure and will be purged and destroyed at the completion of the study.

**How will my data be kept confidential?**

This study will include shared details transmitted over the internet using firewall and encryption protections. Your confidential information will be collected and stored in a manner that protects your data. Firewalls, encryption, passwords, and external hard drive storage off site, are some of the ways the electronic information will be protected. Additionally, this researcher uses standards of confidential practice when managing your data. Your identifiers will
be coded in order to de-identify your information, and these pseudonyms will be used to track aggregate patterns. This researcher will be the only person handling this combination of your information, and will safeguard it in accordance to research policies.

Institutional Research staff, at the college, will provide respondent’s GPA scores, following graduation. Please note that regulatory agencies, and the Institutional Review Board may review the research records, excluding personal details. A copy of your signed consent form will be kept for three years after the project is complete before it is destroyed. The consent forms will be stored in a secure location controlled by this researcher. No other institutional staff will have access to, or be affiliated with, any data obtained from you during this project.

Upon written request, any student may have a report of their own questionnaire results or a draft copy of findings. The University of New England, also, provides contacts with whom participants can speak to clarify rights as a participant or to seek general information regarding research guidelines. The contact number for this research is: (207) 221-4962.

**What are my rights as a research participant?**

As a participant, your basic human rights are essential. Additionally, you have a right to confidentiality and privacy. Your participation is voluntary. Your decision to participate will have no impact on your current or future relations with the college or the University of New England. You may skip or refuse to answer any question for any reason. This will eliminate your questionnaires from data analysis.

**What other options do I have?**

You may choose not to participate.

**Whom may I contact with questions?**
The researcher conducting this study is Rebecca A. Martin. For questions or more information concerning this research you may contact her at rmartin7@une.edu or rmartin@kvcc.me.edu

If you choose to participate in this research study and believe you may have suffered a research related injury, please contact Carol Burbank, at The University of New England at cburbank@une.edu.

If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you may call Olgun Guvench, M.D. Ph.D., Chair of the UNE Institutional Review Board at (207) 221-4171 or irb@une.edu.

**Will I receive a copy of this consent form?**

You will asked to print a copy of this consent form for your own records.

---

**IF YOU CHOOSE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY**

The link below will take you to an online survey. The first page will ask you to review consent and agree to participate. You will not be able to take the survey without completing this section. The next page will provide you with a space for a digital signature, and ask you to initial and date your consent. This email includes an individual passcode that you will input here, as well, to access your survey.

**Participant's Statement**

I understand the above description of this research and the risks and benefits associated with my participation as a research subject. I agree to take part in the research and do so voluntarily. My signature will be collected as part of the electronic survey.
The participant electronically signing and completing the survey had sufficient time to consider the information, had an opportunity to ask questions, and voluntarily agreed to be in this study.

Researcher’s signature *Rebecca A. Martin*  
Date 4/27/18

Printed name: Rebecca A. Martin
APPENDIX C: INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERNET SURVEY

From: Rebecca A. Martin (Doctoral Candidate)

To: All graduating students of the College May 2018

Subject: Graduating student surveys for doctoral research

I am writing to you to request your participation in a brief survey. The survey should take approximately 20 minutes to complete. This survey is part of the doctoral research being conducted by Rebecca A. Martin, a student at The University of New England, and an adjunct instructor at the college.

Your honest and thorough answers to the survey will assist this researcher with identifying the non-cognitive strengths present in this graduating class of community college students.

A clickable link will be emailed with this invitation. It will include an individual passcode which makes this survey anonymous to the college. Identifying information will be asked, and permission to obtain your GPA from the college after you graduate is part of the consent agreement. Your information will only be used for statistical purposes and will be reported only in aggregated form.

Consent can be reviewed here: http://www.kvccdocs.com/martin-consent.html

Your participation in the survey is completely voluntary and all of your responses will be kept confidential.

The University of New England Institutional Review Board has approved this survey.

Should you have any comments or questions, please feel free to contact me at rmartin7@une.edu.

Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. This feedback is so important, and I’m hopeful that you all will participate.

Warmly,

Rebecca A. Martin

UNE Doctoral Candidate